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BOMBERS MUSTANGS 

Mustangs QB, Matt Ryan is all smiles as he 

basks in the glow of an adoring crowd of 

Mustangs supporters following Aurora’s 

second Championship victory over the 

Bruxelles Bombers. Ryan did not throw a TD 

pass, snapping a 34-game streak, but was 

efficient through the air.  (Full story inside) 
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1 2 3 4 OT Total 

Bruxelles 0 7 3 7 - 17 

Aurora 7 7 0 10 - 24 

       

Passing Cmp Att Yds TD 

Mariota 20 30 206 2 

Rushing Car Yds Avg TD 

Fournette 18 111 6.2 0 

Receiving Rec Yds Avg TD 

Fournette 7 61 8.7 0 

Passing Cmp Att Yds TD 

Ryan 22 33 284 0 

Rushing Car Yds Avg TD 

Woodhead 14 84 6.0 2 

Receiving Rec Yds Avg TD 

Edelman 8 116 14.5 0 

17 24 

TEAM LEADERS 

IInn  tthhee  22nndd  qquuaarrtteerr,,  44tthh  &&  66  aatt  tthhee  4433--yyaarrdd  lliinnee  ooff  BBrruuxxeelllleess,,  MMaatttt  RRyyaann  

tthhrreeww  hhiigghh  ttoo  aa  ddoouubbllee--ccoovveerreedd  JJuulliiaann  EEddeellmmaann,,  wwhhoo  mmaaddee  aa  lleeaappiinngg  

ccaattcchh  ffoorr  aa  1144--yyaarrdd  ggaaiinn,,  ttoo  kkeeeepp  aa  TTDD--ddrriivvee  aalliivvee..        

TEAM LEADERS 

MUSTANGS WIN RACE ON VETERAN’S LEGS! 
DANNY WOODHEAD SCORES 2 TDs TO LEAD AURORA TO 2ND CHAMPIONSHIP  

 
SUMMARY: On a clear, crisp, unusually cold winter day in idyllic Avalon in York Township, fans from 

across North America and Europe converged on the football fortress known as Camelot to witness an 

historical first: an inter-continental battle for the EFL Championship.  

Representing Europe: the Bruxelles Bombers; a team that few had predicted would make it to the 

post-season, let alone survive two tough playoff bouts to earn the opportunity to contend for the ultimate 

prize. Representing North America: The Aurora Mustangs; a team unbeaten after 18 regular and post-

season games and not willing to share center stage in the finale for the third time in four seasons under 

head coach, Rich Liotta.   

 While this contest signified the first cross-continental showdown in Gale Sayers Game history, it 

was not the first time these two franchises and head coaches had faced each other in the ultimate battle. 

Bombers coach, Ken Main, had challenged an unbeaten Aurora once before, back in 2014, when his team 

was known as the Carthage Cannibals. Based in Samoa, the Cannibals had been a small-market underdog 

that, against long odds, had acquitted themselves with distinction in falling 31-17 to that Aurora juggernaut; 

the first team to record a perfect season in league history.   

 This time, the Bombers again faced a tough challenge, but one that many commentators thought 

they could overcome. Although perfect in record, the Mustangs of 2017 were not the dominant force that 

had trampled all-comers in 2014. There had been close calls in the regular season; one of them coming 

against this very same Bruxelles team in Week Three. On top of that, there had been times when the 

Bombers had appeared charmed. Although few serious commentators cited “destiny” as a deciding factor 

in supporting the underdog, most did perceive that “intangibles,” brought to the Bombers’ game by their 

QUOTES: “I thought this game 

was very winnable for us, but 

they played great defensively 

and smart offensively. They 

deserved to win! I hope fans 

don’t criticize Marcus after 

this. He gave it everything. 

That defense took a lot away.” 

– Bombers’ coach, Kenny 

Main 

“Danny got the official 

recognition from writers – 

good for him. But the MVP 

could have gone to a dozen 

players today. Matt was cool 

as a cuke, Julian caught 

everything, Malik was on fire, 

the secondary was great. The 

team had something to prove 

tonight and they proved it!” – 

Mustangs coach, Rich Liotta. 

HHAAPPPPYY  FFAANN  AANNGGRRYY  FFAANN  

Faart van Wijnendaele FVW@BrusselsTimes  

The Bombers had their chances. Like 

the Flemish Nationalist movement, 

they faltered when opportunity 

beckoned. But they won’t give up. 

James Duthie @efljamesduthie 

Can we end the debate now? 

Mustangs #1 all-time! Live with it! 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

         

  

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

quarterback, Marcus Mariota and irrepressible head coach, Kenny Main, could tip the scales in their favour given the right circumstances. 

But despite a strong minority constituency believing that a close game was in the offing, the Mustangs remained the consensus favourite 

amongst both bettors and the mainstream media and, at 7-points, a clear favourite at that. 

 “Welcome to the magical village of Avalon, home of the mighty football castle known as Camelot!” proclaimed TV host, Phil 

Winterall of ESPN. The trumpeting orchestral opening theme from the network’s Monday Night Football broadcast abruptly stopped, 

replaced abruptly with stirring brass staccato chords over a sonic backdrop of tempestuously humming violins. “We are at the site where 

continents will collide as the Bruxelles Bombers of Europe take on the Aurora Mustangs of North America in the 11 th EFL Championship 

game. Some people may not realize it, Bill, but these teams have met before in the Gale Sayers Game – not too long ago in fact.” 

 “Yeah, Phil. This is one of those cases where they changed the name of the team, changed the uniforms and moved halfway 

across the world for a fresh start,” agreed colour analyst, Bill Badden. “That’s likely going to fool some folks. But make no mistake, this 

Bombers team is the same football team that fell apart in the second half of the 2014 championship and allowed the Mustangs to finish off 

their perfect season.” 

 “Many people believe the Bombers are capable of making up for that loss with a victory today, Bill,’ Winterall stated matter-of-

factly. “Do you concur with such an idea?”  

 “Conquer? Heck, I’m not doing the conquering, Phil,” Badden replied. “I stopped coaching long ago. But if you’re asking me what 

the Bombers need to do to conquer the Mustangs, well, they’re going to need to play football at a high level. They’re going to have to score 

points and they’re going to have to make stops. Not many teams have been able to stop Matt Ryan this year and that’s why the Mustangs 

have won so many games. If the Bombers are going to conquer the Mustangs, they’re going to have to conquer Matt Ryan!” 

 Winterall paused then moved on: “If the Mustangs win today that would mean two perfect seasons for the franchise and for 

coach, Rich Liotta. One perfect season is obviously an amazing accomplishment; two perfect seasons is unheard of. Do you think we are 

looking at a dynasty here and, if so, how long will it last?” 

 Badden’s brow furrowed. He looked at his booth partner with a touch of unease. “Well, I hope not, Phil because I’m here to watch 

football, not Dynasty. I never really got in to Dynasty; I preferred Dallas. Both last about an hour, I think, unless you are talking about 

looking at all the episodes. I don’t remember how many seasons Dynasty played – it must have been more than a couple.” 

 Winterall chuckled nervously at the inane response from his colleague and improvised: “Well, if the Mustangs win today do you 

think they have a claim to be the best football team of all time, Bill?” 

 Badden guffawed then replied as if he was correcting a child. “I don’t know about all time, Phil! All time is a long time! But if they 

win, they certainly have to be considered one of the best teams this year, that’s for sure!” 

 A brief but uncomfortable silence enveloped the broadcast booth as the camera switched to the field where head official Clete 

Blakeman motioned for the team captains to come forward for the official coin toss. Marcus Mariota, wearing the team’s controversial third 

jersey – a drab light grey – and red pants with black and yellow trim, represented the Bombers; while Kenyan Drake, dressed in his team’s 

home scarlet jerseys with white numbers and gold pants, represented the Mustangs.  

 “Here’s an interesting move, Bill,” Winterall broke the silence. “The league was so concerned about the coin toss problems in 

previous championships that they brought in Clete Blakeman to referee this game today. Clete is an attorney by profession and the league 

is confident that his qualifications will help immediately resolve any disputes if there is a problem with the coin toss.” 

 “Well, the last couple of incidents have been an embarrassment for the league, no question,” Badden added soberly. “But coin 

tosses usually work out fine, at least for one of the teams. I am confident we are going to see a good one here.”  

 Blakeman switched on his microphone and addressed the players while the football world watched and listened. He carefully 

explained the rules of the coin toss, citing section two, article two of the official EFL Playing Rules. He then showed both sides of the coin to 

both captains to confirm that they were different and to identify each as either ‘Heads’ or ‘Tails.’ As captain representing the official visitors, 

Mariota was instructed to call out his choice of ‘Heads’ or ‘Tails’ while the coin was in the air. Blakeman asked Mariota if he understood to 

which the Bombers’ quarterback replied that he did. So far everything was running smoothly.  

 Blakeman flipped the coin high in the air. As the coin reached its apex Mariota called “Heads!” But like a carefully balanced ‘hors 

d’oeuvres’ tray in the hands of a skilled and steady waiter, the coin rose and fell without once turning, landing flat on the grass in the same 

position as it had been when it left Blakeman’s hand, with the ‘Tails’ side up.  

 “The result is tails,” declared Blakeman, at which news the Mustangs fans in Camelot let out a rousing cheer. But as the crowd 

celebrated, Mariota objected: the coin had not turned, that wasn’t fair, he claimed.  

 This caused Blakeman to pause. There was, in fact, a provision for this in the rulebook. Citing the identical section and article of 

the rules Blakeman addressed the crowd: “The coin did not turn therefore a re-toss will take place. Captain of the visiting team, please call 

it in the air,” he said to a mixed smattering of boos and claps from the fans in the stands. 

 Mariota again called ‘Heads’ and this time the coin flipped in the air and turned up heads. The Bombers had won the second toss, 

causing their supporters in the stadium to bellow their approval, while perplexed and outraged Aurora backers hissed and jeered. 

 “You don’t see that every day, do you, Bill?” Winterall remarked to his partner in the booth. 

 “Well, of course not, Phil,” Badden replied. “We don’t play football every day.”  

  

  

  

  



 

  
1st QUARTER (Aurora 7, Bruxelles 0) – The 11th EFL Championship began with Aurora place-kicker Wil Lutz lofting a high, spinning kick to 

just inside the Bruxelles goal line. Seeing the running lanes clogged in front of him, rookie returner Dede Westbrook promptly took a knee and the 

Bombers’ offence, led by quarterback Marcus Mariota, took the field to the sound of wooden war drums and Belgian fight songs. 

 “That drumming you hear is from the Samoan fans in the crowd,” Winterall explained as the camera panned across a section of end zone 

seats in the north corner of the stadium. Dozens of chanting, chest-thumping fans in grass skirts and winter jackets swayed back-and-forth to the 

frenetic drum beat. “And the reason you don’t understand the singing is because those are Belgian fans singing in the stands,” Winterall added as the 

camera flipped to mid-field, where a section of Bombers fans raised their cups and waved their flags in salute to the international TV audience. 

 “They’re singing about cherries and bras, Phil. Ahhh ohh ehh maaaa cherries...moww ooohaaahhhh bras!” Badden chuckled as he 

attempted to sing along. “Those crazy Europeans! They have to be crazy, Phil, they came all this way to be outnumbered as far as I can see!” 

 “Apparently that’s the Belgian national anthem they’re singing, Bill,” interjected Winterall. Then, in an attempt to move quickly off the topic, 

he added, “Marcus Mariota will take charge now. He led the league’s second most productive offence during the regular season, Bill. Was that a 

surprise to you?” 

 “Not really, Phil,” Badden began. “You go back to his rookie season and he showed real early what he was capable of. Last year he took a 

step backwards – that thing they call the soapbox jinx. But this year they paid big money to Terrelle Pryor, drafted Leonard Fournette and brought in a 

snarly, mud-stained, covered-in-bandages true warrior named Joe Thomas to play left tackle. People forget about those guys on the line, Phil! They 

put their bodies on the line so that guys like Mariota can dance around and dipsy-doodle back there. Thomas is the best frontline warrior in the EFL. 

There is mud under his fingernails he will never get rid of!”  

 The Bombers went straight to the attack. On the first play from scrimmage, Mariota dropped back five feet, rolled out and looked downfield 

where tight end Travis Kelce was running a deep cross and Terrelle Pryor Sr. was streaking deep down the sidelines, Aurora corner Patrick 

Peterson with him step-for-step. His targets covered, he checked down to Leonard Fournette who salvaged 3 yards to bring up 2nd down & 7.  

 “Looks like the Bombers plan to challenge the Aurora corners, Bill,” Winterall noted as the teams withdrew to their huddles. 

 “They are going to have to, Phil, if they are going to have any success today,” Badden opined. “But you aren’t going to catch the Aurora 

secondary napping on the first play of the Gale Sayers Game! No way! The adrenaline is pumping, the juice is kicking in, they are ready to jump out of 

their shoes itching to hit somebody. The linebackers were looking for Fournette on that play but the corners looked like they were ready for anything.” 

 The Bombers switched gears immediately. The next play was a pitch to Fournette who, with surprising speed, beat NaVorro Bowman to the 

corner, cut back through the arms of Earl Thomas and charged straight ahead until dragged down by Peterson for a 27-yard gain. Bruxelles 

supporters in the crowd howled deliriously while Fournette rose to his feet without any theatrics and jogged back to the huddle. 

 “And Leonard Fournette cuts through the Mustangs’ defence for a gain of 27 yards!” Winterall announced.  

“Fournette looks to be all business today, Phil,” Bill Badden observed. “His performance is going to be the key to this game. If he can keep 

churning out 27-yard runs every time he touches the ball it’s going to be a long day for the Aurora defence.” 

Fournette got the call on the next play, running off left tackle for 6 yards then again two plays later, driving through the arms of JJ Watt for a 

10-yard gain, recovering 5 yards lost to a Cory Harkey false start penalty and gaining a first down at the Aurora 34-yard line. The Bombers were 

already within range of the long leg of kicker, Chandler Cantanzaro. 

“Fournette is running with authority, Bill,” Winterall observed. “He ran right through JJ Watt on that play. When was the last time you saw 

Watt get overpowered like that?” 

“I can’t say I remember ever seeing it, Phil,” Badden declared after brief reflection. “JJ is one of those blood-stained frontline warriors you 

want on your defensive line if you’re a coach. He’s mud-stained too. He’s a muddy, bloody mucker who sticks his head in there where it doesn’t belong 

and he’ll take a punch as well as punch you in the nose!” Badden’s voice was rising excitedly. “But Leonard Fournette suckered him on that play. JJ 

was slightly off balance coming off his block and Fournette actually charged into him, using him as a kind of blocker on the play! That’s smash-mouth 

football at its finest right there, Phil! That’s smash mash mouth!” 

On the next play the Bombers took another shot downfield. Working off a slickly executed play action, Mariota took a deep drop and fired a 

missile on target about 20 yards down field to Kelce. The ball hit the tight end in the chest and bounced to the ground, incomplete.  

“And he dropped it!” Winterall exclaimed. “The Mustangs dodged a bullet there, Bill. That ball looked to have touchdown written all over it!” 

“And Kelce knows it too!” Badden joined in. “He was wide open with a full head of steam, but he was thinking ‘touchdown’ before he had the 

ball. That happens a lot, even to the pros. For the kids watching today, take it from me, it’s important to catch the ball when it’s thrown your way. I’ve 

been coaching most of my life and I have learned that there is not much point getting open and running away from the defender if you don’t have the 

ball in your hands. So, catch first, score later, kids! That’s my tip for the day!” 

Badden’s discourse on football basics segued into the next play; a 12-yard scramble by Mariota that gave Bruxelles a first down at the 

Aurora 22-yard line. Then, in response to repeated blitzes by regular season sack artist, Willie Young, the Bombers attempted a screen on the next 

play. But the pressure of the Aurora pass rush was so strong that it bowled over the retreating Bombers’ line, forcing an off-target throw from a 

backpedalling Mariota that was nearly picked off by linebacker, Shaq Thompson. They had dodged a disaster in the near-pick, but another disaster 

   

  

  



 

  

apparently loomed to replace it as Mariota got up slowly after taking a hit from Young. 

 “Mariota looks hurt. He’s walking off under his own steam but it looks like he got his bell rung, Bill,” Winterall said gravely. 

 “The only thing worse than being chased by Willie Young is being hit by Willie Young!” Badden declared animatedly. “And he rocked Mariota 

on that play! The Bombers fans are booing, wanting a flag there, but that was a legal hit, Phil. It was a football hit! The kind of hit that tells you you’re 

in a football game. And that’s what football does, Phil. Sometimes football takes out your best player!” 

 The Bombers’ drive that one play ago had seemed so promising suddenly felt doomed. Nick Foles came in for Mariota and threw toward the 

sideline, where an open Kelce bobbled the ball and lost the handle for his second drop of the drive. Then, on 3rd and 10, Foles overthrew Emmanuel 

Sanders to bring up 4th down and a 40-yard field goal attempt for placekicker, Chandler Cantanzaro. 

 “The kick is up…and it’s no good!” Winterall exclaimed as the ball sailed outside the right upright. “Looks like he pushed it just a bit, Bill.” 

 “No, Phil, he kicked it. He just missed it!” Badden countered. “That’s not the way the Bombers wanted their opening drive to finish, though. 

When you get the ball to start the game your number one job is to put points on the board and the Bombers failed to do that after getting into field goal 

range. Points are going to be the key to this game, Phil. The Bombers are going to have to do better next time if they intend to win today.” 

  The Mustangs took over at their 30-yard line, led by a confident-looking Matt Ryan. A prolonged commercial break was not long enough to 

dissipate a sense that the early momentum had swung decisively to the league’s top-scoring team. Phil Winterall attempted to capture the feeling: 

 “The Mustangs’ offence takes over now, led by regular season MVP, Matt Ryan; and I would expect that there would be less pressure on 

him now, Bill, knowing that his defence has passed its first test against the dangerous Bomber attack. Would you agree?” 

 “Any time you get the ball after your defence has kept the other team off the scoreboard it loosens up an offence for sure, Phil,” Badden 

answered. “But you can’t be too loosey-goosey out there! The other team’s defence is going to try and one-up what your defence did. For the 

Bombers’ defenders it’s their first action of the game so expect them to come out like a snarling pack of hungry wild dogs.” 

 The Bombers’ defence attacked as advertised, blitzing with Emmanuel Ogbah and Bud Dupree on the first two plays. But the Mustangs’ 

line was ready, giving Ryan plenty of time to find Julian Edelman and Devonte Adams for gains of 14 and 15 yards respectively to open the drive. A 

deflection by corner, Josh Shaw broke up the sequence but Ryan resumed carving the secondary on 2nd down with another 14-yard completion to 

Edelman to bring Aurora into field goal range at the Bruxelles.  

 “Matt Ryan doesn’t seem fazed by the Bombers’ blitz, Bill,” Winterall noted as the linesman placed the football just outside the 27-yard line. 

 “The blitz can hurt the defence when it doesn’t get pressure on the quarterback, Phil,” Badden replied authoritatively. “The Mustangs have 

run the same play four times in a row right across the middle. That’s no accident. The Bombers adjusted on the last play but Julian Edelman snuck in 

a hole in the zone and Matt Ryan found him. That’s what MVP, pro-bowl-caliber players do. They make plays!” 

 The Mustangs came back with their fifth medium cross in a row but the Bombers by now were waiting for it. His receivers covered, Ryan 

threw incomplete at the feet of Danny Woodhead. On second down, Adams broke outside and appeared to be open but a well-timed leap by  

  

  

  

  

Aurora wide receiver Julian Edelman extends to haul in a pass from Matt Ryan on the run to give his team another first down. Edelman 

caught 4 passes on the Mustangs’ opening drive, three of them for first downs and another for 21 yards to wipe out a Bruxelles sack. 



 

 

  

Tashaun Gipson broke up the pass to bring up third down. Needing 10 yards, Ryan dropped back into a clear pocket and fired a bullet to Edelman for 

13 yards and a first down. Aurora was in the red zone and looking very dangerous.  

“That was not the result Bruxelles wanted to see on that third down play, Phil,” Badden said somberly, without prompting. “They need to 

make a play now or forget it!”  

The Bombers knew it. Extra effort from a blitzing Ogbah on the next play paid off with a blindside sack of Ryan for a 10-yard loss. 

 “And he’s down! Ogbah with the sack, loss of ten!” Winterall called, his voice turning guttural as he emphasized the word, ‘down.’ 

 “And what a huge sack that is, Phil!” Badden chimed in. “Look at Ogbah, pounding his chest like a warrior! He’s from Nigeria, so he’s got that 

chest-pounding warrior blood in him, Phil! Matt Ryan looked like an English soldier in that movie, Zulu on that play!” Badden chuckled. “You - !”   

 Winterall jumped in hurriedly, “And that will bring up second down and a long twenty for the Mustangs! They can still get a first down without 

scoring, Bill, but I expect their priority will be getting a little closer for their kicker.” 

 Anticipating another blitz but apparently not fearful of one, Ryan calmly threw short across the middle, complete to Edelman, who slipped 

away from Gipson and cut diagonally through a wide gap in the middle of the field, picking up steam heading toward the end zone. A charging 

Harrison Smith corralled him at the 3 to prevent a touchdown. The Aurora fans jumped out of their seats while Bombers fans slumped. The sack had 

been negated and more; the 21-yard gain had given the Mustangs a first down and potentially four shots at the end zone.  

The Bombers geared up to make their stand, anticipating a run, but as the linebackers honed in on Woodhead, Ryan shoved the ball quickly 

into the chest of seldom-used fullback, Mike Tolbert, who put his head down and plunged toward the goal line. Blitzing linebacker, Bud Dupree, 

appeared to have him stopped at the one-yard line. But the video review clearly showed Tolbert knifing under a converging pile of bodies and thrusting 

the football across the plane of the goal line before his knee touched the turf.  

 Referee, Clete Blakeman, after what seemed like an interminable period of time under the hood, strode to center field and turned on his 

field microphone: “Upon further review, the ball broke the plane of the goal line before the runner’s knee touched the ground. The ruling is a 

touchdown!” And with the word ‘touchdown; he raised both his arms as Mustangs boosters howled their approval. 

 “The linesman on the wing was off his spot by a lot there, Bill. A full yard – you don’t usually see such disparity,” Winterall said. 

 “That’s why we have instant replay, Phil!” Badden declared. “To get the call right! It took a long time but it was worth every second! You have 

to remember the officials are human; they make mistakes like everybody else – more than everybody else, actually. They seem to be making more 

and more mistakes these days. What you don’t want to see is their mistakes influencing the game too much.” 

 The Bombers got the ball back, down by a touchdown. But a calm Mariota was able to overcome a busted play on the first snap of the series 

then move his team 48 yards in 7 plays to set up a 1st & 10 at the Aurora 27-yard line. The mini-drive had featured an 11-yard pass to Sanders to 

convert 3rd & 7 and some nice, hard-nosed running by Fournette. The Aurora defence, confused, had been forced to call a timeout. 

 “The Bombers have something going here, Bill,” Winterall commented as Mariota broke the huddle and strode toward the line of scrimmage. 

 “Anytime you string together a couple of first downs you know you have a drive going,” Badden agreed. “I think they’ll go in for the kill here!” 

 As if on cue, Mariota took the snap and faded back, deep in the pocket, his eyes scanning downfield where both Sanders and Pryor were 

streaking down the seams. But the Mustangs’ corners had been playing off and were looming in the vicinity. So focused was Mariota on his targets 

that he did not see nose tackle Malik Jackson bearing down on him. As he lifted his arm to throw, Jackson put helmet to sternum, jolting Mariota and 

jarring the ball out of his hands. Fortunately, the momentum from the hit knocked him back toward the ball and he was able to recover his own fumble.  

 “Mariota is leveled! The ball is loose!” Winterall shouted. “…and he manages to pounce on it. But that’s a sack and loss of 15, Bill!” 

 “Malik Jackson pushed Bombers’ right guard, Josh Kline out of the way like he was a pretty, pig-tailed little school girl, Phil!” Badden 

marveled. “He knocked him out of his skirt! Monster pressure up the middle and Mariota doesn’t see it coming. Jackson is like one of those bunker-

buster bombs blowing up the protection. Pressure is going to be the key to this game, Phil! Pressure causes sacks and forces mistakes!” 

 The Bombers faced a challenging 2nd & 25 at the Aurora 42, but an 8-yard screen to Fournette and a 13-yard hitch to Pryor gained back 21 

of those yards to put them in field goal range on 4th down at the Aurora 21. Mariota sauntered back to the sideline as time ran out on the 1st quarter, 

likely assuming, as did almost everyone else, that the field goal unit would take the field to start the 2nd quarter. But Ken Main had other plans…. 

2nd QUARTER (Aurora 14, Bruxelles 7) – “And we have the Bruxelles offence on the field following the break to contest 4th down, 

Bill,” Winterall began as the camera panned the Bombers’ huddle. “Are you surprised to see them going for it here?”  

 “Nothing coach Kenny Main does would surprise me, Phil,” Badden replied. “Passing up a good chance to score points does seem kind of 

nutty, but more and more coaches are choosing to take risks and going for it on 4th down. Kenny Main might feel that field goals aren’t going to keep 

pace with the Mustangs’ offence and he would be right about that.” 

“Or maybe they are hoping to draw the Aurora defence offsides, Bill,” Winterall added.   

“That might be it too, Phil,” Badden chuckled. “But if they try that and Aurora falls for it I’ll barbeque my shorts at Magna Park for their home 

opener next year and eat them for charity. They’d go down nice all slathered in Sweet Baby Ray’s or Stubb’s Original. Am I allowed to mention those 

brands on TV? I don’t think Sweet Baby Ray’s is a sponsor, so I probably shouldn’t be mentioning them over our official BBQ sauce…what is it again?” 

 “Mariota in the shotgun,” Winterall jumped in. “They need to reach the 17 for a first down. Here’s the snap, pitch left to Fournette, cuts back, 

wrapped up by Reddick behind the line! And the Bombers will turn the ball over on downs! Looks like he lost a yard on that play, Bill.” 

“Huge play there by the rookie, Haason Reddick,” Badden gushed with enthusiasm. The replay ran. Badden commented while scribbling x’s, o’s and 

arrows on the screen with an electronic pen. “You see the play is designed to go around the left edge between the tackle and the wideout – <there!> – 

but Shaq Thompson reads it well and holds the edge, forcing Fournette back in – <here!> – and pause that…look at that green in the second level! If 

 

 



 

  

he reaches that with a full head of steam he’s probably in the end zone. Okay roll it…but that’s where Reddick hits him and hangs on to turn a 

potential big play into a 1-yard loss. The way Fournette has been breaking tackles today, that’s a massive play by the rookie!” 

 The recovery and stand by the Aurora defence had an obvious exhilarating effect on the Mustangs fans in the crowd. Many of them stood up 

and waved their golden horsetails while chanting ‘AU-RO-RAHHHHH! AU-RO-RAHHHH!’ as Ryan led his offence onto the field. The energy 

seemed to spur on the Mustangs’ offence. Pass completions of 17 and 14 yards to Adams and tight end, Zach Miller earned two quick first downs to 

cross midfield and a 4-yard check-down to Edelman brought Aurora to the Bruxelles’ 43. But the Bombers rallied, with Terrell Suggs knocking down a 

pass attempt at the line and Harrison Smith batting down a long pass in front of Adams, bringing up 4th & 6. 

 “The Bombers hold off the Mustangs on their second possession with a couple of nice defensive plays. How important was that stand, Bill?” 

Winterall turned to his booth partner, expecting to have to fill some air time as the punting unit took the field.  

 “Pretty important, Phil,” Badden began. But as he started to elaborate he stopped himself and, after a brief pause, exclaimed: “but it looks 

like they haven’t stopped them yet, Phil. Rich Liotta has sent his offence back on the field!” 

 Indeed, the Mustangs’ offence had turned around and moved back to the huddle. With 6 yards to go for a first down, it was clearly not to 

draw the Bombers’ defence offsides. This was a direct challenge. With Bombers and Mustangs fans both standing and the Bombers’ fans bellowing at 

the top of their lungs, Ryan dropped back into a secure pocket and fired across the middle to Edelman for a 14-yard gain and a first down. 

 “It’s complete to Edleman! He’s got the first down and more, brought down by Shaw at the Bruxelles 29-yard line! What a daring play, Bill!” 

Winterall enthused. 

 “Matt Ryan is playing with a lot of confidence right now, Phil,” Badden joined in. “That’s a product of him being confident. You know, the 

coach can sense that; he knows when his quarterback is confident and when he is confident that his quarterback is confident, he is confident that he 

can ask a little more from him. You know, confidence will be the key to this game, Phil. In football, the team that is confident is the team that wins.” 

 The next play was a pitch to Woodhead for 9 yards, followed by another pass batted down by Suggs to bring up 3rd and 1. The Bombers 

either sensed or knew what was coming next. They loaded up the box and sent Ogbah and Dupree on the blitz, gunning for Woodhead. But a pro-

bowl calibre block by left tackle Trent Williams opened up a hole that the speedy and elusive Woodhead popped through like a champagne cork for 6 

yards and a first down. With the Bombers’ defence reeling, the Mustangs went straight back to Woodhead on the next play. The veteran found a 

gaping hole between the center and right guard, knifed through the Bruxelles’ line and darted, virtually untouched, 14 yards and into the end zone. 

 “Woodhead through the line….and he’s going to score! Touchdown Danny Woodhead!” Winterall cried. “He made it look easy, Bill.” 

 “Danny Woodhead is a smart runner, Phil. He follows his blockers well and uses his natural moveability to get away from pursuit,” Badden 

raved. “He was a forgotten man on the roster in the regular season, but he’s been the team’s leading rusher in the playoffs. It’s as if Rich Liotta was 

saving him for the playoffs and it’s paying off so far.” 

 Lutz came on and kicked the extra point to make the score 14-0, Aurora. With10 minutes remaining in the first half there was still plenty of 

time, but the early momentum was swinging strongly in the Mustangs’ favour. As the special teams units took to the field, Bruxelles fans stood up and 

bravely bellowed to rally their team. The Samoans beat their drums as furiously as ever and the Belgians sang their national anthem boldly and as 

discordantly as they had before the opening kickoff. But the bravado concealed a well-founded trepidation that the Bombers could be in danger of 

being blown out. The Mustangs had not yet unleashed their big guns and the Bruxelles defence, while it had not embarrassed itself for lack of effort, 

had still surrendered two touchdowns in two drives to a pair of runners who had combined for just 37 carries during the regular season. The feeling 

was that Bruxelles needed to score on the coming drive, or the game would get away from them. 

 The kickoff from Lutz was downed in the end zone by a cautious Westbrook. That appearance of caution continued in the play selection.   

Fournette was limited to 2 yards on 2 carries then Mariota, his receivers covered, chucked a ball at the feet of Pryor on third down for a safe 

incompletion. The Bombers’ response to falling behind by two touchdowns had been a flat three-and-out. The punting unit headed onto the field. 

 “A quick three-and-out for the Bombers’ offence and the Mustangs will get the ball back,” Winterall observed laconically. 

 “That was not how the Bombers’ offence wanted to respond, Phil,” Badden added. “Now their defence is going to have to make a stop or risk 

making things even worse. No team wants to fall behind by 21 points in a championship game.” 

 Bruxelles punter, Pat McAfee got a hold of a kick that bounced out of bounds at the Aurora 19 for a net gain of 54 yards. The Mustangs 

would, at least, have a long way to travel. But the Bombers’ defence had so far proven unable to stop them when the chips were down. The game’s 

first moment of truth had arrived – the path to a rare Gale Sayers Game rout was now open for Aurora. Would the Bombers be able to block that path? 

 Initially, the Aurora offensive machine continued to fire smoothly. Rashad Jennings followed the left tackle, Williams, for an 11-yard gain 

and Ryan completed his first three passes for a total of 28 yards to bring his team across mid-field into Bruxelles territory at the 42. But a play 

designed for Edelman deep downfield was foiled by excellent pass coverage then followed up on the next play with a sack of Ryan by blitzing 

linebacker Bud Dupree to put the Mustangs in a 3rd & 22 hole back at their own 46-yard line. 

 “Dupree has him….and Ryan goes down!” Winterall announced. “The Bombers blitzed again on that play, Bill.” 

 “They sure did, Phil!” Badden agreed. “They came with their two head hunters, Emmanuel Ogbah and Bud Dupree, but the Aurora line was 

only able to pick up Ogbah. You can see, Dupree has a free run at the quarterback and almost overshoots him. But he’s able to hold on and pull him 

to the turf for a big loss. The last time they got a big sack, Ryan got most of it back with a big pass on the next play. The Bombers can’t let up here. 

Following up sacks with good defensive plays will be the key to this game, Phil. Not much point in sacking a guy if you’re going to let him get those 

yards back on the next play!” 

 Ryan got 10 of those lost yards back with a check down to Miller, but not nearly enough for a first down. The Mustangs faced 4th & 12 at the  

 

  

  



 

 

  

Bruxelles 44 and a certain punting situation. Or maybe not…. 

 “Matt Ryan and the Mustangs are still on the field,” Winterall observed with surprise. “Do they not realize what down it is, Bill?” 

 “Uhhh…what down is it again, Phil?” Badden whispered, apparently forgetting both the situation and the microphone on his lapel. 

 “Are you surprised they appear to be going for it on 4th and 12 here, Bill?” Winterall asked, emphasizing the down and distance. 

 “Well, they might not know what down it is, Phil,” Badden stammered as he attempted to regain his bearings. “Or they might know exactly 

what down it is. It’s one or the other. But either way, it’s not normal, Phil. Russ Lemmon might not even try this kind of gamble in this type of game 

situation…early in the game, with a 14-0 lead. But the way Matt Ryan’s been throwing the ball today, why not?” 

 The decision to go for it caught even Mustangs’ fans off guard, as the body of them were slow to react to the presence of the offence on the 

field. Once it became clear what was happening, it provoked a strong reaction from both fan groups. This was a direct and brazen challenge to the 

Bombers’ defence – an imperious assault through which the Mustangs hoped to tame their opponent for good. Rich Liotta sent out 4 wide receivers 

for the job while Kenny Main answered with 7 defensive backs and, adding a wrinkle, sent Harrison Smith on the safety blitz. Ryan took the snap 

and dropped back into a faltering pocket disrupted by the unexpected presence of Smith knifing quickly through a gap in protection. Ryan hardly had 

time to note that his first option was covered before he was forced to abandon the fort and attempt to run for the first down. But he did not get far – a 

mere 3 yards before Kenny Clark knocked him to the turf. The Bombers had rejected the Aurora gambit. 

 “Clark tackles Ryan at the 41! And the Bombers hold!” Winterall announced. “Mariota will get good field position here, Bill. Would you call 

this the kind of break they have been looking for?” 

 “It gives them good field position, but they still have to move the ball to score, Phil,” Badden observed with an air of sagacity. “That was a 

must-do play by the defence there. If Aurora gets the first down in that situation it’s a big blow to the defence’s pride. A bit of gamble for the Mustangs 

because you not only don’t get the first down, but giving up the field position is like losing a turnover and puffs up the opponent. Let’s see if the 

Bombers are puffed up enough to score here.” 

 The defensive stand on 4th-and-long was apparently not enough to focus the Bruxelles offence. A holding penalty on Cory Harkey negated 

an 8-yard run by Fournette on the first play and deflated the Bombers’ balloon. A 7-yard screen to Fournette on 1st and 20 followed by two incomplete 

pass attempts by Mariota meant that the Bombers faced 4th & 13 at their own 38, three yards back from where the drive had started. 

 “And the Bombers will have to punt again,” Winterall observed in a monotone. 

“That was not how the Bombers’ offence wanted to respond, Phil,” Badden declared. “Now their defence is going to have to make another 

stop or risk making things even worse. No team wants to fall behind by 21 points in a championship game.” 

A 51-yard punt by McAfee was returned 7 yards by Edelman to the Aurora 18-yard line, where the Mustangs took over. The first play was an 

8-yard run by Woodhead, made easy by a quick seal block by Joe Berger and an aggressive cut through the hole by Woodhead. 

“The Bombers don’t seem to have an answer for Danny Woodhead, Bill,” Winterall noted. “When he’s been used, he’s been effective.” 

“That’s because he’s running well, Phil, and following his blocks,” Badden explained. “Blocking is the key to running and running is the key to 

gaining yards. The more yards you get, the more first downs you get. That tires a defence out.” 

“Kenyan Drake comes into the game to replace Woodhead in the backfield,” Winterall interjected as the Mustangs made substitut ions. 

“Here’s a guy who has also been effective this year, but we haven’t seen much of him today.” 

“Yes, Drake is one of those specialty guys that everybody forgets about until he’s scoring on you and then everyone remembers, ‘oh yeah, 

that guy!’” Badden chuckled. “I think coach Rich Liotta has put him in here as a decoy for the passing game; or he’s going to run with him.” 

The Bombers guessed decoy and set up to defend the pass, sending two blitzers for good measure. Ryan handed off to Drake, who cut 

outside, only to be nailed and downed by the blitzing Dupree behind the line of scrimmage. On 3rd and 3, the Mustangs tried again but the Bombers 

had the play read and Dupree again finished off the honours with another stuff of Drake behind the line. 

“Nowhere to go for Drake and Dupree takes him down again! That’s another 1-yard loss and brings up 4th down; and I would say the punting 

unit as well, but I’m not calling it until I see it this time,” Winterall joked at his own expense. 

“<Bwa ha ha ha!>” Badden erupted in laughter. “That’s called ‘calling it as you see it,’ Phil! It’s the key to calling a good game.” 

The Bombers called timeout with 2:33 left in the 1st half. That gave time for Rich Liotta to mull over his options. After some deliberation he 

sent on Sam Koch to punt the ball, but not before what appeared to be a serious discussion with his quarterback.  

“Here comes Sam Koch and the Aurora punting team,” Winterall announced. “I would have to think they are going to punt here. Any chance 

of a trick play, Bill?” 

“Well (don’t take offence Phil) but if you are thinking trick play here then Kenny Main is thinking trick play here; and if Kenny Main is thinking 

trick play here then Rich Liotta is thinking that Kenny Main, and even the play-by-play announcer, is thinking trick play here; and if Rich Liotta is 

thinking that everyone’s thinking trick play then there’s no point in calling a trick play. That’s because the point of a trick play is to trick your opponent; 

you know, like fool him into thinking you’re going to do one thing then do something else that wouldn’t work unless the other team thought you were 

doing the other thing that everyone thinks you’re going to do, but you didn’t – so it fooled him,” Badden paused for breath. “I never liked trick plays, 

Phil. I liked sending my linemen to bash the other team’s linemen and telling my running back to put his head down and run like a bull. Trick plays 

aren’t football, Phil – at least not the football we love here in America. Maybe it’s different in Bruxelles, Phil; probably is – we had to save them from 

the Nazis so that should tell you something about those cherries and bras over there!” 

“And Koch gets a good one off!” Winterall interrupted. “It’s way up there…Westbrook fields it outside the 20…he tries for the right side but 

he’s decked by Janis after a 3-yard gain! And the Bombers will take over with just over 2 minutes remaining in the half and two timeouts remaining.” 

 

   

  



 

  

 “Time is now a factor, Phil,” Badden jumped in. “The Bombers have to score before time runs out in the half. If they don’t, they won’t get any 

points before half time.” 

“And you also have to worry about the Mustangs getting the ball back with time on the clock, I would think, Bill,” Winterall filled the air as 

Mariota strode toward the line. 

“That’s true, Phil,” Badden agreed. “And we all know it doesn’t take the Mustangs a long time to score on one of those big bombs to Davante 

Adams. We haven’t seen one of those yet. It means they are due!” 

The drive the Bombers hoped would salvage their dismal first half did not start well. A ferocious rush by Cliff Avril disrupted the timing of a 

screen pass to Chris Thompson and left him exposed to be flattened by NaVorro Bowman for a 3-yard loss. On the next play, pro-bowl tackle, Joe 

Staley was flagged for holding on a poorly executed running play to set up 2nd and 23 at the Bruxelles 11-yard line. A choppily-executed delayed draw 

to Fournette was sniffed out by Jackson, who was able to drag him down after an insignificant 4-yard gain to bring up a hopeless-looking 3rd and 19. 

“Is that a questionable play call, the delayed draw, on 2nd and 23, Bill?” Winterall asked as the Bombers collected themselves behind the line 

of scrimmage, no longer showing any signs of being in a hurry. 

“It is when it’s only good for four yards, Phil,” Badden snarked. “The Bombers were hoping to catch the Mustangs in deep cover mode. 

Fournette’s job there is to wait in order to draw the defence in, follow his block, or make the first guy miss then rumble through the big green gap they 

hoped would be there. But the Mustangs were playing middle depth and Malik Jackson had his eye on him the whole time. Jackson looks like he’s on 

some serious drugs today, Phil! I could probably play a few downs if I had some of what he’s on!” 

“Mariota in the shotgun,” Winterall cut in. “The Mustangs’ corners are playing back…the snap is good…he drops back…looking downfield… 

sprints out of the pocket…looks like he’ll run…he throws…broken up by McCourty…no! Fournette’s got it and he’s got room…Norman misses 

him…there he goes…and he’s finally tracked down by McCourty who drags him down at the 42 after a 27-yard gain! Oh my!” 

“Well, that’s what happens when you have Marcus Mariota at quarterback and Leonard Fournette as his outlet receiver, Phil!” Badden 

pronounced with authority. “That play right there doesn’t happen without those two guys on the field! Sure, they caught a break on the deflection, but 

the rest was all them and now they have a first down. That kind of play just drives a defence crazy!” 

The unlikely first down lit a fire under the Bombers. They hustled to the line then Mariota dropped back and looked deep once more. As on 

the previous play, the coverage held and he was forced to check down to Fournette, who darted to the outside and was knocked out of bounds after a 

9-yard gain. On the next play, another check-down, this time to Sanders, gave them 5 yards and a first down at the Mustangs’ 44. But with the clock 

still running the Bombers cautiously called their second timeout with 0:38 remaining.  

“And the Bombers call timeout at the 38-second mark; they still have one left,” Winterall announced. “So, what do they do here, Bill?” 

 

 

 

Bruxelles’ third-down RB, Chris Thompson hurls himself over the goal line for a TD to finish off a 44-yard pass play with 0:23 left in 

the 2nd quarter. His spectacular play cut the Aurora lead to 14-7 and salvaged what had been a difficult 1st half for the Bomber attack. 



  

“They’ve been trying to get the ball downfield to their speed guys but the Mustangs’ corners are sticking to them like crazy glue, forcing 

Mariota to improvise, which he’s done well so far,” Badden began his dissertation. “What they don’t want here is to be sacked or intercepted. But they 

can’t run the ball either because they don’t have enough time. They need to come away with some points, even if it’s just a field goal, and that means 

they’ll be running a play here that will get them enough yards to get into field goal range.”  

Sure enough, the play was a simple medium out to running back Chris Thompson, who was unattended near the sideline with the Aurora 

secondary playing deep. Jason McCourty, the nearest defender, attempted the big hit and missed, giving Thompson free reign down the sideline as 

the Aurora secondary desperately changed course and converged on the Bruxelles running back. A last-ditch dive inside the five by Patrick Peterson 

also missed, allowing Thompson to hurl himself across the goal line into the end zone. 

“Touchdown Bombers!” Winterall cried. “Can you believe it! Chris Thompson takes it all the way and Bruxelles is finally on the scoreboard!” 

“They needed that, Phil,” Badden weighed in. “There’s no worse feeling for an offence than getting shutout in the first half and it was looking 

like that was going to happen to the Bombers before that play. The Mustangs weren’t paying any attention to Thompson and the back-up running back 

took advantage to make the biggest play of his young career so far. He’s going to want to hold on to that football for his trophy room at home.” 

Chandler Cantanzaro drilled the extra point to make the score 14-7, Aurora with 0:23 left. Barring something unusual, it appeared as if the 

teams would head into the locker room separated by a touchdown. But the ever-threatening presence of Kenyan Drake, standing near the goal line to 

receive the kickoff, prompted the Bombers to play it safe. Cantanzaro angled the kick away from Drake, sending a two-hopper to the up man, Sammie 

Coates, who knifed his way past the gunner for a 24-yard return to the Aurora 27. With kick return heroics no longer a possibility, fans started to rise 

and head for the exits to refuel for the extended halftime show. But the Mustangs were determined to squeeze every last competitive second out of the 

first half. They sent four wide receivers onto the field to contest the final 18 seconds. 

“Look here, Bill,” Winterall noted with a tone of mild surprise. “The Mustangs have four wide receivers on the field. Doesn’t look like Matt 

Ryan is going to kneel down here!” 

“Well, this is Rich Liotta’s M.O., Phil,” Badden commented. “If he has a chance to score, he’ll try to score. I guess he figures that with Ryan 

at quarterback and Davante Adams at wide receiver he always has a chance to score. He’s not too concerned with things going wrong, either, 

because he has confidence in his players.” 

The Bombers countered with 7 defensive backs and sent safety, Harrison Smith on the blitz. Ryan took a deep drop and looked downfield. 

The pocket quickly crumbled, forcing Ryan to scramble. With Smith bearing down on him, he launched the ball high in the air, but with too much hang 

time, allowing it to be easily batted away by corner, Fabian Moreau. 

“And there is a flag on the field!” Winterall announced. “It looks like they are calling Smith for roughing the passer. That will give Mustangs 

another shot, but 15 yards closer this time.” 

The replay of the hit played on the TV screen as Bill Badden commented: “I don’t know about that one, Phil. Smith is coming in with a full 

head of steam and hits Ryan as he throws the ball. That’s a legal hit in my rulebook. But, <heh-heh> my rule book also includes good, old-fashioned 

leather helmets and those wool shoulder pads they used to sew into the jerseys back in the day. My grandfather had a set of those pads in the attic 

and I used to wear them around his house when I visited him as a little kid. I felt real tough in those pads. Now they wear these space-age helmets 

made of poly-whatch-a-ma-call-it and those gigantic shoulder pads. Those pads make every player look like one of those toy Transvestites my 

nephew likes to play with…what’s his name, Op…Optical…or Opticus…Mime?...” 

“I think you mean Optimus Prime, Bill,” Winterall interjected. “And speaking of transformers, Matt Ryan is about to take a shot at 

transforming this 7-point lead into a bigger one if he can connect on a Hail Mary here!” 

With 3 seconds remaining and the ball on the Aurora 42, Ryan dropped back to take one last shot at the Bruxelles end zone, hoping to get 

lucky. But with Terrell Suggs bearing down on him and his receivers covered, Ryan flipped the ball to Miller, who was soon tackled by Artie Burns 

after a 6-yard gain. The gun sounded and there were no flags to prolong the exercise. The first half of Gale Sayers XI entered the history books with 

the Mustangs ahead by only a touchdown after dominating the play. The Bombers had survived an all-out attempt by the Mustangs to blow them out 

early, leading to the sense that it would not take a great change in fortune for the Bombers to make a comeback in the second half. 

3rd QUARTER (Aurora 14, Bruxelles 10) – “We are back at Camelot for the second half of the 11th EFL Championship game! I’m Phil 

Winterall along with Bill Badden and we and our video crew here on ESPN will be bringing you all of the action live.” Winterall turned to his booth 

partner. “While it certainly felt like the Mustangs controlled the first half, the stats tell a slightly different story, Bill. The Bombers actually had more 

yards from scrimmage – 206 – versus the Mustangs’ 194, and a slight edge in time of possession. Why didn’t this translate into as many points?” 

“They were inconsistent, Phil. Until that last drive, Marcus Mariota had just 56 yards passing, not including that 15-yard sack he took that 

nearly turned the ball over,” Badden explained. “They tried but were not effective passing to their wide receivers or tight end. You look at those two big 

pass plays on their final drive, both of those were to running backs. They also had a couple of bad holding penalties that put them in a hole.” 

“What about the Mustangs, Bill? They scored on their first two possessions then went silent on offence,” Winterall said. 

“Credit the Bombers’ defence with putting the Mustangs in a 4th & long position on that third drive then stopping the conversion attempt on 

fourth down,” Badden replied. “Aurora got a little greedy there and it may have backfired a little. 4 th & 12 is not good odds, even for a great offence. It 

fired up the Bombers’ defence. But you know, Phil, the only stat that really matters is the score. The team with the most points at the end of the game 

usually wins. If the game were to end right now, Aurora would have more points. So, it’s up to the Bombers to turn things around in the second half if 

they want to win this game.” 

Before the Bombers could turn things around they were going to have to first stop the Mustangs. The kickoff from McAfee was low and fast; 

 

 

 



  

Emmanuel Ogbah celebrates his second of 3 sacks on the day in late 3rd quarter 

action. Four plays later, Aurora was in the end zone. The Bruxelles linebacker 

did his part – putting Aurora in a hole – only to see Matt Ryan dig himself out. 

it snuck into the end zone just 1-yard deep, where 

Kenyan Drake fielded it. Without hesitation he bolted out 

of the end zone, following the wedge in front of him all the 

way to the 40-yard line where he was decked by Preston 

Smith. 

 “And the Mustangs will start the third quarter 

with excellent field position at their own 40,” Winterall 

announced as Matt Ryan and the Mustangs’ offence took 

the field. 

 “That was a good play by Preston Smith to stop 

Kenyan Drake in his tracks after the big gain, Phil,” 

Badden noted. “After him it was the kicker and we all 

know how that race would have ended. Not a very good 

kick by the kicker there. Drake is a dangerous returner 

and Cantanzaro served one up on a platter for him. 

Special teams play is going to be the key to this second 

half, Phil; this is when they become extra special to a 

team’s success.” 

The Mustangs were unable to capitalize on the 

nice return. A check down to Woodhead for 3 yards was 

followed by a Ryan scramble for 2 yards. On 3rd & 5 an 

apparent completion to Miller was broken up by Ogbah at 

the last split second.  On 4th & 5 there was no hesitation 

on the Aurora sideline – the punting unit took the field.  

 

 

 

 

 

  

  

 

   

  

  

 

   

  

   

  

  

  

  

The punt from Koch sailed high toward the sideline and out of reach of the returner. It bounced out of bounds at the Bruxelles’ 14-yard line after 

traveling 41 yards. The Bombers’ offence took the field and lined up in their usual pro set. But before the first snap could be made, left tackle Joe Staley 

rose early out of his stance, drawing a 5-yard false start penalty.   

 “And a mistake will cost the Bombers five yards off the bat,” Winterall deadpanned.  

 “That’s not how the Bombers wanted to start their first drive of the second half,” Badden tsk-tsked. “The offence is supposed to move away from 

its own goal line, not towards it. That just plays into the hands of the Aurora defence. The Bombers will be trying to move forward on this play.” 

 Bruxelles moved forward with conviction on the next play; Leonard Fournette broke a tackle to turn a simple off-tackle run into a 15-yard gain. 

He followed that up with back-to-back carries of 6 and 10 yards for a first down, reaching his team’s own 40-yard line. On the next play, Mariota dropped 

back in the pocket, looking deep downfield. The pocket held impressively but his wide receivers could not shake the Aurora corners long enough to make 

a safe throw. The field, however, opened up before him. With one defender between him and open space, Mariota took off running, slipping by DJ 

Swearinger across mid-field then sliding to safety at the Aurora 43-yard line.  

 “Mariota gives himself up near the 43-yard line!” Winterall announced. “But he’s happy to do so; that’s a 17-yard gain out of what looked like 

nothing initially, Bill.” 

 “Well, the Bombers are really chewing up the turf here at the Castle Lot, Phil,” Badden observed. “But they still can’t get the ball to their wide 

receivers and that’s because the Aurora corners are having a heck of a game. That’s the difference so far, Phil. The play of the Aurora corners is going to 

be the key to this second half. The Bombers need to show that they can make a play through the air; or they are not going to keep pace with the Mustangs 

over the long haul.” 

 Undeterred, the Bombers went back to the air, but Earl Thomas tipped a pass intended for Terrelle Pryor Sr for an incompletion on first down 

and Patrick Peterson delivered a big hit to jar the ball out of Pryor’s arms on 2nd down.  

 “Big hit by Peterson knocks the ball loose!” Winterall proclaimed. “Oh wait! There’s a late flag on the play! It looked like a legal hit, Bill.” 

“I think this is going against Aurora and they are going to say that Peterson arrived early, Phil,” Badden noted. The replay filled the TV screen 

and Badden continued his commentary. “Hmmmm…I’m not sure about that, Phil. That’s a bang-bang play. But because Peterson isn’t going for the ball 

there the referee is giving the wide receiver the benefit of the tie, I guess. I don’t agree with it, but <hey!> that’s why I ’m up here and not down there. If I 

was down there, I’d let them play. Hard-nosed, smashmouth, bone-breaking football – that’s what we want to play here in America!”  

 The penalty netted the Bombers another 19 yards then a holding penalty on corner, Josh Norman negated a JJ Watt sack and put them inside 

the Aurora red zone at the 19-yard line. But two plays later a holding penalty on center Mitch Morse pushed the Bombers back, setting up 2nd and 18 at 

the 27-yard line. The Bombers deployed a third wide receiver and replaced Fournette with Chris Thompson in the backfield. The Mustangs countered 

with a four-man front and five defensive backs. On the snap, the Aurora ends, Watt and Avril, both charged the passer. But Mariota pivoted away and 

tossed the ball to Thompson as the running back broke toward the left side. With the edge gone and Joe Thomas leading the way, Thompson easily 

muscled past an off-balance Haason Reddick then shook off Swearinger as the safety came up to plug the gap.  

 

 



  

 “And there goes Thompson! He’s at the 15…across the 10…and he’s out of bounds inside the 5-yard line!” Winterall cried. “He was pushed 

out by Reddick. That’s a 23-yard gain and it brings up 1st and goal at the 4.” 

 “Well the kid, Thompson, is having a great day, Phil,” Badden remarked as the linesman placed the ball just outside the four-yard line at the 

left hash mark. “That’s another big play when they needed it. The Mustangs were not expecting the Bombers to run there. Good recovery by Reddick 

after missing his chance to get Thompson back at the 25 – he saved a touchdown by hustling back into the play.” 

 With the Mustangs seemingly off balance the Bombers decided to stick with the running game. Three times they tried to break through the 

Mustangs’ line on the ground, but excellent reads by the Aurora linebackers denied them any advance and actually pushed them backwards on a third 

down 4-yard stuff of Thompson by Zachary Orr. Facing 4th and goal at the 8, the Bombers opted for the conventional choice and sent in kicker, 

Chandler Cantanzaro to try the field goal. 

 “It looked like Orr had that play read the whole way, Bill,” Winterall observed as Cantanzaro jogged onto the field. 

 “Oh yeah! He sure did, Phil!”” Badden raved. “Fool me once, shame on you. Fool me twice…well, it ain’t gonna happen on this play. Zachary 

Orr is in the Bruxelles backfield before Mariota lets go of the ball. Heck, he probably could have taken the pitch himself but he is focused so much on 

Thompson that he doesn’t think about intercepting that ball. That’s a good, solid tackle right there. He squares his body to the target, gets down low, 

puts the clamp on him with both arms and drives through him until he’s down. That’s the way we used to tackle, Phil. Nowadays, the young kids are all 

going for that big booming hit and half the time they’re missing and hurting themselves or their teammates. The first goal of tackling is to stop the ball-

carrier. If you end up ringing his bell and knocking him out of the game, that’s a bonus.” 

 The attempt from 26 yards was a virtual chip shot. Cantanzaro made it easily on the first try, but an offside penalty against Terrelle Pryor 

Sr. forced him to make a second attempt from the slightly more challenging 31-yard line.  

 “He’ll try it again from 31 yards away,” Winterall intoned. “The kick is up…and he drills it home. Cantanzaro narrows the gap to 4 points; it’s 

Aurora 14, Bruxelles 10 with just under 6 minutes left to play in the third quarter.” 

 “That was an important drive for the Bombers,” Badden weighed in. “I mean, they have to be disappointed they couldn’t score a touchdown 

from 4 yards away, but they have to be happy that they were able to move the ball and kick a field goal to add some points to their total. They need 

points if they plan on winning this ball game.” 

A nice kick return by Drake was nullified by an illegal block, setting up the Mustangs back at their 9-yard line for their second possession of 

the second half. Unintimidated by the shadow of their goal posts, they proceeded to move methodically up the field; Matt Ryan completing 4 of 5 for 

57 yards and Danny Woodhead adding 12 yards on 3 carries to bring the Mustangs well into Bruxelles territory with a first down at the 22.   

 “And it’s Jarrad Davis with the tackle at the 22-yard line,” Winterall announced. “Zach Miller was wide open on that play, Bill, and he didn’t 

need to do much to turn that into a 19-yard gain.” 

“Well, if the Mustangs are making a statement here with this drive they are sure saying something, Phil,” Badden remarked with a measure 

of gravity. “It’s coming through loud and clear.”  

 It had looked all too easy for the Mustangs up until this point in the drive. But on the next play, Emmanuel Ogbah knifed through Ryan’s  

 

  

  

   

 

 

 

  

  

 

   

  

  

 

   

  

   

  

  

  

  

protection on the blitz and brought him down hard 

for a 7-yard loss at the 29-yard line. Rowdy 

Belgian fans howled in glee over the spanking 

sound of Samoan war drums in the background.  

 “And he’s down! Ogbah with the sack, 

loss of seven, his second sack of the day!” 

Winterall cried, his voice again turning guttural as 

he emphasized the word, ‘down.’ 

 “Look at Ogbah!” Badden raved. “He 

comes in like one of those crazy Zulu warriors 

there…he doesn’t care about that rifle called Matt 

Ryan’s arm; he just charges in…you know, you 

can almost hear the ‘ooga chukka’ as he – “ 

 “And that will end the third quarter,” 

Winterall abruptly interrupted his colleague. 

“Aurora will regroup and wait until after the break!” 

 The eleventh Gale Sayers game was 

going to come down to the final quarter. The 

Mustangs had been threatening but had been 

checked by the Ogbah sack. Would the drive 

fizzle out, or would they rebound? The moment of 

truth would soon arrive – after the commercial 

break.  

 

 

 

Aurora running back Danny Woodhead pumps his fist after scoring his second 

touchdown of the game. The Mustangs’ “secret weapon,” little-used during the 

regular season, led the team in rushing yards in the playoffs and earned game MVP. 



 

  

 4th QUARTER (Aurora 24, Bruxelles 17) – When play resumed, the Mustangs lined up in the two-tight end set, the formation they 

had been in for most of the game. It was not a formation normally associated with an aggressive passing attack. With 17 yards to go for a first down, 

the Mustangs would almost certainly need to complete a big pass, although on second down a run could not be ruled out. The Bombers defence 

appeared to be hedging its bets; arrayed in a basic 3-4 set with the secondary playing straight zone coverage. With the snap of the ball, linebacker 

Terrell Suggs blitzed from his outside right position toward the center of the line, where he was met squarely by guard, James Carpenter. Ryan took 

three steps back and fired to his left, hitting Julian Edelman near the sideline. The shifty veteran made a move inside, drawing in corner EJ Gaines, 

then broke sharply back outside and took off down the unguarded sideline. Linebacker, Tahir Whitehead was able to knock him out of bounds, but 

only after what appeared to be a 17-yard gain and another Aurora first down. 

 “Edelman is finally shoved out of bounds at the 12-yard line, close to the first down marker,” Winterall reported. “Did he get it? Yes, he did!” 

 “You know, this is almost a carbon copy of what the Mustangs did after Ogbah’s first sack, but instead of sending Julian Edelman inside, this 

time they send him outside,” Badden remarked lucidly. “EJ Gaines bites on the inside move and overcommits and then its clear sailing for Edelman 

down the line. Is it right to call it ‘sailing,’ Phil, when he’s running on the turf?” 

 “And it looks like Kenny Main is going to challenge the spot, Bill,” Winterall interjected, ignoring the question. “There’s the red flag. On replay 

it looks like the ball might be just shy of the marker when he steps out.” 

 As multiple angles of the replay ran on the screen for the television audience, the booth partners commented on what they saw. 

 “Well, from that angle it looks like the nose of the ball crosses the plain of the yellow line showing where the marker is, Phil,” Badden noted. 

“But our audience should remember that that yellow line is not actually painted on the field,” he added with a note of caution. “Our great production 

crew put that line there on your TV using a computerized electronic gizmo that can do those things. The referee and linesmen don’t have the benefit of 

that yellow line to make their call.” 

 “It is also not official, Bill,” Winterall added. “It is just a visual aid to help the viewer. And I don’t know if he got it, Bill. From the overhead view 

you can see that Edelman is out before the ball reaches the yellow line, or about one foot outside the 12-yard line according to the field marker.” 

 “Yeah, but if you look at the ground angle it looks like Edelman’s foot is not actually down on the white line, Phil,” Badden argued. “It just 

kind of hovers there for a split second as he pushes the ball forward past the marker. I think it’s a first down.” 

 “And here is a shot from Edelman’s ‘Cleat Cam,’” Winterall jumped in. “And it shows, I think, pretty clearly that the foot comes down on the 

line just inside the 13-yard line. Unfortunately, we cannot see where the football is from the ‘Cleat Cam’ angle.” 

 “You know, Phil, I sometimes think there are too many replay cameras, especially in the Championship,” Badden opined. “I mean, we have 

all these angles that we’re seeing and I am told the referees have more that they can view and it just confuses everybody. I mean, which angle do you 

use when they all show something different?” 

“Referee, Clete Blakeman is still under the hood,” Winterall noted. “He wants to make sure he gets this right and, as we can see, it’s not an 

easy call. Remember, the call on the field was a first down. Indisputable video evidence is needed to overturn the call on the field.” 

 “You know, there once was a time when a first down was a first down,” an irritated Badden interjected. “Everybody knew it when they saw it. 

The ref would stomp his foot down on the spot and motion with his arm like this and the whole stadium would cheer if it was a first down for the home 

team and boo if it was a first down for the visitors. I mean, it was a simpler time but that was football darn it! Waiting around like this isn’t football. We 

are talking about a foot here, at most. Give them the first down and get on with it!”  

 In all, it took just over four minutes from the moment the challenge flag was dropped for the officials to finally rule that Edelman had missed 

the first down by less than one foot. A cheer rose from the whole crowd as play finally resumed, with the Mustangs lining up for third and inches with 

just one wide receiver split wide. Ryan took it himself and drove forward as blitzing Bombers ricocheted off their blocks away from the thrust of the 

sneak. Ryan was brought down a full yard from the line of scrimmage, giving the Mustangs a first down at the Bruxelles 11. 

 “And Matt Ryan will take it himself…first down!” Winterall announced. “No doubt about that one, Bill.” 

 “The Bombers really came after the run on that play, Phil, but it looks they did not expect Ryan to keep it,” Badden noted. “It’s an easy play 

for Ryan there. He gets a good block up front and all he has to do is basically fall forward for the first down. Now they have a chance to take control of 

this game if they can score a touchdown here.” 

 With Mike Tolbert now in the game at fullback it was clear to the Bombers who was going to get the ball. They switched to a four-man front 

and took aim at Woodhead, but the veteran running back found a hole inside the right guard and bolted straight forward for a 7-yard gain. 

 “And Woodhead is down at the 4-yard line, brought down by Gaines!” Winterall called. 

 “The Bombers came hard and aggressive on that play, Phil, and the Mustangs had the perfect play call,” Badden observed. “The left guard 

Carpenter comes around and trap blocks Wilkerson, who was already set out wide on the line, opening up a big hole for Woodhead that is closed on a 

good tackle by Gaines. But the Bombers look tired and frustrated, Phil. I say give the ball to Danny Woodhead again and see what happens!” 

 The Mustangs strode as a group purposefully up to the line; not in hurry-up mode but not wasting time either. A quick snap count caught the 

Bombers defence flat-footed. Ryan turned and stuffed the ball into the arms of Woodhead, who stepped once to the left and dove toward a narrow 

hole opened up by Cody Whitehair and James Carpenter in the center of the Bruxelles line. It was enough for the slippery Woodhead, who squirted 

through the tight gap and bounced across the goal line after being tripped up on a late grasp by Chris Jones. 

“Touchdown, Danny Woodhead!” called out Winterall as the diminutive runner leaped to his feet and held the football high above his head.  

 “You know something, Phil,” Badden began. “Danny Woodhead may be a veteran of this game but he is a little kid at heart. Look at him 

holding that ball up like that – there’s a kid who loves the game of football and who loves to win! That’s what you need in this game. You need the will 

to win. If your players don’t want to win you aren’t going to win many games in this league!”  

 

 

   



 

  

 The point-after was good and as the teams retired to the sideline to prepare for the ensuing kickoff, Phil Winterall noted that, while the 

score was now 21-10 for the Mustangs and it was once again a two-score game, there was still plenty of time remaining – over 13 minutes – for the 

Bombers to stage a comeback. As expected, that prompted a response from Bill Badden. 

 “That is certainly true right now, Phil,” stated Badden. “But as soon as that clock starts ticking there is going to be less and less time. Marcus 

Mariota is going to have to make something happen on this drive.’ 

 A sense of urgency began to envelope the Bombers’ fanbase just as Mustangs supporters experienced the exhilaration brought on by the 

Woodhead touchdown. Thousands of swirling, golden horsetails glittered in the night light like a sparkling halo over the heads of the crowd. The chant 

of ‘AU-RO-RAHHHHH! AU-RO-RAHHHH!’’ all but drowned out the Belgian National Anthem and the incessant patter of war drums. It was a 

chant that said ‘victory is close.’ 

 “An interesting fact, Bill; the Mustangs under Rich Liotta have never lost a game in which they were leading by 11 points or more in the 4th 

quarter,” Winterall stated with an air of solemnity. This revelation had the effect on the TV audience of sentencing the Bombers to death, even if it also 

had the potential to set up a maximum level of drama in the event of a Bruxelles comeback. 

 “And I’m sure they’ve had even more success when leading by more than that, Phil,” Badden added. “So, the Bombers can’t afford to give 

up any more points. First, they have to cut that lead down then stop the Mustangs then take the lead themselves and do it all before time runs out. It’ll 

be a chore but, as we’ve seen today, Mariota is a bit of an ‘X’-factor. He more than anyone on the field is capable of making something out of nothing.” 

 Badden’s off-the-cuff observation about Mariota took on the air of prophecy on the very first play from scrimmage following the touchback. 

He faked a handoff to Fournette then, as the Aurora line reacted, abruptly turned on his heel and sprinted around the weak side, following center 

Mitch Morse. The Mustangs were in their nickel package and their linebackers understandably overcommitted in pursuit of the Bomber running back 

who had been gashing them for most of the day. The result was a wide-open field and a 26-yard gain for the fleet-footed Mariota. 

 “Mariota is brought down across mid-field after a 26-yard run!” Winterall cried. “That’s a good start for the Bombers, Bill.” 

 “That was a great play call there, Phil,” Badden gushed. “The Mustangs were thinking pass all the way and Mariota sold it perfectly. The 

result was a big gain. Maybe that play will create some room in the secondary for the Bombers’ wide receivers who haven’t done much all day.” 

 The Bombers’ coach apparently had the same thought. With both backs staying in to block, Mariota took a deep drop as his wide receivers 

both sped downfield. But again, the Aurora secondary, deployed in a zone, doggedly guarded their areas. Finding no one open, Mariota flipped the 

ball to Fournette, who was dragged down by Bowman after a 3-yard gain. The Bombers hustled to the line as the Mustangs scrambled to take up their 

defensive positions. Mariota handed the ball to Fournette, who swept left and stepped out of bounds at the Aurora 37-yard line after a 9-yard gain. 

 “First down, Bruxelles!” Winterall exclaimed, the added; “They aren’t wasting any time, Bill.” 

 “That was all about catching the Mustangs in their nickel set and getting a first down. Phil,” Badden noted, sagely. “But the Bombers are 

going to have to complete passes downfield at some point. Leonard Fournette has broken the 100-yard rushing mark on the day, but his team is still 

trailing. The Mustangs have declared a no-fly zone in their secondary.” 

 After off-setting penalties nullified a 4-yard gain, Terrelle Pryor Jr flinched at the line, drawing a flag and setting the Bombers back 5 yards. 

On 1st and 15, Mariota took a quick drop and turned to Thompson in the slot. But before he could release the ball, Malik Jackson split the gap 

between Mitch Morse and Josh Kline and drove him to the ground for a 7-yard loss. 

 “He’s sacked by Jackson!” Winterall declared, his voice turning guttural on the word ‘sacked.’ 

 “That was one thing the Bombers did not want to happen on that play, Phil,” Badden pointed out. “They try to get Thompson out in space to 

make up some of that penalty yardage but Malik Jackson blows the whole play up with a great individual effort. That’s just a great football play, Phil. 

It’s the kind of play you expect a football player to make in a football game!” 

 An incomplete pass on the 2nd down was wiped off the stat board when Morse, burned by Jackson on the previous snap, was called for 

holding. The penalty pushed Bruxelles all the way back to their own 41-yard line and set up a formidable 2nd and 32. 

 “This once promising Bomber drive looks to be in trouble, Bill,” Winterall noted grimly. 

 “Well, the Bombers are going the wrong way, Phil,” Badden grumbled. “They are supposed to be going toward the Aurora goal line but now 

they’re going toward their own goal line. They need to switch direction on this play.” 

 The Bombers stuck to their two-back set, with Thompson again split wide, while the Mustangs added a sixth defensive back to saturate the 

deep part of the zone. Mariota, in the shotgun, took the snap and glided to the right as he dropped back in the face of a determined push by the 

Aurora defensive line.  

 “Mariota in trouble…he tosses it up…picked off by Jackson!” Winterall cried. “Fournette is there and takes him down, but not before the 

interception. Oh boy! Malik Jackson with another big play for the Mustangs.” 

 “Malik Jackson is having a game, isn’t he?” Badden chuckled as the replay began to display. “He explodes off the ball to rush the passer but 

sniffs out the screen pass and suddenly comes off his block, <see!> and drops back to cover Leonard Fournette. All Mariota sees his JJ Watt’s huge 

head coming at him and he throws it right to Jackson. That’s not how they designed that play, Phil!  They are in a heap of trouble now.”  

 The Mustangs took over in Bruxelles territory at the 43 but were immediately pushed back to their own side of mid-field on Emmanuel 

Ogbah’s third sack of the day. But, as with his two previous sacks, the effort was soon negated by a Matt Ryan pass, this time an 18-yarder to back-

up wide receiver Sammie Coates, that brought up 4th and inches at the Bombers’ 33-yard line. The play to Coates had originally been ruled a first 

down but was overturned by another spot challenge by Ken Main.  

 “Another successful challenge by the Bombers’ coach brings up fourth down and a decision here for the Mustangs,” Winterall commented. 

 

  

  



 

  

do anything crazy here.” 

 Lutz finished off an uncontested 21-yard kick to add 3 points to the Aurora total. The Bombers had been clearly expecting a fake and had 

made just a token attempt to block the kick. Mustangs fans cheered happily, despite many of them having wanted another touchdown. The game was 

still going well; with 7:03 left on the clock the Mustangs led 24-10 and looked in control. 

 The kick-off went through the end zone for a touchback at the Bruxelles 25-yard line. The Bombers continued to deploy a two-back set while 

the Mustangs bolstered their pass defence by adding cornerback Jason McCourty and safety Michael Thomas to the secondary. Mariota immediately 

went to the air, completing consecutive passes of 6 and 3 yards to Emmanuel Sanders to bring up 3rd & 1. A false start penalty on Joe Staley changed 

the third-down equation offensively even as the Mustangs continued to protect the deep zone. Seeing the corners back, Mariota audibled and 

completed a pass underneath to Terrelle Pryor Sr for 8 yards and a first down.  

 “And Terrelle Pryor has the first down!” Winterall called. “That’s just the second catch of the day for him, Bill and just the seventh catch of the 

day for a Bomber wide receiver, with three of those coming on this drive.” 

“And none of those catches have been for big yardage, Phil,” Badden added. “Heck, Pryor averaged over 20-yards a catch during the regular 

season. He’s been hornswoggled today, that’s for sure.” 

The Bombers continued to play dink-and-dunk in an effort to gain yards and generate some momentum. But the Aurora defence was playing 

with a lot of confidence and moving to the ball with aggression. Good tackling limited Thompson to a 3-yard gain on a well-executed screen pass on first 

down, but a late hit on Mariota by Cliff Avril cost them 15-yards more and a first down across mid-field at the Aurora 45-yard line. 

“I hate to say it, Phil, because protection of the quarterback is paramount in the league today,” Badden weighed in as the referee walked off 

the 15-yard penalty. “But that late hit was one of the best things that could happen to the Bombers right now. The Mustangs will have to pull back a bit 

to avoid giving away anymore yards on penalties.”  

Now across mid-field and with over 5 minutes left, the Bombers tried to exploit the mis-match in formations by running twice with Leonard 

Fournette. But the fired-up Aurora defence swarmed the Bruxelles workhorse, limiting him to just 3 yards on those two plays. On 3rd and 7, Mariota 

found Travis Kelce open in a soft spot in the zone, but the ball went right through his hands to bring up 4th & 7 at the Aurora 42. 

 “And Kelce misses it again!” Winterall exclaimed. “That will bring up 4th down, Bill, and I imagine the Bombers are likely to go for it here.” 

“Awwh, Travis Kelce is having a rough day,” Badden observed, solemnly. “That’s his third drop. You know, when a player of his calibre 

  

  

A frustrated Marcus Mariota storms off the field after being 

intercepted by Malik Jackson. Pressure and excellent coverage 

by the Aurora secondary made for a tough day behind center. 

“Well, this is a no-brainer for Rich Liotta, Phil,” Badden guffawed. 

“Any guy who goes for it on 4th and 12 in the first half is not going to pass up 

a chance to possibly put the game away on 4th and inches in the 4th quarter. 

There’s no guarantee that getting a first down here will do that, but it gives 

them at least three more downs to gain yards and take time off the clock. 

And, yep, Ryan doesn’t even leave the field to consult with his coach. He 

and the offence are staying put.”  

Anticipating another quarterback-keeper, the Bombers loaded the 

line with six big bodies and sent everybody else on the blitz, taking aim at 

Ryan. But the center of the Aurora line retained the initiative and opened up 

a small pocket for their quarterback to stuff his head into for a 1-yard gain. 

With a new set of downs, the Mustangs took advantage of the 

Bruxelles focus on Woodhead to pick up 25 more yards on a pair of Mike 

Tolbert runs and a neatly-executed, 19-yard play action pass to Edelman 

that put them inside the 10-yard line at the 7. A terrible pass by Ryan on the 

next play was tipped and nearly intercepted by Tashaun Gipson, however, 

and the hiccup arrested the momentum. The Mustangs got 4 yards closer 

on a trap by Woodhead but, on fourth down and a long 3, were not ready to 

gamble that they would get lucky a third time on 4th down.  

“It looks like Rich Liotta will play it safe, Bill. Wil Lutz is coming in 

for what is most likely going to be a field goal attempt,” Winterall said. A 

smattering of boos could be heard coming from Mustangs fans who thought 

their team was letting the Bombers off the hook. 

Badden proffered his view: “This is the right play in this situation, 

Phil. It should be an easy kick from here. If he makes it, Aurora will have a 

two-touchdown lead, which means Bruxelles will need to score at least two 

touchdowns to tie the game. But if he misses, the lead will remain where it is 

right now…unless the Bombers block the kick and return it for a touchdown, 

which would change the situation quite a bit, I think. You know sometimes 

as a coach these things go through your head in moments like these and 

they can make you do some crazy things. But I don’t expect Rich Liotta to 

 

 

 

  

  

 

   

  

  

 

   

  

   

  

  

  

  



 

  

misses easy catches, it affects the whole offence. Now the Bombers are going to have to make a play or else this game is pretty much over.” 

On 4th down, with Willie Young bearing down on him on the blitz, Mariota stood in and fired a laser to the left of a leaping JJ Watt in the 

direction of Kelce. The struggling tight end dove and, this time, made the catch at the 36-yard line, rolling forward to the 34 before being touched down 

by McCourty. It was enough for a first down. 

“Kelce with the diving grab for a critical first down! They went right back to him, Bill. Are you surprised?” Winterall asked. 

“Not surprised at all, Phil.” Badden declared. “Kelce probably told Mariota in the huddle, ‘give me the ball.’ When a player like Kelce tells his 

quarterback to give him the ball you give it to him. Plus, you see, the Mustangs let up on him a bit on that play – he was wide open. Mariota’s throw 

was off line but Kelce had room to make a diving catch and still pick up 2 more yards.” 

Sparked by the 4th-down conversion, Mariota went deep to Pryor Sr on the next play. The ball was slightly underthrown and Pryor was 

exposed as he held up to make the grab. Patrick Peterson drilled him as the ball arrived and he lost the handle for an incomplete pass. On second 

down, the Bombers line held off a concerted push by the Aurora line just long enough for Mariota to check down to Pryor Sr. The Bomber wideout 

made Willie Young miss then darted across the middle of an open field. For the first time that day, Pryor’s speed and shiftiness, which had made him 

one of the premier scoring threats at his position, was on display. 

“Pryor has it…he cuts back…there he goes…past the 10….and McCourty saves a touchdown with a shoestring tackle!” Winterall 

proclaimed. “They’ll mark him down at the 2! That’s a 32-yard gain for Terrelle Pryor and the Bombers are threatening.” 

“That’s what they’ve been missing all game, Phil,” Badden commented. “A big play from one of their playmakers. That just shows you what a 

32-yard play can do for your offence! You go from being 34 yards away from the end zone to being 2 yards away from the end zone. And you can bet 

it’s a heckuva lot easier to score from 2 yards away than 34 yards away!” 

The Mustangs brought in their goal line package and leveled their sights on Fournette. It took the Bombers three tries, but on 3rd and goal 

they found success through the air thanks to a nice snare by Kelce after a deflection in traffic. 

“Quick drop back…here comes the blitz…he fires to Kelce…caught in the end zone by Kelce! Touchdown, Bombers!” Winterall hollered. “A 

catch in traffic racks up 6 points for Bruxelles. And, with 3:40 left on the clock this game is far from over, Bill.” 

“That’s what they needed, Phil,” Badden added. “They needed a touchdown. Kelce shows great concentration on the ball there. Shaq 

Thompson gets a hand on it but Kelce stays with it and hauls it in.” 

Cantanzaro made the point-after, narrowing the Mustangs’ lead to a converted touchdown at 24-17.  

3:40 remaining in the 4th quarter was just enough time to make the decision between kicking away and kicking onside a tricky one. Bruxelles 

had all three of their timeouts remaining and a stoppage at the two-minute warning as well. It boiled down to the odds of the Bombers’ defence making 

a stop against the league’s best offence. The problem became an obvious point of discussion in the broadcast booth. 

“Do you go for the onside kick in this situation, Bill,” Winterall asked. 

“Well, if I am Kenny Main, I know my defence has had trouble stopping the Mustangs,” Badden began, speaking at a measured and 

somewhat drawn out pace. Both teams were at the sidelines and no hint had yet emerged as to what the Bombers were going to do. “But I also know 

that the Mustangs will be handling the ball with care on offence.” 

“You don’t think Rich Liotta would try a pass at some point?” Winterall interjected. 

“Well, he might. I wouldn’t put it past him. But you have to remember that the Aurora defence has been pretty successful today,” Badden 

drawled slowly, pausing frequently.  “And they have Danny Woodhead in the backfield, somebody the Bombers have struggled to contain. I think…if 

I’m Kenny Main…I like to see, maybe, if I can get the ball in the hands of my offence right away after the touchdown…unless, of course…” 

The Bombers were on the field, lining up to kick-off with what appeared to be their usual personnel. The Mustangs prudently guarded 

against the onside kick possibility by deploying their hands team. The distribution of coverage was distributed evenly along the Bruxelles line, one sign 

that a conventional kick was coming.  

“I think they will kick away here, Phil!” Badden declared confidently. “And it’s the right call in this situation. Pin the Mustangs back and trust 

the defence to hold them off. The other option is to try a disguised onside kick, but that’s a longshot with the Mustangs looking ready for it.” 

The kick from Cantanzaro sailed through the Mustangs’ end zone, putting the ball at the 25 for the drive that could decide the game. The 

Mustangs deployed in their standard two-tight end set with one running back, Danny Woodhead, in the backfield. The Bombers lined up in their 

standard 3-4 set, their corners and linebackers tight to the line of scrimmage. As Matt Ryan called the signals, Emmanuel Ogbah maneuvered into 

the gap between nose tackle Chris Jones and Terrell Suggs, indicating a blitz. The long, dragged out snap count had the desired effect on the 

uptight Bombers’ defence; Chris Jones jumped across the line prior to the snap, prompting an immediate flag. 

 “Encroachment – number 95 – defence – that’s a five-yard penalty, repeat first down,” declared referee Clete Blakeman over his stadium 

mike as the linesman paced off the yardage.  

 “That’s not how the Bombers wanted to begin their most important defensive stand of the year,” Badden jumped in without prompting. “It 

looked as if the Bombers were expecting a pass on that play. Now, 5 yards closer, you can bet that the Mustangs will run Danny Woodhead here.” 

 And they did. Back-to-back carries by the wily Woodhead netted 10 yards and a first down, prompting Bruxelles to call a timeout with 2:49 

left on the clock. 

 “Danny Woodhead just seems to find a way through that Bruxelles line, doesn’t he Bill?” Winterall commented while team captains conferred 

with their coaches on the sidelines. 

“Well, if this score holds up Danny Woodhead has to be in the discussion for Gale Sayers MVP, Phil,” Badden remarked. “The Bombers 

were going after him on both of those carries and he still picked up 10 yards. Of course, you can’t forget Matt Ryan when talking about MVP, but 

 

  



 

  

Swordfish quarterback Andy Dalton is carted off the field holding his knee during first quarter action. Dalton was injured at the end of 

the game’s opening drive and never returned. The early loss of Dalton meant Jameis Winston played most of the game.  

Danny Woodhead definitely gets some votes from the writers I think.” 

 The Mustangs added fullback, Mike Tolbert to their formation and split Julian Edelman out wide. It was a straight up running set. The 

Bombers had added a fourth defensive lineman on the previous play and were focusing on Woodhead all the way. Ryan turned and handed the ball to 

Tolbert, who covered it up with both hands as he followed a block by Cody Whitehair and fell forward for a 4-yard gain. Suggs turned to the referee 

and signalled timeout. There was now 2:43 left on the play clock.  

 The Mustangs lined up as they had on the previous play, but this time Woodhead got the call. He found room around the right tackle and 

squirted forward, reaching out toward the first down marker as Bud Dupree tripped him up.  

“It looks like he may be short of the marker, Bill,” Winterall observed. “They are going to measure it.” 

“Yeah, he may have come up short there, but that was a great effort,” Badden raved. “Right tackle Duane Brown gets a good block on Frank 

Clark there, which opens up a hole. You know, Phil, it looked like the Bombers were defending the pass on that play. Clark cuts inside, which is a pass  

 

 

 



  

  

CCHHAAMMPPIIOONNSSHHIIPP  MMVVPPSS  

II  ––  22000077    

LLaaDDaaiinniiaann  TToommlliinnssoonn  

CChhiinnoo  CCoonnvviiccttss  

  

IIII--22000088  

WWiillll  WWiitthheerrssppoooonn  

FFlloorriiddaa  DDrraaggoonnss  

  

IIIIII--22000099  

DDeeAAnnggeelloo  WWiilllliiaammss  

FFlloorriiddaa  DDrraaggoonnss  

  

IIVV  ––  22001100  

CChhrriiss  JJoohhnnssoonn  

PPiicckkeerriinngg  SSppaarrttaannss  

  

VV  ––  22001111  

JJoosshh  FFrreeeemmaann  

LLooss  AAnnggeelleess  KKnniigghhttss  

  

VVII  ––  22001122    

EEllii  MMaannnniinngg  

MMaarrkkhhaamm  NNoorrtthh  SSttaarrss  

  

VVIIII  ––  22001133  

JJaaccoobbyy  JJoonneess  

CChhaarrlleesswwoooodd  PPaattrriioottss  

  

VVIIIIII  ––  22001144  

BBrraannddoonn  BBooyykkiinn  

AAuurroorraa  MMuussttaannggss  

  

IIXX  ––  22001155  

LLaammaarr  MMiilllleerr  

CChhaarrlleesswwoooodd  PPaattrriioottss  

  

XX  ––  22001166  

AAnnttoonniioo  BBrroowwnn  

TTwwiinn  CCiittiieess  TTrriiuummpphh  

  

XXII  ––  22001177  

DDaannnnyy  WWooooddhheeaadd  

AAuurroorraa  MMuussttaannggss  

 

The Honour Roll of EFL Champion MVPs. 

Danny Woodhead earns the honour of being 

#11 following a rare tight vote by the writers.  

Aurora QB, Matt Ryan raises his arms in celebration after hearing, 

erroneously, that he had won GSXI M.V.P. The announcement was quickly 

corrected after a recount of AP writer’s electronic ballots from Florida.  

rush move, instead of holding his lane. That may have cost them the game. We’ll see, 

this is a big play coming up.” 

 The Bombers were forced to call their final timeout after the measurement, 

with 2:23 showing on the clock. The spot of the ball was a little more than one foot away 

from the line of gain. This prompted Bruxelles to bring in a heavy package consisting of 

five defensive linemen and four linebackers. The Mustangs remained in their two-tight 

end set. This was the play that would decide the game. Whitehair snapped the ball to 

Ryan, who thrust forward through a tight hole up the middle into the arms of 

Muhammad Wilkerson for a 1-yard gain and a first down. 

 “Ryan will keep it…and he’s through the line…brought down by Wilkerson! 

The referee is signalling first down Mustangs!” Winterall announced with an air of finality. 

“That may have done it, Bill. The Bombers can’t stop the clock.” 

 “Yeah, they’re out of timeouts, Phil,” Badden concurred. “The Bombers, they 

are praying for a miracle now.” 

 The clock ran down to the two-minute warning. As it did so, the Aurora fans at 

Camelot stood as one and waved their golden horsetails in frantic unison while chanting 

‘AU-RO-RAHHHHH! AU-RO-RAHHHH!’’ Their voices took over, obscuring the 

sound of a few diehard Samoans beating their war drums at a sluggish, almost funereal, 

pace. The Belgian nationals, those few who remained, stood in mournful silence. As Bill 

Badden had observed, it would indeed take a miracle now. 

The end came swiftly after the commercial break. Rashad Jennings started it 

off with a dive up the middle for no gain; followed by a trap for a 2-yard loss by Tolbert, 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

  

Who was slick in 

the 

Championship? 

“Brylcreem” THE 

EFL’S FIRST SPONSOR 

14 Carries; 84 yards; 2 TDs. 

Impossible to stop in the red zone. 

Danny Woodhead 

RB 

Aurora 

 Mustangs 

PPOOSSTT  GGAAMMEE  

The 11th EFL Championship was truly an historic game. The Aurora victory, coming off the Twin Cities victory over Sebastian in 2016, completed an 

unprecedented second consecutive perfect season for the league. It was also an epoch-making second perfect season for the Rich Liotta Mustangs, a 

feat that cements their claim to the mantle of “Dynasty.”  During the four-year period from 2014 to the present, there has been no better team in the 

EFL. Football historians will likely debate which of the league’s two historic Dynasties – the Mustangs or the Dragons – deserves recognition as the 

“best of all time.” But those who occupy the Dragons’ camp will have to rely on their back-to-back championships and a hypothetical what might have 

been had the Dragons remained in Florida in order to support their position. Based on continuous dominance, the Mustangs are the objective choice to 

head the list of the all-time best EFL teams. In terms of the contest itself, the 11th Gale Sayers Game featured haunting echoes of the Mustangs’ first 

championship win. As in 2014, they entered the final unbeaten against a Kenny Main-coached team that had surprised the experts by winning their 

conference. As well, they entered the game as 7-point Vegas favourites and the media’s near-unanimous choice while their opponent enjoyed support 

from a broad base of fans cheering for the underdog and hoping for a good game. As in Gale Sayers VIII, Kenny Main’s troops battled hard, forcing the 

Mustangs to deviate from their established game plan, but in the end the underdogs could not overcome the disparity in talent or replicate the formula 

that had brought them to the Championship in the first place. There were differences, of course. Unlike in 2014, when the Cannibals had the Mustangs 

on the ropes early and led at halftime, there was little sense from the flow of play of an impending upset in GSXI. The Bombers’ notable 

accomplishment in the first half was fending off an early beatdown attempt by a Mustangs squad determined to score a first half knockout. Adding a 

late touchdown to pull within 4 points at half time was a fortuitous bonus – the surprise result of a play designed to achieve mush less, and therefore 

unlikely to be repeated. The Bombers tried every offensive trick they knew, ignitng the odd flash of success, but it was not enough to create sustained 

pressure on the Aurora defence – a group that defended the pass brilliantly throughout and did not allow the threat of Leonard Fournette to deflect it 

from its primary mission to keep Marcus Mariota away from his wide receivers. Few expected greatness from the Bombers’ defence against the 

league’s top-rated offence, but they were able to thwart the Mustangs’ deep passing game, allowing not a single downfield completion travelling more 

than 15 yards through the air. Had the Mustangs forced the issue, it might have been a different ball game. But the Mustangs’ offence game-plan was 

an unusually patient one, relying on short and medium passes and the irrepressible running of veteran Danny Woodhead to grind out three touchdown 

drives of 70 yards or more. The trademark Mustangs boldness was present, evidenced by running the identical play five times in a row on the opening 

scoring drive and an ambitious 4th & 12 attempt in the 2nd quarter, but the tactical decision to reign in the bombing campaign distinguished this 

offensive performance from the far less successful one in 2014, proving that Rich Liotta had learned something from that earlier encounter. GSXI will 

not join the ranks of classic championship games, even though it successfully maintained its competitive form and provided moments of drama. But it 

will certainly occupy a hallowed spot in the Hall of Fame, with counterparts, GSX, GSVIII and GSIII, as one of the league’s historic competitive 

landmarks as well as the official crowning of a Dynasty in Aurora.   

Malik Jackson 

DT 

Aurora 

 Mustangs 

5 Tackles, 2 Sacks, 2 Hurries, 1 FF, 

1 INT. Big plays at big moments. 

then a trap for a 4-yard gain by Woodhead. The fact that the Mustangs chose to hand the ball off three times instead of kneeling with Matt Ryan was 

the only suspenseful aspect about the final three snaps, allowing for the possibility of muffed exchange or a fumble. 

 “Woodhead is tackled at the 47…and that will be it, the Mustangs will let the clock run down,” Winterall announced as players from both sides 

started to flood onto the field. At the sound of the gun, fireworks exploded in alternate bursts of gold and red high above Camelot. Aurora fans erupted in 

joy. A triumphant Matt Ryan removed his helmet and waved it above his head.  

“The Aurora Mustangs have finished off an historic second perfect season and are the 11th EFL Champions – their second EFL Championship 

in four years!” Winterall proclaimed. “Are we talking about one of the historic dynasties in professional sports here, Bill?” 

“Yeah, I think so, Phil,” Badden replied as the camera angle switched to the view from the Brylcreem Blimp, high above the stadium. “I mean, 

many people may not realize that when we talk about a perfect season, we’re talking about a whole season – regular season and playoffs – without a 

single loss. That’s hard enough to do once, but twice is about two times as hard as that. It’s really tough to do in football too. Football’s a game where 

so many things can go wrong… getting it right 19 games out of 19 is just incredible. So, yeah, I think you have to put the Mustangs up there on the list 

of great football franchises.” 

The opposing coaches, Ken Main and Rich Liotta shook hands at mid-field as smoke and confetti fell around them. Matt Ryan embraced 

Marcus Mariota as throngs of reporters and cameras gathered around. A mix of Bombers and Mustangs knelt in a circle in prayer near the Bombers’ 

sideline. The network sideline reporter, Sarah Portugal, glided with her cameraman over to Danny Woodhead once his announcement as Gale Sayers 

MVP became official. A night of revelry lay ahead for the victorious Mustangs and their fans, while the Bombers and their supporters would console 

themselves with the knowledge that they had made it farther than anyone had expected. The 11th Gale Sayers Game was now history.  

 

 

  

  

 

   

  

  

 

   

  

   

  

  

  

  



 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

DANNY WOODHEAD 

AURORA 

 

The ‘Secret Weapon’ in a total team 

effort. 2 TD runs earns him an MVP. 



  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

AVALON – What you are about to read is the most remarkable piece of journalism I have ever produced. “Remarkable” may not 

be a strong enough adjective actually. But I will leave it to you, my faithful readers, to amplify the tribute, if you see fit, after 

digesting what, for me, is a rather smallish article* but which, nonetheless, carries massive implications for our common view of 

space, time and reality itself. It is likely that most of you will simply not believe me. I won’t blame you for it. I can hardly believe 

it myself. Nevertheless, every word of it is true. And the fact that the ‘Fake News’ Mainstream Media will not utter a peep about it 

simply bolsters my case. It also increases the likelihood that I will never work in mainstream journalism again – relegated to the 

colourful yet disparaged ranks of the lunatic fringe of “conspiracy theory” journalism. This is an outcome I might have tried to 

avoid two years ago, prior to the success of Fool. But since I don’t need a paycheque from the Syndicate to survive, I might as well 

investigate things and reveal what I see, the way that old school journalists did in the age of black & white. You may dispute my 

claims and I respect that. But do a little research of your own – if you have the inclination and the time – before dismissing my 

essay in its entirety. And if you don’t have the time nor the inclination, keep faith that Spats would never steer you wrong. 

  WHERE ART THOU AVALON? 

The first sign that led me to suspect something was strange about the home of the York Excaliburs appeared when I attempted to 

gather some basic information about the place. It is my practice to do light research on destinations I have never visited before 

prior to visiting them then supplement that research with on-the-ground experiences in order to add a robust local flavour to my 

articles. I had never been to York and, to my private shame, did not know where it was. I was under the vague impression that 

York was an urban centre and that Avalon – the locale where the stadium was located – was a quaint suburb or neighbouring 

community. I soon discovered that I was wrong. But getting a clearer picture of what was “right” was oddly difficult. 

 In addition to being an historical city in England, York is the original name for the City of Toronto and the name of a vast 

region of municipalities bordering Toronto’s northern edge. Avalon was not to be found in either of those Ontario locales, although 

its relative proximity to York Region gave the team its name and most of its fans. Those fans hailed from mid-size urban centres 

such as Newmarket and multitudinous small communities like Georgina. But what about Avalon? Where was it, exactly, and what 

kind of community was it? Finding out from the internet proved to be an uncompromising challenge. 

 Google did not provide its usual instant gratification. The first return produced an extensive page detailing an island in 

Arthurian legend. A disambiguation search revealed hundreds of other possible “Avalons,” some of them places, but most of them 

something else. None of these returns led me directly to the Avalon that, supposedly, was home to the York Excaliburs. Similarly, 

a search of “Camelot” yielded a primary Wikipedia return on the castle fortress of King Arthur. A disambiguation search, however, 

did return “Camelot” – Sports Stadium, home of the Elite Football League’s York Excaliburs and the Arthurian Knights Rugby 

Team of the Legends Sports Circuit. The rather bare page, which included a photo (see next page), gave the capacity of the stadium 

as ‘feala busend’ and its location as Avallen. A search of Google Earth, however, yielded absolutely nothing on this specific 

location. I would eventually discover – by searching on the York Excaliburs’ homepage – that the stadium was situated somewhere 

on Lake Simcoe in the area of Cook’s Bay. But even this bare fact was shrouded in ambiguity. The Excaliburs team homepage 

listed the “address” for the stadium simply as ‘Avalon,’ with directions under ‘Find Us’ leading the traveller along common routes 

to a place called Sword Point where one was instructed to “wait for the ferry.”  

  

   

 

  

   

   

  

 

  

  

* Editor’s Note: This claim is simply false. Far from being a “smallish” article, this piece by Spats McChad exceeds 

by many thousands of words the maximum 5,000-word limit imposed on him for this edition of the EFL Newsletter. 

Not only is it too long for publication, the article contains an inappropriately high proportion of fictional content relative 

to factual content and therefore cannot be classified as journalism. The publisher has consented to publishing the first 

5,000 words of this essay only. The remainder of the article may be acquired directly from the writer. 

-Alfred Finchley, Editor. 



 

  

My official primary sources exhausted I turned to scouring travel reviews and media accounts by the likes of - <gulp> - Peter 

Prince and Will Simons, as well as local writers, such as Merlin the Magician of the Round Table Chronicle, to glean what I could 

from the accounts of individual visitors and locals with knowledge of the area. After digesting what I could find, I formed the 

impression that the home of the Excaliburs was not a town, but an elaborate medieval theme park – like Medieval Times on steroids – 

of uncertain origin, plopped in the middle of a tranquil northern, rural, beach community that seemed to possess very limited means to 

support such an Arthurian “Disney World,” never mind a professional football franchise.  

 Officially, the Excaliburs were owned by a consortium, not surprisingly named the Round Table, of which Head Coach and 

GM, Jay Hammond, was a member. Hammond was the only publicly named shareholder and, for all intents and purposes, he was the 

ruddy face of the corporate franchise, along with ‘Knight in Shining Armour’ quarterback, Tom Brady. Yet Hammond’s public profile 

prior to assuming operational control of the Excaliburs was discreet to say the least; and the source of his wealth – presumably enough 

to stake a claim in a professional football team – uncertain at best. My attempts to reach Hammond, through the team’s corporate head 

office, to set up an interview were ignored.  

 My inability to develop more than a thumbnail sketch of York and its owner made me exceptionally curious and eager to get 

on a plane to Canada to engage in some old-world, on-the-ground sleuthing. I was determined to arrive well in advance, prior to Media 

Week, to snoop around the place and solve the mystery.  

Of course, it was quite possible that there was no “mystery” to be solved. Perhaps the denizens of York and the team did not 

feel compelled to update Wikipedia or put more than a bare bones effort into their team’s home page. It true, that would be strange in 

this day and age. It could be that Hammond was simply a private type of guy. He certainly did not look very comfortable giving post-

game interviews and had a penchant for telling reporters to “f&*k off” when they asked tough questions. But my gut told me different. 

The Excaliburs, after all, would not be the first team to suddenly appear on the EFL scene under enigmatic circumstances.  

 SWORD POINT 

I secured my ticket to the game and Press Card from the Syndicate but waived the accommodation arrangements. They had booked a 

block of rooms for freelancers at the Bradford Motel, the cheapest place available within a 20-mile radius of the general vicinity of the 

stadium. I did not want a repeat of my Knights Inn experience in Canton last year and I wanted to be closer to the action. Since I had 

the personal means to upgrade I decided to splurge and book a room at the Pendragon Palace at Sword Point – a five-star facility newly 

built to accommodate the increasing number of football tourists and families looking to explore the attractions of the medieval theme 

park on the island of Avalon. This was situated somewhere on Lake Simcoe but, I would later learn, curiously not visible from its  

 

 

Camelot, the “football fortress” home of the EFL’s York Excaliburs and site of the 11th Gale Sayers Game, is situated 

on the top of a hill and overlooks the lush green fields of the enigmatic island of Avalon. Limited parking and a truly 

“medieval” road network make travel to this destination as adventurous as watching the Excaliburs play football. 



 

shores. 

 My flight was comfortable and uneventful; the vehicular traffic in Toronto was another matter entirely.  

I had not visited the city since Durham had hosted the 2010 Championship. This despite no less than six Greater Toronto 

Area teams and the recent addition of the Wolverines in the city’s center. I was amazed and more than a little envious that this 

sprawling area of close to seven million people was able to support – and support well – that many pro football franchises, while fans 

in the Big Apple were forced to turn south to Stone Pony Shore in New Jersey to find a pro football venue to call home. The Wrecking 

Balls were a disaster in so many ways, but they were all we had. It was a sad situation and I think this fact of football life had grated 

on me enough to have kept me away from Great White North out of sheer spite. 

It took me nearly 90 minutes by cab to travel 55 miles via the jam-packed Highway 401 to the place called Sword Point – the 

jumping off point for everything Excaliburs. As the journey neared its end – via a straight, unadorned country road, pretentiously 

named Highway 8 – I worried that the taxi driver had brought me to the wrong place, as it seemed beyond belief that a professional 

football franchise, one of the “elite 24” that formed the core of the world’s football talent pool, would be located in such a pastoral 

setting. The lack of people and the prevalence of farmer’s fields was somewhat reminiscent of Cow County, home of the Corn Kings. 

But in Cow County there was Baxter City, Cowtown proper, and a myriad of small towns and villages along the main highway to give 

the impression of population. Here, on the edge of Lake Simcoe, north of a non-descript backwater named Keswick, it seemed 

impossible that football could thrive in such a setting. 

The taxi turned left onto a country sideroad and we passed a neglected-looking business called ‘Georgina Rent-All.’ I finally 

broke my tense silence and asked the cab driver if we were on the right road to Sword Point, home of the Excaliburs. 

“The football team?” he asked in a thick, East Indian-sounding accent. Before I could clarify, he continued: “Yes, this is the 

way to the stadium. It is the quickest way, I promise. No game today so it take small time to get here.” 

I still wasn’t convinced, but what choice did I have? I could not demand to be let off in the middle of nowhere. Eventually we 

reached an intersection that brought us onto Metro Road. This is where I saw the first signs that more than farm traffic needed to be 

accommodated. Metro Road was wider, well-kept and led to an off-ramp called Excalibur Parkway, an elevated divided highway that 

arched over a small beachfront community dotted by large homes. A sign read: ‘Ferry to Stadium 5 km.’ I started to relax in the 

knowledge that we were on the right path. But my curiosity began to build. 

I could see the shape of something in the distance that looked like a destination. A grand, shining, ghost white edifice framed 

by emerald-gilded towers visible through the spruce and pine trees that lined the roadway. Its spires jutted above the foliage as we got 

closer, tops adorned with triangular pennants flapping gently in the breeze.  

“You see – the hotel is there. It is nice,” the taxi driver said, evidently eager to alleviate any concerns I might have had that he 

was taking me for a ride to bump up the fare.  

Indeed, Pendragon Palace was very nice; more impressive in real-life than in the photos I had perused on the web – and I had 

been impressed by those. The most obvious contrast was in its size – much larger than I had expected, an impression amplified by the 

lack of anything of significance around it. It stood out in way that an old medieval castle might have in a lush green English 

countryside sparsely dotted by cattle and thatched farm houses; except here the green was replaced by the grey asphalt of a seemingly 

endless parking lot sprawling around the outer edge of a narrow moat surrounding the hotel, while the cattle were cars and SUVs. A 

two-lane service road stretched along the narrow peninsula that knifed out into the lake and ended at a dock, where a fleet of green and 

white ferry boats rested. That, I assumed, was Sword Point. A large street sign read ‘Sword Point Ferry Ahead 500 m.’ 

 No doubt about it, I was in Excalibur Land. But the reality made it more surreal, since it looked decidedly out of place. I was 

no closer to understanding how a pro football team came to be here, in a place that appeared to be one step away from nowhere. I 

pondered the as yet unanswerable questions as my taxi drove across the moat, entered a roundabout and exited at the hotel entrance 

gate. The car came to a stop. The trunk popped, the locks disengaged and my door opened. A bellhop wearing a bright green tunic 

with shiny silver buttons and a floppy feathered hat stood at the ready. As I exited the cab, he directed me toward the front doors.  

“This way m’Lord,” he said in a crisp voice. Another bellhop, more modestly dressed in a brown jerkin and wearing what 

looked like a sock on his head, followed with my luggage already stacked on a wheeled trolley cart.  

Arriving on a Saturday afternoon, before the official opening of the league’s Gale Sayers Week events, had its advantages. 

There were few guests in the hotel, apart from the networks’ technical crews, some mid-level league officials, the Managers of 

Operations for the Mustangs and Bombers and their support staff. The relative emptiness breathed an eerie stillness into the 

atmosphere, allowing one to contemplate the subtle, ethereal tinkle of chimes and trilling of flutes playing in the background over 

hidden speakers. It was like I had arrived at a concert six-hours before showtime.  

The front desk clerk was dressed in wizard’s garb. This would have been amusing, except that his countenance was grave and 

his gaze penetrating. His voice was deep, soft and formal. He looked like he might actually be a wizard, annoyed that he had been 

reduced to working in a hotel, but determined to maintain his dignity. His name tag read ‘MENW.’ What kind of a name was that? I 

thought. Or were they initials? I felt I should not ask. 

The bellhop was similarly formal, but less grave. He adopted a thin and rigid smile, in-between clipped and brisk sentences. I 

told him to call me Spats, but he kept calling me “m’Lord.” 

  

  



  

He escorted me to the elevator and up to my room, with the other bellhop pushing my luggae in tow, while filling me in on 

the amenities of the hotel. There were three swimming pools; two gyms; a spa; a movie theatre; a selection of conference rooms; 

complimentary hi-speed internet, 15-minute room service, etc. The ground floor featured the Dragon’s Lair – a bar; Merlin’s Morning 

Magic Café – a coffee shop; and the Crystal Ball – a magazine and souvenir shop. On the second floor was Uther’s if I was interested 

in a fine dining experience. Outside the hotel, the Sword & Stone Pub down the road was the only destination of interest in the area, 

apart from Camelot, of course. 

My room was very nice. I had ordered a ‘Knight’s’ lodging – in the middle of the price range. I was suitably impressed. I 

suppose if I had gone for ‘Wizard’ or ‘King’ I might have been gobsmacked. I offered my bellhop a Canadian $20 bill for his 

assistance, a tip at the top end of my generosity scale. I found it refreshing that he had not fawned over me obsequiously, as many 

staff in high end hotels are prone to do. To my surprise, he respectfully refused my offering, explaining that accepting tips was 

against hotel policy. When I slyly remarked that I wouldn’t tell anyone he looked mildly offended, but forced a smile, thanked me for 

the offer, and turned on his heel and went out the door. Well, that’s a first, I thought.  

After the flight and the long drive from Toronto I felt the need to clean up. I had a shower, put on my finest mock neck 

sweater and designer slacks, and went out to explore the hotel. I was on a reconnaissance mission. In spite of its size, it did not take 

me long to check out all of the services and facilities. The hotel was geared to packing in as many football fans as possible, which 

meant lots of guest rooms and only the necessary and standard amenities. The movie theatre was unusual, but I later learned that it 

doubled as a movie theatre for the local community.  

Eventually, I found my way to the bar, the Dragon’s Lair, a dimly lit catacomb of semi-private rooms with lots of small 

fireplaces and a glittering central bar with faux-gold filigree and jewel-encrusted fixtures. Soft techno-style music pulsed 

inconspicuously in the background. I walked around, looking for a good place to sit. The place was not very busy, just a few patrons 

clustered in small groups here and there. I did not feel like socializing, but since I was on a fact-finding mission, I decided to take a 

spot at the corner of the bar, sufficiently distant from the next customer to make striking up a conversation difficult but giving me 

strategic access to the bartender, who would have to pass me on his way to and from serving drinks to the dozen-or-so bar flies that 

occupied the near half of the bar. I put on a pensive scowl and poured over the drink menu. 

The bartender was dressed like a cross between a pirate and a medieval peasant. His puffy white shirt billowed out at the 

sleeves but was pressed close to his frame by a tightly-laced leather jerkin. He wore a floppy hat with a burgundy feather that brushed 

up against the rims of the inverted wine glasses hanging from the stemware rack above his head. His moustache was long and curled 

and his goatee sharpened to a menacing point. He spoke clearly, but with an accent that I could not place. 

“What’s your pleasure, kind sir?” he asked. 

“What do you have on tap?” I asked in turn. Yes, I had read the drink menu and, yes, I had scanned the spigots behind the 

bar. But I often ask this question anyway, in case the bar has new offerings not on the menu and to gauge the quality of my server. 

He seemed to sense that I was a veteran bar fly and was sizing him up. He rattled off about a dozen brands in a clear, 

confident and brisk cadence, adding the occasional remark about the beer he had just named. He was, in turn, sizing me up. Would I 

be able to absorb the verbal menu in the limited time allotted to me and make an intelligent, stylish choice?  

I keyed in on the brands I had not heard of before, which happened to be most of them. While this made picking one more 

challenging, my server made it a little easier by noting something particular about most of the obscure ones. I filtered those out and 

pegged one I did not recognize that had been named without an accompanying tasting note; Lancelot Lager. 

“Ah yes, one of our best-selling local microbrews,” he smiled, a touch too broadly. I realized in that instant that I had fallen 

into his trap. “It’s a German Pilsner styled lager, slightly hoppy but crisp and lighter bodied. Would you like to try a sample?” 

This guy is good, I thought. I could not backtrack now. “Yes, certainly,” I replied, with feigned enthusiasm. I was, of course, 

interested in trying something new, but I was smarting about having been outmanoeuvred into “choosing’ what was obviously the 

house lager. Perhaps sensing that he had drawn first blood, he made up for it by pouring me a generous sample. 

It was a good beer – hoppy like a pilsner, but lighter-bodied and very quenchable. I liked it and it was probably very obvious 

to the bartender that I did. I really had no choice but to order it now and concede one to the bartender. “This is quite good  and exactly 

what I was looking for to start the night,” I declared boldly to save face and make it appear that it was my choice, not his.  

He knew better but allowed me my dignity by replying, “excellent choice, sir.” He glided to the tap and started to pour.  

I scanned the bar and the surrounding room with the eye of a writer looking for a story. There is always a story somewhere in a bar; it 

is just a matter of finding the one your readers will be interested in. It being Day One of my sojourn in York, I did not need to find a 

story right now, but it did not hurt to try. Unfortunately, a preliminary perusal of the clientele was not promising. The vast majority of 

the patrons looked to be low-level team or media employees and behaved as if they had to get up early for work. There were a few 

fans, of course, but fans who aren’t actively involved in watching a game and behaving like maniacs aren’t usually very interesting. 

After two Lancelots and a plate of seasoned hard-boiled eggs served with a plum garnish – medieval-style Hartes according 

to the menu – I thought I had found my “story” for the night. He was a sturdily-built bald guy with black horn-rimmed glasses and a 

tight-fitting black t-shirt with the Belgian flag on the front. He possessed a strong voice that was clearly audible over the music and 

ambient noise, enhanced in its resonance by a thick and strange accent that sounded part English, part German, part horking phlegm. 

He had captivated a non-descript group of patrons on the other side of the bar with his exorbitantly strong opinions about the sport of  

  

   

 



  

cycling. I could only hear his side of the conversation. Nevertheless, it was clear that whatever was being said back to him was not 

budging his opinion. I decided to make my move. 

“You’re wasting your breath, my good man,” I declared boldly as I strode over to the other side of the bar and knifed toward 

an open stool cross corner from where the boisterous Belgian was extoling the merits of cycling.  

He turned his head to face me, a startled look on his face that quickly turned to curiosity. “I think I do, really, but why do 

you say so?” He asked. 

“North America is in love with the car, not the bicycle,” I replied. “We rode bicycles as children only because we couldn’t 

drive cars. 90% of North Americans don’t know who Eddie Merckx is!”  

This last sentence got his attention but appeared to have possibly offended him. He was a sturdy-looking fellow and the 

reddening of his complexion at the suggestion of Eddie Marckx’ irrelevance in America put me on guard against a physical assault. 

But suddenly he broke out in a big grin and he began to laugh loudly.  

“You are right, of course!” he chortled. “The ignorance of the average American is huge! Look at their President!” 

The fact that we were in Canada did not deter him from taking a jab at Donald Trump early in the conversation. Since the 

last election it had become a social convention, when people met for the first time, to determine which side of the Trump-Clinton 

divide the other stood on. The matter had to be settled early, for it would determine whether or not the other person was worth talking 

to. I had found out the hard way that my official position of neutrality was untenable, for there was no middle ground for either side. 

The divide in American society had become that severe.    

“Ah yes, but he is not typical of all Americans, just the angry ones,” I replied, implying a socially-acceptable distaste for 

The Donald while not committing to any position regarding whether those Angry Americans had a right to be angry or not. This 

Belgian fellow, like most Europeans presumably, viewed Trump with a mixture of fear and loathing. Why muddy the waters with a 

lengthy discourse on how the matter of Trump’s election was extremely complicated and not necessarily illogical? Some day, tomes 

will be written about the Trump Presidency by scholars who will, through the passage of time, come to a consensus on its historical 

implications and impact. But living in the moment blinds most of us to the larger forces at work. Under no circumstances, however, 

did I want this encounter to devolve into a political discussion, so I moved on to formalities before he could respond:  

“I’m Spats,” I said, offering my hand. “I’m a freelance sports writer here to cover the Gale Sayers Game.” 

My knowledge of a Belgian sports cycling legend and apparent distaste for the current President of the United States had 

lowered his guard. He extended his hand in turn and introduced himself.  

“I’m Fart,” he replied, “Fart von wahlnyaal<~!*`>dawl,” he continued, in case he might be confused with some other Fart. 

  His pronunciation of his last name was gibberish to me, but the first name prompted a hazy recollection. I had heard that 

name before. It had made me laugh once, as much as I struggled to keep from laughing at it now.  

“I write about the Bombers for the Brussels Times,” he continued.     

Of course! I thought. Faart von Wijnendaele – the pro-Flemish Nationalist who had followed in his great uncle, Karel von 

Wijnendaele’s footsteps and had made a career of covering Belgian sports cycling and the Tours of Flanders. Faart was a prominent 

Belgian sports writer and one of the strongest local promoters of the American football game in Bruxelles. 

 As might be expected, when two beer enthusiasts who share a common interest and profession get together in a hotel bar, 

Faart and I carried on drinking and talking late into the night as, one-by-one, the bar flies around us retired to their hotel rooms. Most 

of them had to work early on Sunday since the players and the rest of the media were due to arrive then. But many in the room 

seemed, as well, to lack the constitution to endure the steady verbal barrage of Faart debating loudly with himself over who was the 

best Belgian sports cyclist of all time and cringed at his repeated challenges to name a sport that was more enthralling and dramatic 

than professional cycling. They had taken up his challenge initially, only to find themselves shouted down and rudely interrupted. It 

was pointless to argue with him about cycling. But his opinions about the Bombers, Ken Main and American football were quite 

fascinating.  

“Belgium needs a violent team sport!” he declared, reaching for another Shock Top, a local orange-flavoured Weiss beer. He 

had ordered us three beers each for last call and was now on his second of those. “Why, you say? Cycling is a test of endurance for 

the individual.” He dragged out the word “in-di-vi-du-al,” enunciating each syllable as if revealing a great and elusive truth. “There is 

no stronger individual than a Belgian cyclist from Flanders. But, alas, Belgians are not strong team players. We suffer from too close 

exposure to the French. The French are cowards and very sneaky. They have – how you say – deleted our culture.”  

“Diluted, you mean?” I offered.  

“Yes, diluted!” he boomed. “Our national pride is wounded by rich and powerful Frenchmen pushing their language and 

effeminate ways on us. I think having American football in Belgium gives an opportunity for the Flemish nation to fight back. I feel 

Ken Main knows what it is like for us. He comes from a small island that is under rule of America, but not really part of America. 

That is why, when he first came here, he spoke to us in Dutch first, before French. He did not speak well, but that was not the point. It 

was a signal to us that he understood and he was telling us that he was bringing us the tools to regain our Flemish nation.”  

I realized suddenly Faart was very drunk. I too had had my share, but he had had at least a three-hour head start on me. He 

was now a florid faced, glassy-eyed mess who held me prisoner with his unwavering gaze and bombastic oratory. 

“American football is built on violence, like American culture. It is very militaristic! American football is War! The coach is 

 

 



  

the general; the quarterback, the captain,” he seemed proud of his military analogy. He smiled broadly and took a swallow of beer, an 

invitation for me to say something. 

“I hadn’t looked at it that way, but I can see your point,” I said, giving him the verbal pat on the head he was looking for.  He 

grinned, evidently pleased with himself, and continued. 

“Ken Main brought us a winner in war!” he declared. “And with the coming victory of the Bombers over the Mustangs, the 

mission to restore Flanders to its former greatness will begin!” 

I did not know enough about Belgian history to know if Flanders had ever been particularly great. I struggled to think of 

something noteworthy about Belgium but could only think of chocolate, beer and frites. I vaguely recalled reading that Nazi Germany 

had rolled through Belgium without much effort in order to break the Maginot Line in France at the start of WWII. I decided not to 

add potential fuel to the conversation by mentioning any of this and simply shook my head in agreement. 

“You are a good man, Spats!” Faart reached out and clapped my shoulder. “Proost!” he said in Dutch and raised his glass. 

A PLACE OUT OF PLACE 

I imagined that the Keswick/Georgina area and the historic lakeshore communities of the South Lake Simcoe shoreline would make 

an idyllic landscape in the summer and fall months. But in the dead of a cold Ontario winter it looked desolate. Apart from ice fishing 

and the Excaliburs there was little to attract tourists in winter. And how long had it been since the Swords had played a meaningful 

game at home in winter? I checked the ‘EFL Wayback’ app on my phone: Week 15 of the 2013 season to be exact. York had made 

the playoffs that year but had exited early thanks to the Patriots. Gale Sayers XI would be the first post-season game to be held in 

Camelot and, sadly, the Excaliburs were not going to be a part of it.  

 Step one of my plan to dig into the history and origins of the Excaliburs’ home was hindered by the closure of the public 

ferry to Avalon. I was informed by the hotel concierge that Avalon was closed to the public until game day in order to prepare it for 

the big game. A cargo boat was in service to bring technical crews and vehicles back and forth from the stadium but, unless one had a 

‘green pass,’ the island was a no-go zone. 

 “But what about the people who live there?” I asked, assuming there were people living there from the pictures I had seen of 

Tom Brady and his wife, Gisele exiting a restaurant in Avalon called Morgana’s and going to their summer cottage there. 

 The concierge, a broad-shouldered, silver-haired man with a pointed beard, wearing a tall, cone-shaped hat with a flared top 

– like a czapka but without the peak – regarded me with a look of surprise. “They can come and go as they please,” he replied. “But 

most are content to remain on the island. There is nothing for them here.” 

 I found that last statement strange, but no explanation followed. A couple wearing Mustangs’ gear interrupted us to ask 

where they could rent skidoos. Before I could wait them out, I heard a familiar voice call my name. 

 “Hey Spats, you piss tank! Hungover already, I see!” It was Charlie Wood of the Charleswood Banner, an obnoxious 

human being who had for some reason grown on me over the years and had become my principal drinking companion during EFL 

Championship Week activities.  

 “Takes one to know one,” I replied. “Is it that obvious?” I did not feel hungover, even if I was a touch groggy. 

 The early arrival of Charlie meant that I was no longer fully free to explore the neighbourhood on my own. It would be hard 

to generate an exclusive scoop with him tagging along and distracting me with beer and tequila. He was also an inveterate gossip 

hound who liked to stir the pot. There would be lots to talk about and, hopefully, some of it would be useful to me.  

 “Nice hotel,” Charlie observed as he looked around the lobby. “Too nice to be plunked in the middle of nowhere. I bet you, 

Spats, there is a lot more going on in this neck of the woods than football.” 

 “If there is, I haven’t seen it yet,” I remarked dryly. “Looks like cottage country to me and two-bit local industry. If there 

was a casino or something we would have heard about it by now.” 

 “I’m not talking casinos,” Charlie lowered his tone conspiratorially. “I’m talking something much, much bigger.” 

 “Like what?” I asked, playing along. 

 “I don’t know that part yet,” he confessed. “But something’s here. You don’t buy a professional football team, create an 

artificial island in the middle of a lake in the middle of nowhere and build a stadium on it without a whole lot of cashola! And Jay 

Hammond doesn’t have that kind of dough I can assure you of that.” 

 I wondered how he knew that. Maybe running into Charlie at this early stage would actually help me focus my investigation. 

“Let me buy you lunch,” I offered. “We need to lay down a good base before we hit the taps in the bar.” 

 “Now you’re talking!” Charlie said enthusiastically.  

 We went to Merlin’s Morning Magic Café for lunch. The spot did not limit itself to morning fare. It was, in fact, a 24-7 all-

purpose diner that served all-day breakfast. ‘IT’S MORNING SOMEWHERE IN THE WORLD’ read the tagline on the menu. I had the ‘Eye 

Of Newt’ smoothie to start, a guava and strawberry whey protein shake with a raw egg cracked into it at the table by my server. 

Charlie was grossed out but I knew from my Cornell days that a raw egg with milk was the best pre-emptive cure for a hangover and 

I was not going to pass up the rare opportunity to get a raw egg at a restaurant.  

“I thought serving raw eggs is illegal,” Charlie protested. “Can’t you get diseases from raw eggs?” 

 Our server, a jet-black haired, thin young woman dressed like a gypsy fortune teller, ignored him. Unperturbed, she asked us 

if we were ready to order. Her name tag read ‘BRAN.’ Was that supposed to be short for Brandy?  
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 Charlie studied the menu with a concerned look on his face. “I’ll have the ‘Camelot Club’ and a coffee.” 

 “I’ll have the boar bacon and goose eggs with the toasted oat scones,” I ordered. “Eggs over medium, please.” 

 Our waitress made a note of our orders, turned on her back heel and walked away without saying another word – no attempt 

to upsell or add items to our orders; not so much as a “coming right up” or a simple “thank you” either. 

 “Do you think I pissed her off with my egg comment?” Charlie asked, also noticing the lack of standard waitress form. 

 “You could have pissed her off just because you’re naturally annoying, Charlie,” I responded. “But I didn’t get the feeling 

she was angry – just, I don’t know, aloof perhaps.” 

 That was, in fact, the case with the majority of the staff at the Pendragon Palace. With the exception of the bartender at the 

Dragon’s Lair, I found all the staff, from the head of hospitality to the cleaning maids, went about their business efficiently but with 

minimal customer engagement. This, of course, ran contrary to what I had observed to be the standard practice across North America 

of sucking up to guests. A ruthlessly competitive hotel industry demanded such fawning. But not, apparently, at the Pendragon. I also 

detected that many possessed the hint of a peculiar accent – an odd, unplaceable lilt in their speech. 

 Charlie and I attempted to plan our week while we ate. The players were due to arrive today, but there was conflicting 

information from the league’s media centre about where they would be arriving. The original schedule indicated that they would be 

staying at the Pendragon, but the league’s official tweets were reporting that the players and coaches were due to arrive “shortly” at 

their temporary practice facilities in Barrie and Newmarket. This, of course, meant that many reporters were scrambling at the last 

minute to secure transportation to those areas. Neither Charlie nor I were interested in watching players get off a bus and decided to 

wait until Media Day on Monday to ask our questions and make our observances.  

Tuesday night was Media Appreciation Night and the usual nauseating speeches as mainstream media hacks lauded other 

mainstream hacks during the presentation of the Football Journalism Awards. While I had been invited, I had not received the 

customary “heads-up” to make sure to be there so I assumed another year was about to pass without my peers formally recognizing 

my greatness. All the same, I would not miss such an event; it allowed me to socialize with many colleagues who I did not see often.  

Me and the circle of journalists I tended to hang with during Gale Sayers Week had agreed over e-mail one month ago to do 

a pub crawl on Wednesday night in Avalon. But, unless the situation on the island changed, it looked like that would have to be 

cancelled. Charlie and I pondered what we might do as a group instead. 

“I heard there is ice-fishing further north on the lake,” Charlie suggested. 

“Are you f*&king out of your mind?” I replied. “Can you imagine Gabby (Gabriele Laurent-Vainluven of the LA Daily 

News) out on a frozen lake at night?” 

We soon realized that there was very little to do in the area. Most of the league-sponsored events consisted of the usual 

public relations fluff (big trucks pulling sleighs on frozen lakes and the like) that held little interest to deep thinkers such as myself. 

The Crystal Ballroom had a full slate of live, free mini-concerts by performers such as Rae Sremmurd, Vacay, Puggy, Killy, Ra Ra 

Riot (and half a dozen other acts I had never heard of) to keep the atmosphere festive. The ‘Non-Stop Tailgate,’ sponsored by 

Budweiser, was scheduled to start Monday and last throughout the week. That piqued our interest, until we discovered that it actually 

did stop during times when Ontario law forbade the public sale and consumption of alcohol, reducing it to the status of an open-air 

BBQ restaurant and bar that challenged its patrons to endure frigid temperatures for the sake of cheap Bud and a chance to take a 

picture with the extremely hot Budweiser Girls.  

Charlie googled on his I-pad to find interesting local activities. “Man, this place is…out of place!” he finally declared in 

exasperation. “Who plunks a pro football team in sleepy hollow and invites the world to come visit?”  

At that point we decided to stop planning and wait until the rest of our circle of friends arrived. Clearly, we would have to 

improvise and it would be best to get others involved. In the meantime, we decided to go the Dragon’s Lair and get drunk.  

 MEDIA DAY & NIGHT 

The week leading up to Gale Sayers XI was not a typical one in my experience and it would get really weird toward the end. I will 

cover the weird part later and first take you quickly through the beginning of the week.   

 The players never did show up at the Pendragon. They stayed in hotels close to their respective practice facilities in the more 

populated cities of Barrie and Newmarket. They were bused in to Sword Point for Media Day on Monday and filed into the Crystal 

Ballroom like conquering heroes, wading through a throng of noisy reporters and the most avid (read “crazy”) fans of both teams. 

Initially it was bedlam, but eventually organizers were able to establish a degree of control over the several Q & A sessions that were 

occurring simultaneously in various “zones” spread throughout the massive banquet hall.  

 I had run into Faart at breakfast and he had attached himself to me and Charlie. Faart had precious few connections to North 

American media and now considered me a friend after we had shared several pints on Saturday night. The main focus of Faart’s 

attention was Bombers’ coach, Ken Main, so we made our way first to the ‘Coach Zone.’ Accompanying us were Randy the Desert 

Rat of the Mohave Torch, Jean Boisvert of the Swampland Proof and Quentin San Pedro of the Chino Champion.  

Notably absent from my coattails, and Media Day entirely, were Gabriele Laurent-Vainluven (Gabby) and Johnny Rebb 

of The State. Gabby, after getting the preliminary reviews of the Georgina area, had decided to book a room at the Royal York Hotel 

in Toronto and was, according to her tweets and countless selfies, having a great time clubbing at Yorkville’s 70 Down and Park 

Hyatt Roof Lounge. Johnny had cancelled his hotel booking at nearby Jackson’s Point at the last minute and had returned to  

 

 

 



  

Columbia, South Carolina after getting a tip from team sources that Hal Corson was planning to sell the Regulators. If true, that was 

huge news and eclipsed any value in having a Regulators correspondent on site for the Championship. The rest of the beat reporters 

were spread throughout the hall mixed with members of the mainstream media. All were looking for that one ill-considered statement 

or candid photo that could be spun into a controversial quote or a devastating meme.  

 “You are not very respectful to your sports celebrities in America,” Faart remarked after listening to a series of questions 

directed at Kenny Main designed to get him to admit that the Bombers had been lucky to get this far. Questions like: “Are you 

surprised to find your team in the final after two losing seasons and no major changes to your roster?” posed by a CBS reporter I had 

never heard of named Adam Plucker.   

 “Well, I disagree with your premise, Adam,” Main replied in an even tone. “We have made important changes to our roster. 

Leonard Fournette, Joe Thomas, Terrelle Pryor, just to name a few, have played key roles in our 2017 campaign. More importantly, 

Adam, we have been able to develop the talent that was already on this roster, talent we always believed in, and the results are paying 

off this year. So, to answer your question; no, I am not surprised we are here. We have carried the underdog tag you gave us and 

embraced it. We work a little harder because of it. Nothing changes this week, win or lose, we will leave all our football on the field.” 

 It was a masterful answer and Faart expressed his admiration by bellowing out, “Lang leve Vlaanderen!” (Long Live 

Flanders) at the end and raising his fist in the air, causing heads to turn and Kenny to smile.  

The retort did not stop Plucker from following up with a question for Rich Liotta: “Coach Liotta, are you surprised to find 

your team facing the Bombers in the final, a team that is coming off two losing seasons and had to compete with teams like Brooklin 

and Iowa City to get here?” 

Ever the even-handed gentleman, Liotta was diplomatic and tactical in his response. “You know, Adam, it might surprise 

you to know that when we looked across the conference at the teams we might have to face in the finals, it was the Bombers that 

caused me the most concern. I mean no disrespect to the Hawks or the Cubs by saying that. But, you know, the Bombers have been to 

the final before. They have a gifted quarterback and a coach who knows how to use him. Plus, they are on a mission to prove 

themselves in a new city. I am certainly not surprised to see them here and I think it is good for the league that they are here.” 

 It was another masterful answer and it prompted a loud "Aaahheeeeeeee!" from Kokopali Crimpton of the Carthage 

Carving, who had resolutely continued to cover the Bombers even after they had moved from their former home in Samoa. 

 “I believe that Media Day is a complete waste of time and grey matter!” Charlie Wood said in disgust. “The players and 

coaches are so well-prepped now and good at dodging controversy that there is no point asking them real questions! Of course, it’s a 

f&*kin’ shock that the Bombers are in this game! They are the proverbial Cinderella team, let’s face it!  Rich Liotta is probably 

thanking his lucky stars he doesn’t have to play the Cubs. But noooh, on ‘Media Day’ we pretend that the match-up is entirely 

predictable and makes perfect sense. What garbage!” 

 “I think you’re being too hard on them, Charlie,” I countered. “I think Ken Main really does believe in his team every year 

and I think Rich Liotta does not want to face a hot team like that believes in itself. Just because none of us predicted Bruxelles to 

make it this far doesn’t mean they don’t deserve to be here. The Cubs have a history of choking and the Hawks have injury problems 

and a quarterback who focuses more on avoiding mistakes than making plays. I’d fear the Bombers if I were Rich Liotta.” 

 Charlie grumbled something under his breath that sounded like a dismissive “whatever!” Charlie was basically right, 

however. Media Day was an exercise that had to be endured and yielded no real insight into the coming game. Evading controversy 

and not angering your opponent were the top priorities. The things we learned that we didn’t know before were such shocking 

revelations as Emmanuel Ogbah having a bowl of chicken soup before every game; Matt Ryan sleeping with a football, and that 

Leonard Fournette’s mother would be sending him homemade stuffed peppers and gumbo for the morning of the Championship. We 

also learned that Malik Jackson can bench press EFL Network reporter, Melissa Shark 12 times before collapsing in laughter. 

 Another exercise that had to be endured was Tuesday night’s Press Dinner and Awards Night, sponsored by the Affiliated 

Press and the EFL. Held in the compact, sumptuously-appointed Grail Hall, in the luxuriant comfort of leather-backed high chairs, it 

consisted of an interesting meal of uncertain cultural and ethnic origins served to the pleasant sound of a medieval quartet playing 

softly in the background.  

The music was unfamiliar, played on instruments I had no names for. The musician at the forefront of the stage was plainly 

dressed and somber-looking. He played unfamiliar melodies on a series of wooden wind instruments similar in shape and sound to a 

flute or recorder. Behind him was a duo of flamboyantly-attired “guitar” players plucking away on various stringed-instruments, 

comparable in appearance to guitars or harps, but sounding different. At the rear was a misshapen dwarf with a tuft of hair in the 

middle of his forehead and a very long jaw who laid down the rhythm with a simple drum and cymbal device similar to a tambourine, 

but deeper and wider, producing a thicker resonance. Surrounding him, hanging on stands, was an array of rattles and bells of 

different shapes and sizes that he would shake and strike occasionally.   

Despite the primitive appearance of these instruments, the sound produced was surprisingly rich and sophisticated and more 

than a little entrancing. It, and the strange food, occupied my main attention over the course of a tedious program of hollow self-

praise heaped upon mainstream media acolytes by other mainstream media acolytes and the elite of the league establishment.   

 For the fifth consecutive year, Peter Prince won the President’s Award for his “trusted, balanced, socially conscious 

reporting.” His acceptance speech consisted of the usual mixture of nauseating platitudes and homilies – much like his writing. 

  

 



 

  

 This year’s Investigative Journalism Award went to the previously unknown, Jack Cinco of the United Sports Bureau, who 

had uncovered how Chinese-made shoulder pads undercut American competitors by employing prison labour and using recycled, 

inferior materials in order to reduce costs.  

“Thanks to Jack’s diligent fact-finding and courageous reporting, the EFL made the necessary changes to its constitution in 

order to protect the players from defective equipment,” co-chair of the EFL Committee, Cogswell Cogs II pronounced from the 

lectern. “The EFL is no longer ‘Made in China.’ Thanks to Jack, we can proudly declare that the EFL is ‘Made in America’ again!”  

This last line prompted a rousing ovation from the floor. The looming trade war with China made this a particularly popular 

move, especially with Trump supporters. Lost in the noise of patriotism, however, was the itsy bitsy fact that Cogs II was connected 

by marriage to the President of Plode, the sports apparel company that had recently expanded its operations into sports equipment 

manufacturing. After the national release of Cinco’s article, entitled ‘How the EFL Supports Totalitarianism,’ Plode was awarded the 

contract to replace the Chinese-made imports favoured by small market teams such as Sebastian and Erieau and notoriously cheap 

mid-market teams like Pickering and Budapest. In the process Plode instantly secured about 25% of the league market, giving it a 

strategic advantage over competitors, Goat and Jubber, both of which are currently developing their own sports equipment 

expansions. Stock in Plode quietly rose 16% and shareholders, including the honourable spokesman for the EFL Committee, are 

happy. (Revelations like this – by the way – are why I will never win the President’s or Investigative Journalism Awards). 

A new award was unveiled: The Football Scholarship Award, which was bestowed upon Professor Miles Chernutin for 

“making football analytics accessible to the common fan” through a series of articles published in North America Today dealing with 

Football Outriders.Org concepts such as Defense-adjusted Value Over Average (DVOR) and Defence-adjusted Yards Above 

Replacement (DYAR). Chernutin’s supposed “genius” rests in his ability to “simplify complex concepts” and to “promote universal 

football literacy.” What he is actually really good at is addressing the average fan as if he/she is a complete idiot. I quote from one of 

his articles: “DVOR tells us how successful teams are at moving the ball compared with other teams. A team with a higher DVOR is 

more successful moving the football than a team with a lower DVOR. But that doesn’t mean the football team with the highest DVOR 

will win the championship or the team with the lowest DVOR will finish last. Luck and human determination also play a role in 

deciding who wins and loses. In football, as in life, one just never knows for sure what is going to happen.” 

Of course, I did not win any awards and either did any from my circle of friends and colleagues working the local sports 

beats. But that does not mean I am unknown or under-appreciated by my peers. While making my rounds after the official 

ceremonies I was approached by Severin Handfottner Jr of Coach’s Call. He took me aside to inform me that he would be using a 

portion of my article last week as source material for a piece he is writing on the Cubs’ lack of playoff success. “I think you are right 

about the mindset of the coach there,” he said. “I think there is a co-relation between Redding’s over-protective nature and his game 

plans. He’s not willing to really let Russell Wilson loose. That’s the point I’ll be making.” 

“Well, you’d better be careful,” I cautioned. “Deron Redding will take it personally and you’ll end up on his media blacklist, 

like I did. Archibald Thacker will be supportive, but he will still criticize you for not making the point strongly enough.” 

While most agreed that the meal and the music had been enchanting – “like being in a fairy tale” Jean Boisvert had remarked 

– there was a cynical malaise in the air. Conversations were truncated by lack of wit and meaningful insight – the small talk was very 

small indeed. Normally when journalists get together there is no shortage of topics to discuss and sides of an issue to debate, but this 

time the conversation was guarded and uninteresting. There was no obvious reason for this, but some factors certainly contributed.  

The absence of Gabby was noted and missed. While it is true that she knew less about football than the most ill-informed 

among us – even after 11 years of following the Knights – she could tie a room of us together and bring it alive. But Toronto had 

captivated her and she was not about to forgo its social attractions for a football journalism awards banquet. ‘They call Toronto Hollywood 

North for a reason – I’m LOVING it!’ she had tweeted earlier. 

Peter Prince’s fifth President’s Award may have been one too many for the common sports hack to stomach. As Peter 

sipped white wine, laughed within his circle of sycophants and rubbed shoulders with top network executives, I detected more than a 

few resentful glares cast in his direction from beat writers and others with far more interesting things to say. Writers – like musicians 

and artists – are a jealous bunch, with egos ranging in size from large to huge. But even the humblest amongst us had to be thinking 

that, at some point in their careers, they had penned or voiced an opinion that deserved at least as much recognition as Mr. Prince was 

receiving for routinely penning opening lines such as: “Rich Liotta is an accomplished coach who has his Mustangs playing great 

football” (from his North America Today article, ‘Why the Mustangs Will be Perfect Again’).  

In defence of Prince, sportswriters must state the obvious for the simple reason that most things in sports are obvious. Sports 

journalists and commentators are tasked primarily with validating the obvious and, if they are good, pointing out the less obvious 

things that many of us miss – such as a safety biting on a pump fake and allowing a receiver to beat him on the deep ball. The really 

deep thinkers will try to explain the why of success or failure on the field, but must be careful not to dive too deeply, for sports 

philosophy has few adherents next to the majority who just care about their team’s win and losses or their fantasy players’ stats.  

Prince had made a career of stating the obvious things about football with impeccable grammar and an accomplished, but 

not overly challenging, vocabulary. He also continued to carry the torch for the corporate side of sports. His is a good column to read 

if you want to know what matters most to league and network executives. And the league wants to be seen to be moving in step with 

the broader social change movement engulfing society. His article praising the league mandating gender neutral bathrooms in  

  

 



 

  

stadiums (to take effect in 2018) and his support for separate change rooms for football players who self-identify as something other 

than male are topics that traditional grassroots journalists would not care to cover, as they know what the players really think about 

such things. But from Prince’s high perch, he can afford to strongly advocate for female reporters to be in change rooms, vigorously 

defend the league’s mostly cosmetic steps to address the problem of player concussions and tirelessly support diversity in the 

workplace, even if diversity is the least of the league’s problems. All of this puts him in good stead with the social change movement.  

 “Is it just me or is this the f*^kingest deadest crowd ever?” Randy the Desert Rat of the Mohave Torch spat out suddenly in 

the middle of Charlie Wood’s annual tedious discourse on why Peyton Manning should be universally recognized as the best 

quarterback in EFL history. 

 Charlie looked a bit taken aback. He didn’t care to be interrupted and seemed unaware that we had heard it all before and 

weren’t really listening. “What are you doing here anyway, Randy?” Charlie snapped. “Aren’t the Hellfire finally and thankfully 

extinguished after 11 pathetic seasons?”   

 Randy winced. Naturally combative, he reacted with uncharacteristic defensiveness to the blow below the belt. “They 

weren’t all pathetic,” he replied feebly. “The first two were pretty good.” 

 “Not really, when you think about it,” chimed in Quentin San Pedro of the Chino Champion. Quentin liked to stir things up 

and saw a rare opportunity to get under Randy’s thick skin. “Those early Mohave teams were built to win it all and fell short. You 

even complained about it at the time! But I can understand you forgetting about that after all the disasters since then.” 

 That prompted a guffaw from Sir Reginald Malcolm Clapham of the Durham Diggatel & Pick. “Bene belly-go fister!” he 

declared, his eyebrows rising and falling rapidly. “A real ace, chappie! Sufferers all, Mohave fans!” 

 “I hope you don’t write like you talk, Reggie,” Charlie remarked after pausing briefly in an unsuccessful attempt to 

comprehend what the moustachioed man in the pith helmet, (a curious holdover from the Victorian era) was saying. 

 “Alright, it’s been a tough go covering the Hellfire!” Randy blurted out, his voice quavering ever so slightly. “But at least it 

was a go. Now, what am I going to do? Cover the monster truck shows at The Fiery Depths? Follow the dune buggy races? I hate all 

that sh*t! The EFL…the Hellfire…hell, even you a$$holes…were…all…I…had.” 

 Our circle fell silent. All eyes fell on Randy in disbelief. Nobody had seen this side of him. Was he actually about to cry? 

 “Hey man, we’re still here for you,” Quentin offered in a conciliatory tone, putting his hand on Randy’s shoulder.  

 Charlie leaned and whispered in my ear, “How much has he had to drink?” 

 “Maybe the new team in Buffalo will need a correspondent,” Jean Boisvert of the Swampland Proof suggested. “If not, I 

hear the Daytona Beach News-Journal is looking for a beat writer to cover the Swordfish. We could be competitors!” 

 “I hate the f^*king Swordfish!” Randy hissed, dipping his head to avoid eye contact and brushing away Quentin’s arm. He 

was trying to regain his tough guy edge and cover up his emotions, but was not doing a very good job of either. “I’d rather go back to 

the Middle East and kill f&*king A-rabs than cover the damn Swordfish. Dark Oceans is hiring vets to fight in Yemen, I hear.” 

 Randy’s Special Forces background was not something he talked about much, but it was something I always kept in mind, 

especially when he had been drinking or was getting fired up about something – like when I gave away our game tickets in Canton 

last year and I thought he was going to kill me with a straw from a juice box. This was also one of those moments, except that I 

feared he might kill a lot of people this time. 

 “Hey Randy, look at me,” I spoke up in my most soothing and reassuring manner. “I write about the whole league, not just 

one team. I can cover whatever I want as a freelancer. You can do the same. I can set you up with the Syndicate.” 

 “F^#k, who wants to be like you, Spats!” he fired back. “You’re an arrogant motherf#@ker who thinks he knows more than 

everybody else because you’re from that big overrated sh*thole called New York.”   

 I knew Randy was upset and didn’t really mean it, but his words stung just the same.  

 Charlie chuckled. “That’s true about Spats, Randy, but that doesn’t mean you have to be like Spats,” he said gently. “You 

can be much better than Spats if you want.” Charlie grinned at me. 

 “What the f%&k do you know about anything, Chucky Cheese!” Randy turned on Charlie Wood with a glare. “You’re a 

burnt-out piss tank who had to f^&k the Findlay twins to get a job in Charleswood. You must have gone through a skid of blue pills 

to pull that off! Plus, you’re f*%king wrong most of the time and you idolize that pussy, Peyton Manning. Go f$#k yourself!” 

 “Hey hey, man!” Quentin intervened, raising and lowering his hands calmly. “You know you don’t mean that. Charlie is just 

trying to help you, man!” 

 “Shut-up, Tacohead!” Randy barked. “I know what I mean! Don’t tell me I don’t know what the f%$k I mean.” 

 A complete meltdown followed. Randy laid into everyone in turn as everyone took turns trying to calm him down: Sir 

Reginald Malcolm Clapham was “a whack-job”; Lars Odegard of the Valhalla Press – a fellow Trump supporter who had had 

Randy’s back during heated Clinton-Trump debates in Canton last year – looked “like a f$%king street person with stinky cheese 

breath”; Jean Boisvert was a “faggy frog”; Mike Myers of The Scarberian, who had been watching on the edge of the circle and had 

not said anything, was “the worst actor in history”; Orville Smucker of the Cowtown Plain Dealer, who had nodded off in one of the 

high-backed chairs close by, was startled back to consciousness by Randy’s loud assertion that he was “a senile old fart!” 

 As Randy’s tirade cut through the modest din of regular conversation in Grail Hall, some of the other correspondents took  

note of what appeared from a safe distance to be a lively debate – the only one of its kind going on – and decided to wander over.  

 

  



 

  

They were rewarded with abuse from an angry and distraught Desert Rat.  

 Marquis de Sade of the Virden Eviscerator was a “creepy pervert who should be locked up”; the Birdman of Brooklin of 

the Brooklin Town Crier was “a f&*king freak who belongs in a f%$king freak show”; Aristedes Kalogiannis of the Pickering Post 

was “a fat slob with sh*t for brains”; TSN’s James Duthie was “just an everyday, slimy MSM a$$hole”; Marcus Aurelius of the 

Gwinnett Tribune was “some kind of weird delusional f*&k”; and Merlin the Magician of York’s Round Table Chronicle – our host 

journalist and (from the attention he was getting from the staff at the Pendragon) a highly respected local – was “one of the strangest 

looking dudes I’ve ever seen in my life and I’ve been to some f^$ked up places! Join the freak show, buddy!”  

Much of this invective may have been true, but it nevertheless caused deep offence to those who may have once called 

Randy a friend, or at least a respected colleague or acquaintance. All, except for the Birdman, who smiled and brushed it off with a 

casual “I’ve been called worse.”  

With a crowd gathering around him, Randy let loose one final volley: “You’re all a bunch of f^%king losers. All talk, no 

action! You’d all piss your pants if you came within one mile of a combat zone! I’m done with you goofs! I’m not sitting around and 

letting the f^*king world pass me f$#king by. I’m out of here, sh*t f^%ks! SAYO-f&*king-NARA!” 

And with that, Randy chose escape over further confrontation. In accordance with his Special Forces training, he created a 

distraction by pulling on a table cloth, causing glasses, bottles and plates to smash onto the floor and Orville Smucker to awaken 

once more from a snooze. He then backed out of the room, his head on a swivel as he scanned for threats. Once he had reached the 

doorway leading out, he presented both middle fingers and bellowed a final F*^K YOU! before disappearing into the hall. 

Grail Hall was silent. Even Peter Prince was speechless. At that moment I noticed a body had sidled up next to me. I turned 

and saw Faart von Wijnendaele, beer glass in hand, taking it all in with a big grin on his face. He turned his head toward me and 

chuckled. “We needed dat, Spats!” he declared. “The room was getting too stuffy. Let’s go have a beer!” 

 THE SEARCH PARTY 

Randy’s breakdown was the main topic of conversation the next day. Versions of it appeared in many writers’ columns. Mike Myers 

used the episode to focus his readers’ attention on PTSD and support for veterans in ‘No Peace for the Peacemakers.’ This piece won 

him the respect of those who had previously dismissed him as more of a celebrity Blue Eagles booster than a writer. Peter Prince 

belatedly picked up on the PTSD theme and had to backtrack his snide remarks, made on a Mohave morning radio talk show, about 

the perils of substance abuse combined with mental illness. However, while most continued to talk about it, nobody thought or cared 

to follow up with any action. Maybe Randy, in his rage, had made a valid point about the lot of us. 

 “I wonder where Randy went,” Quentin San Pedro pondered while we ate lunch at Merlin’s. 

 “Who knows,” Charlie Wood said dismissively. “Who cares.” It wasn’t a question. 

 It was a tweet from Gabby that aroused us to our duty. She had heard about the episode and had decided to take charge from 

her Toronto hotel room. She was aghast that we had done nothing but talk about it for nearly 24 hours. ‘Has nobody gone looking for 

him??’ she had tweeted, adding a frowny face emoticon. When this failed to provoke an appropriate response, she tweeted again: 

‘Spats, get a search party together and find Randy!’ this time accompanied by an angry face emoticon. 

 I had never seen Gabby use an angry face emoticon…ever. I had no choice but to spring into action or risk…something. 

What Gabby could actually do about anything was unclear, but nobody wanted to get on her bad side for some reason.  I called for an 

emergency meeting of the journalists at the Dragon’s Lair.  

 In retrospect, meeting at the Dragon (as we had come to call the place) was a mistake. As the group of us loudly debated the 

plan of action, drinks moved freely off of trays carried by cute, elfish-looking female servers sporting name tags with odd monikers 

like AERONA, DWYN and FFLUR, onto tables crowded by increasingly tipsy sports writers. The plan, if we could agree on one, would 

have nobody fit to execute it at the present rate of consumption. 

 “Okay, everybody, no more booze!” I finally shouted in exasperation. “Coffee or water from here on. We have a job to do!” 

 “IlldrinktothatSspatss!” Lanny McDonald, formerly of the Markham-Economist & Sun and currently in exile in Budapest, 

slurred as he raised his glass of bourbon and tossed it back. Lanny, as usual, had appeared suddenly out of nowhere. Nobody had seen 

him at the awards banquet or lurking about the hotel. I heard later that he had paid a visit to the Hockey Hall of Fame in Toronto 

before coming to the Pendragon and had gone on a bender in Toronto. He was now here and safe, but essentially useless. 

 What might generously be called the “brain trust” of the group – consisting of Yours Truly, Quentin, Charlie and 

James Duthie – finally devised what might loosely be called a “plan” to search for Randy. It was not that no one else was capable; it 

was that few were willing to put in the extra time and effort to track down a potentially dangerous psycho who had recently declared 

his contempt for all of them. Thomas Jenifer, Chargers correspondent for the Maryland Independent, insisted several times that we 

call the police instead. This course of action was supported by Archibald Davies, ghost writer for Erieau correspondent, Ferguson 

Jenkins of the Chatham Daily News, and Molly Qerim, spokesperson for the Triumph, who felt the police were better equipped to 

deal with an ex-special forces sufferer of PTSD. Molly had even volunteered to be the face of a media campaign to help the police in 

their search. “In my experience, people listen to a pretty face,” she had explained.  

Due to fears that the police would be too efficient in “neutralizing” the potential threat posed by Randy, it was decided to 

postpone calling the authorities until we had exhausted our search. We had divided the area to be searched into four quadrants: A – 

Sword point and the Hotel; B – Keswick; C – Central Georgina; D – Greater Georgina area. The search party was divided into four  

 

 

  



 

  

groups, each assigned a quadrant and headed by a Team Leader. All the Legion Halls, armouries, hotels, hostels and supermarkets in 

the urban areas were to be visited and Randy’s photo circulated. All rooms in the hotel were to be knocked on and checked, starting 

with Randy’s own (which he had apparently not checked out of). The search party’s media spokesperson, Molly, would remain in the 

hotel to answer any media inquiries and ensure that the network technical crews knew to be on the lookout for Randy. It would be a 

lot of work – “too much work” according to Charlie – but hopefully the thoroughness would pay off.  

I set out as Team Leader for Quadrant C (Central Georgina). Accompanying me were Jean Boisvert, Kokopali Crimpton, 

Faart von Wijnendaele, Marcus Aurelius and Thomas Jenifer. With Kokopali and Faart together the conversation frequently 

turned to the Bombers, which Kokopali insisted on calling the Cannibals. This got on Faart’s nerves. We discovered that the Flemish 

zealot from Belgium had a hotter temper when sober than he did when he was under the influence.  

“Your blue hair must mean you have a blue brain,” Faart snapped loudly at Kokopali, as I handed out individual search 

assignments in the lobby of the Georgina Civic Centre. I assumed this strange taunt carried some humorous meaning in Belgium, but 

later found out it did not. Being angry simply rendered Faart incapable of witty repartee.  

 “Aheeee! Where are your tattoos, you big pala’ai!” Kokopali shot back. I later learned that in traditional Samoan culture it 

was considered cowardly to avoid being tattooed. 

 “Divide and conquer,” Marcus Aurelius stated solemnly as he looked at the two. “That is how we in Ancient Rome won 

many victories over the Barbarians. You support the same team but you are at odds over what to call it and so you go at each other.” 

 “Yes, we have to work together, guys!” Jean Boisvert joined in. “For Randy’s sake.” 

 Faart and Kokopali glared at each other. Thomas Jenifer, who clearly did not want to be away from the comforts of the 

hotel but had been shamed into coming by pretty Molly, rolled his eyes. “Children!” he whispered under his breath. 

 “Alright everybody, you have your assignments. Go out and report back to me in three hours,” I said with authority. “I will 

be at the Mansion House Restaurant and Bar on High Street. It’s marked with a star on your maps.” 

 The group began to leave but stopped suddenly when Thomas Jenifer spoke up.  

“And where are you going to be searching, Spats?” Thomas asked with suspicion. 

“I’ll be keeping my eyes open at all times,” I replied. “As you should too. But somebody has to coordinate this and so I have 

to be available on the phone and staying in place in order to solve any problems you may face.” 

“Oh, I get it. The rest of us have to tromp around in the cold looking for a crazy jerk while you sip beer in a bar and watch 

TSN,” Thomas said mockingly.  

 “Don’t look at it that way, Tom,” I replied. “Somebody has to be in charge and in order to be in charge the person in charge 

shouldn’t be distracted by having a job to do, except making sure that you and the others do their jobs. By being available to solve 

problems and give orders, I think I’m doing a good job of being in charge actually.” 

 “My name is Thomas, not Tom,” Thomas replied with irritation. He really did not like being called Tom. “And who, exactly, 

put you in charge, Spats?”  

 “Well, nobody else put up their hand, Tom” I answered defensively. “Somebody had to take charge.” 

 Thomas winced at ‘Tom.’ “Well, I am putting up my hand now,” he snapped and raised his arm above his head. 

 “We can’t have two in charge. It doesn’t work that way,” I protested. 

 “Fine! Here’s my search sheet then,” he said as he handed me his folder of assignments. “Correction everybody,” he called 

out to the rest. “I will be at the Mansion House Restaurant and Bar, marked with a star on your maps. Spats will be taking over my 

search duties. Report back to me in 3 hours – check that – 2 hours; Georgina is a small town and Randy should stick out. If you 

haven’t found him after two hours, he’s probably lying frozen in a ditch somewhere.” 

 “You can’t just put yourself in charge after I’ve put myself in charge,” I argued.  

 “Leaders are bred, not made, Spats,” he declared dismissively. “And need I remind you of the fact that I am directly 

descended from Daniel of St. Thomas Jenifer, one of the Founding Fathers of the United States. Therefore, I outrank you.” 

 I felt the rise of blood up my neck. “I’ll have you know that my ancestry on my mother’s side can be traced back to The 

Fortune; which – if you didn’t know – was the second ship to arrive in the New World after The Mayflower. My father can trace his 

ancestry back to Malachy McChad, a captain in Washington’s Continental Army, who served at Valley Forge. Without the 

revolutionary army, your ancestor would have had nothing to ‘found,’” I sneered back.  

““How quaint,” Thomas replied with a smirk. “Then do your soldierly duty, Captain McChad, and go out into the field!” 

 “Now, now, no need to be like that, Thomas,” Jean Boisvert jumped in. “This isn’t the 18th Century. Spats put this plan 

together. He has a duty and right to see it through.” 

 “Fine, but I am not tramping about this frozen outpost looking for a rowdy scoundrel with homicidal tendencies!” Thomas 

replied obstinately. “You cannot compel me to do so.” 

 “Okay, sit this one out then, Tom,” I said, deliberately calling him ‘Tom.’ “We will have to divide your search areas 

amongst the other three.” 

 “Halt,” protested Faart Van Wijnendaele. “I am not doing the work that Toom does not want to do. The Flemish always 

have to work harder to satisfy the French and English.”  

  

 

 



 

  

 “This has nothing to do with historical grievances, Faart,” I stated. “This has to do with finding one of our colleagues and a 

friend; a friend who is not in his right mind and may be in danger at this moment.” 

 “The Samoan warrior never surrenders to the colonial power,” Kokopali Crimpton joined in. “The forefathers always 

resisted the white man and his dictates.”  

How this point was connected to searching for Randy was unclear, but I took it to mean that he, like Faart, did not want to 

take on the extra duties that Thomas did not want to do. 

 “Kokopali, but you’re a white man yourself,” Jean Boivsert pointed out.  

 “I was born white, but I have the spirit of the malie toa is in my heart!” Kokopali proclaimed as he beat his fist on his chest.  

 “Good Lord,” I whispered under my breath. “Alright! I’ll do Tom’s share. But I am doing it for Randy’s sake.” 

 “That’s Thomas! Not Tom…Thomas!” Thomas Jenifer whined in exasperation. 

 “Whatever you say, Tom,” I answered. 

 I covered Thomas’ search area in less than two hours. The others took even less time. Downtown Georgina was not very 

large and word travelled fast, so that in some places the locals already knew why I was there and informed me before asking that they 

had not seen our friend. It was a similar experience in the other search zones. Three hours after we had all first set out, everything was 

done except the hotel. It was proving to be tougher than expected due to the large number of rooms and the fact that both the 

Birdman of Brooklin and the Marquis de Sade had been apprehended by hotel security upon complaints from guests fearful at the 

sight of a man in a bird’s mask and a creep donned in 18th century costume, wearing a wig and more makeup than the four members 

of Kiss combined, knocking on doors.  

 “Whose idea was it to send those two knocking on hotel room doors?” I asked Charlie Wood, who was in charge of the 

hotel search party. 

 “They volunteered!” Charlie protested defensively. “It’s not like I had the best group to pick from. Orville fell asleep in the 

lobby and Lanny passed out in the bar.” 

 Mostly everyone had returned to the Dragon’s Lair by 10:00 pm. Thomas Jenifer was, presumably, still at the bar in 

Georgina, since none of us had “reported back” to him there, nor bothered to call him and tell him we had gone back to the hotel. 

About the only thing Faart and Kokopali could fully agree on was that Thomas was a disagreeable person best left to himself. They 

got no argument from me, Jean Boisvert or Marcus Aurelius. 

 We decided not to finish the hotel. Instead we finally decided to call the police; the plan Thomas had argued for from the 

start. We were all pleased he was not with us at that moment to gloat.  

Molly Qerim and Archibald Davies filed the report and I helped answer some of the officers’ questions, as well as I could, 

about Randy’s age and appearance and likely destinations. 

“Is ‘Rat’ his last name; or is it ‘Desert-Rat?’” a young female officer with a serious and officious face inquired. 

I realized at that moment that I had never known Randy’s real name. He wrote under the pen name, ‘Randy, the Desert Rat.’ 

“It’s a nom-de plume,” I replied.  

“Nome-de-ploom. How do you spell that sir?” asked the officer.   

“No, I mean Desert Rat is a non-de plume…a pen name…not his real name,” I clarified. 

“So, that would be an alias, sir,” the humorless officer clarified in turn. 

“Yes, yes, an alias,” I agreed. “But I am sure the hotel has his real name. He must have booked it under his real name.” 

After the police report had been filed and Molly Qerim had been rebuffed a dozen times in her repeated request to be “the 

public face of the search,” the few of us who remained in the Dragon’s Lair stood about and wondered what to do next . We were all 

somewhat bored with the Dragon’s Lair, having spent most of the day and large chunks of previous days inside it.  

“I noticed a cool-looking place down the road on the way back from Kewswick,” Quentin San Pedro suggested. “It was 

like a large stone cottage, called The Sword and Stone, I think.” 

“What is it – a souvenir shop; a bed & breakfast; a pub?” Jean Boisvert asked. 

“I’m not sure. I think it was a pub. All I know is that it was open,” Quentin replied. 

“A pub? Let’s check it out then!” Charlie Wood weighed in. 

And so, a small group of us – me, Charlie, Quentin, Jean, Lars Odegard and, surprisingly, Molly Qerim – headed off on 

foot down the road to discover The Sword and Stone. 

  THE SWORD AND STONE 

The Sword and Stone turned out to be enchanting – literally. I warn you now, dear readers: this is the point at which I diverge from 

describing the quirky and implausible social life of eccentric beat reporters hanging out in an improbably-placed and illogically-

luxurious hotel; and dive into the esoteric and frankly unfathomable mysteries of the world that lies beyond our science. The only 

reason I give credit to my experience – and refrain from checking myself into a sanitarium for the insane – is that what was revealed 

to me at the Sword and Stone that night explains a lot of otherwise inexplicable things and…well…best to read on… 

 In a nutshell, the Sword & Stone Pub had once been a lonely outpost on the road to Roches Point at the entrance to Cooks 

Bay. Built in the style of a medieval pub with an Arthurian theme, it had been a favourite watering hole of cottage country retirees 

and middle-aged locals, including one Jay Hammond, owner of a fleet of snow ploughs that serviced the local highways and roads 

 

 

  



 

  

but which revealed itself one fateful night in the winter of 2010. But first, some context. 

The pub was jammed when we arrived. An obvious sign that the place was busy was the couple of dozen smokers crammed 

in an outdoor smoking area that comfortably fit half of that number. All the same, we were let inside without a fuss and without 

having to endure the accusatory glare of a beefy security guard. The place was apparently unguarded and overcrowded at the same 

time, unusual in this day and age of hyper security and stifling regulation. 

That it was full was not a surprise. Thousands of football fans were flooding the area. With little else to do in the cold, a 

warm medieval pub with lots of TV screens, food and music made an attractive tourist destination. The moment I crossed the 

threshold I was struck by the music. I looked at the stage and saw the quartet that had performed at the Media Awards Banquet on 

Tuesday night, but with a singer accompanying them. She was a raven-haired beauty with porcelain skin and green eyes that glinted 

in the light of the torches that lit the stage. She sang without a microphone, but was clearly audible over the din of the crowd. 

“Standing room only,” Charlie barked over the noise. “I feel like I’m back in university.” 

“Let’s look around a bit,” I advised as I started to manoeuvre my way through the packed room.  

The pub was deeper and more spacious than it appeared from the outside. The main entrance, the bar and the stage areas 

were packed, but as we moved further in, we discovered that there were quiet rooms and booths for those who wanted to get away 

from the action to enjoy good company and a meal. To our surprise, we found an empty booth with room for the six of us. We sat 

down and looked around for a server. Again, quite to our surprise, a young lady appeared within seconds of us getting comfortable. 

“You look like you’ve all had a busy day,” she said solicitously. She carried a gentle smile and an attentive gaze. Her hair 

was red and her cheeks were angular and strong. For no apparent reason, it popped into my head that she had endured hardship in her 

life but had emerged stronger from it. This was not the sort of thing that ever popped into my head when approached by a waitress. 

“You will want to enjoy good drink, but stay light on the victuals,” she prescribed. She was telling us what we needed, not asking us 

what we wanted.  

We dutifully ordered our drinks from a verbal menu recited to us by this clairvoyant server who addressed each of us in turn 

as if she had served us before. “There are some fine ales at the Sword and Stone that are not available at the hotel,” she said when she 

turned to me. “And they are much more satisfying too,” she added. 

I ended up ordering something called ‘The Witches Leg,’ a dark saffron ale “with a kick,” as she put it. “That is why we call 

it what we do – it is like a witch kicking you. But I believe you can handle it,” she added. 

I looked around at our group. They appeared slightly different than usual. Charlie Wood looked a little younger, Jean 

Boisvert looked a little broader, Quentin San Pedro a little softer and Molly Qerim looked a little plainer. Only Lars Odegard 

looked the same, but I could not get the thought out of my head that he would cleave me in two with an axe without hesitation if I 

crossed him. Why an axe, I do not know. Was I losing my mind or had Molly slipped something in my drink in order to seduce me? 

We drank and talked freely and, to save my soul, I would not be able to tell you today what we discussed in the first hour or 

so in the booth after arriving at the Sword & Stone. I only remember that the kick of ‘The Witches Leg’ was sharp, yet invigorating, 

and that I felt deeply connected to my friends. And, of course, the music. It reached out to me from the stage, through several walls 

and rooms, bypassing my ears and entering my brain directly along with the alcohol. I felt high, but not in a way I had ever 

experienced before, with or without substances voluntarily or unwittingly consumed.  
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“Well met, my dear fellows!” a voice, a clear and husky baritone, rang out to my right. I turned and saw the familiar green 

with silver stars & moons-dappled cloak and grey beard of Merlin the Magician, football writer for the Round Table Chronicle. “I 

see you have found your way to the real attraction in these parts.” 

“Merlin!” Molly exclaimed. “Where have you been?” Merlin had not been present for the marshalling of the search party 

and his absence had been noted. We had attributed it to his other commitments as a “host” journalist. 

“Why, I have been here, lovely Molly,” he replied. “No need at all to worry, my dear.” 

“We weren’t worried about you, Merl,” Charlie piped up. “We were thinking we could have used your knowledge of the 

area to help us search for Randy. The one time – perhaps ever – that you would have been useful to us and you were M.I.A.” 

If Merlin was offended by Charlie’s insult he did not show it. He simply laughed and said: “Randy can take care of himself. 

I am not worried about Randy. Now, if you, Charlie, went missing, I would be concerned that you had had too much to drink and had 

brought misfortune down on your head.”   

In my altered state I detected in Merlin’s voice the residual elements of that unplaceable accent I had heard from the staff at 

the Pendragon. I had never noticed it in Merlin before, but I could pick it up now. And while his spoken syntax and semantics mostly 

reflected common usage, he occasionally threw in a turn of phrase that suggested English was not his first language. I had always 

thought the quirks in his speech were part of “the act,” but now I was not certain. I studied Merlin as he spoke. There seemed to be 

the faintest glimmer of pale light surrounding his hands and face. Was I imagining it, or did he have an aura?  

“Spats, buddy!” Quentin whispered loudly across the table. “I think you might want to lay off that witches brew! You’re 

looking really buzzed.”  

I did not feel “buzzed” in the typical sense. I felt that I could easily walk a straight line on the roadside to avoid a 

breathalyzer. But I definitely felt…altered.  

“I think you should have one yourself, Quentin,” I responded. “That daffodil wine you are drinking will catch up to you.”  

Daffodil wine! It would have taken many more than a few Witches Legs for me not to notice that this was no ordinary pub. 

There were some ordinary things happening in it, of course. Groups of drunken and exhilarated fans routinely broke into chants in 

support for their respective teams: “AU-RO-RAHHHHH! AU-RO-RAHHHH!’” followed immediately by “BAAWWWMMMMEERRRRRS 

<BOOM!>!” and the opening stanza of the Belgian National Anthem. The band that had played unfamiliar music on strange 

instruments the night before played unique versions of ‘Brown Eyed Girl,’ ‘Sweet Caroline’ and other bar band staples while 

encouraging the crowd to dance and sing along. But this normal fan behaviour was all taking place in a setting straight out of a JRR 

Tolkien novel. Was that the tip of a pointy ear peeking out from beneath our server’s gentle red curls? Was that a hobbit I caught a 

glimpse of cleaning pots as I strode passed the kitchen on my way to the restrooms? Merlin was looking a lot like Gandalf the Wizard 

to my eyes and, if I didn’t know better, I would have mistaken the burly bouncer, discreetly placed in a dark space behind the stage, 

for some kind of bridge troll. 

It’s official, Spats! I thought to myself as I pondered the flickering flame of a torch that lit my corner at the back of the pub. 

Someone slipped something in your drink or you are losing your marbles! 

“No, you are not losing your marbles, Spats McChad,” a voice reverberated inside my head. “You are opening your mind up 

to the alternate reality.” 

I looked up and saw Merlin sitting across from me at the table. I noticed that it was just him and I at the table – the others 

were gone. I had not noticed them leaving. He looked at me with a steady gaze, the trace of a smile visible behind his long white 

beard. Directly in front of me, on the table, were two clear foaming glass pints of what I took to be beer – but one glass was bright red 

and the other bright blue. I had seen green beer before – on St. Patrick’s Day – but never red or blue.  

“I have always admired your search for the truth, Spats, and your willingness to speak the truth,” Merlin spoke, without 

moving his lips. I could hear his thoughts inside my head. “For that reason, I am offering you one chance to learn the truth.  There is 

no turning back from your choice. Drink the blue beer and you will wake up in your bed in the hotel tomorrow morning, hungover as 

usual, believing your experiences tonight to be the result of too much to drink. You will proceed with your life as you always have 

and you will remain content that you know it all. Drink the red beer and you remain here – on the border of an ancient realm – and 

learn the truth about the Excaliburs and the world in which you and I exist. I am offering you the truth – nothing more.” 

I started to ask if he was playing some kind of joke. But before I could finish the thought the answer popped into my head. 

This was no joke. For a split second I clearly saw two paths before me: a magnificent castle on a hill stood far in the distance to my 

left; to my right, my hotel room at the Pendragon with me lying half naked with my head at the foot of the bed and the covers on the 

floor. Some choice, I thought. Not much of a choice at all…. 

  A HISTORY LOST IN TIME 

I drank the red beer. (What kind of reporter would I be if I hadn’t?) As it washed down my throat, Merlin smiled. My surroundings in 

the Sword & Stone melted away and I felt myself rising in the air. What the hell is in this beer? I thought. 

 ‘It’s dragon’s bile,’ Merlin’s distant voice sounded in my head matter-of-factly. He was rising with me, but at considerable 

distance, a wooden staff in his hand with what appeared to be a burning ember at the tip. ‘Dry-hopped with bat’s wing and mixed with 

Budweiser. It’s the dragon’s bile that is the active ingredient though and the bat’s wing helps to stabilize it.’  

 

 

 



 

 

  

I should have been revolted but, in my altered state of awareness, I inherently understood that the dragon’s bile was essential 

to transcendence. And it was chock full of vitamins too – some of which we had not yet discovered by modern science. 

‘Look down, Spats,’ Merlin’s voice called out. 

I did as I was told and let out a shriek. I was high in the sky, as if looking out the window of an airplane – except there was 

no plane. The image of the Coyote running off a cliff in pursuit of the Roadrunner but only falling when he became aware that he was 

not on firm ground popped into my head. I prepared for a long descent and my imminent death. 

Merlin laughed. “You are in the spirit realm now, Spats,” he said. “Your astral body cannot fall unless you will it to do so.” 

He had glided in closer and appeared to be talking normally now. “Now tell me what you see.” 

I looked down and saw a billowing, lush green landscape of meadows and forests with shimmering blue lakes and broad 

running streams. The noon day sun hung at the top of its arc over the Earth, emitting a soft luminescent glow that sharpened the 

scenery and energized the verdure. Far to the south I could see a coastline bordering an endless sapphire blue sea sparkling with the 

glint of the sun off the tips of the waves. Farms dotted the countryside to the east, ending at a wide river at the slope of a large hill – 

more like a small mountain actually – covered by lush wild grasses and orchards, bisected by a wide winding road that rose to the 

very top and stopped at a gate fixed inside a giant stone wall. At the peak of the small mountain was a majestic, shining white castle 

adorned with gold and silver spires and hundreds of colourful pennants fluttering in the gentle breeze. It was an impressive sight, to 

say the least, and my wonder robbed me of words. 

“Behold Camelot!” Merlin declared solemnly, “In all its grandeur, exactly as it was over 20,000 years ago!” 

I took a moment to absorb his statement. The Arthurian Legends, in all of their many variations, were as familiar to me as 

they were to anyone who had read fairy tales, watched movies, and cared to dig a little into English history and medieval literature. 

But they were legends, fantasies, allegories, likely constructed to reflect the human condition and address the universal desire to 

return to paradise lost. Attempts to tie King Arthur to known historical figures had been, in the end, inconclusive. The actual 

historical Camelot upon which the legends were based remained as elusive as the Holy Grail itself.  

“Yes, Spats, Camelot was very real,” Merlin said, answering my question before I could ask it. “As you will learn later, it 

remains real today, although not in the form you see now.” 

“But…where are we? Right now?” I asked in bewilderment.  

Merlin paused before answering. “You are observing the past through the inner eye of your highest level of spiritual 

consciousness,” he said carefully. 

“Wha-? What does that mean?” I asked. 

“You have a limited time in this altered state, Spats,” Merlin spoke quickly. “It is difficult to explain. Think of it this way: 

everything that ever happened in the many worlds of the vast universe is indelibly recorded on the wheel of time and every spirit can 

access this record for viewing. When you die, you are permitted to review your life to learn where you screwed up. As one attains 

higher levels of spiritual development, one is capable of seeing more. Normally, living human beings cannot access the Universal 

Memory. I have induced in you an altered state of consciousness that permits me to guide you through this viewing of actual history.” 

“Everything is recorded?” I asked feebly. My mind went back to my most embarrassing moments. The idea that anybody could 

watch them, over and over, caused my cheeks to flush. 

“Yes, everything,” Merlin replied with emphasis. “But let me continue…” 

What followed was similar to watching a back-story animation for a video game, but in full 3D immersion, with Merlin 

narrating the action. My view zoomed in and out depending on the focus – from the broad panoramic view of Camelot that I first 

saw; to inside the very room where Sir Lancelot first bedded Queen Guinevere – and I could not only see, but I could also smell, taste 

and feel the action. What I experienced was a world completely different from the one we know today – a world where magic was 

real and men could live for hundreds of years. Where creatures straight out of fairy tales lived alongside humans and where Sorcerers, 

Wizards and Enchantresses wielded unimaginable power, while being subject to certain immutable laws limiting its use. 

“What you know today as the history of King Arthur and his court at Camelot is based on fragments of fragments of 

historical records that no longer physically exist, combined with the oral histories of the ancient Celtic Druids, who are now all but 

extinct,” Merlin explained as the scene switched to a small lamp-lit room where a large man with a flowing beard and wide hat sat at 

a wooden table across from a frail, ancient-looking figure, wrapped in a green cloak. “Geoffrey of Monmouth, whose ‘History of the 

Kings of Britain’ is your original written source for King Arthur, had access to some ancient texts and interviewed the last of the 

known line of these Druids. The Druid he interviewed was 2,411 years old and near death, with a failing memory. The translator who 

assisted him was of low quality, causing crucial errors. In addition, Geoffrey, in his chronology, completely disregarded the timespan 

of tens of thousands of years for the events described by the Druid, believing it to be too fantastic as well as heretical, therefore an 

error. Geoffrey attempted to make the chronology ‘fit’ into a thousand-year period following the birth of Christ.” 

The view suddenly switched to above the atmosphere, where I could see the great landmasses of the Earth’s northern 

hemisphere. I noted what appeared to be Europe and Great Britain, but the two were connected by a land bridge. Ireland formed the 

western tip of a great peninsula stretching from the west of Scotland through what is today the Irish Sea. South of this a string of 

islands – some large, some small – stretched southward through the Atlantic Ocean, ending at a much larger island off the coast of 

Spain.   

 

 



  

Spain. The eastern seaboard of North America reached further east and the area of the Caribbean appeared to be one large landmass. 

“This is the Earth just before the Flood,” Merlin explained. “Yes, the same flood described in the Bible. It really happened, 

but the Bible’s version is a simplification. That large island off the coast of Spain is Atlantis. Atlantis existed and it was the center of 

world power for one hundred thousand years. The chain of islands that stretch to the north and the entire Caribbean basin formed the 

heartland of Atlantis. What is known as England today was then a northern outpost of the Atlantean Empire and the seat of Camelot.” 

The scene turned to an aerial view of a huge battle on the banks of a wide, winding river. As my view came into focus I 

could see huge winged lizards circling above the melee. One of these creatures swooped down on a small party of mounted knights, 

who were observing the action from a hillock behind the main battle line. As it descended a column of bright yellow flame jetted out 

from its maw accompanied by a dreadful screech. The flame reached the knights and exploded in a ball around them. What a horrible 

way to die! I thought. The view zoomed in closer. As the flame dissipated, I was awed by the sight of the knights still mounted on 

their steeds, unharmed and positioned as they had been, their images distorted and wavering slightly. A translucent glimmer of some 

kind of energy field enclosed them. It seemed to radiate from a bright orb affixed to a wooden staff. I gasped inwardly. Holding the 

staff, cloaked in a green and silver cloak, was a familiar face. 

“That is me in my younger days,” Merlin explained with a wry chuckle. “And that man in the center with the red dragon on 

his chest, not wearing his helmet as usual, is King Arthur – the real King Arthur.” 

My view closed in. Yes, it was indeed Merlin, but a much younger, virile version. His dark brown hair was tied in a man bun 

and he sported a pointed goatee and moustache. His eyes blazed with fury as he bellowed a bizarre chant that sounded a bit like a 

singing rabbi attempting to hack up a wad of phlegm. I then looked at Arthur. He had a big grin on his face. He turned to a serious, 

handsome-looking knight at his right hand and said something in a language I did not understand. The other knight allowed himself a 

brief smile before reassuming his sombre expression, staring ahead at the battle. 

“And that fellow next to Arthur, with the three red stripes on his shield, is Lancelot, Arthur’s best friend, who would 

eventually betray him and bring down Camelot,” Merlin went on. “Arthur enjoyed it when I performed battle magic, so he would 

deliberately set up his command tent too close to the battlefield, within striking distance of the enemy dragons, and instruct me to 

hide amongst the horses. Thinking Arthur careless and an easy target, the opposing general would invariably send out a dragon to 

torch the stupid King. But at the last minute I would emerge and invoke the Shield of Syssyssyth – a powerful protection spell that 

could stop a meteor in its tracks. It was a lot of work to pull off that spell and it was overkill against something as common on the 

battlefield as dragon’s breath, but Arthur enjoyed it immensely and insisted on that spell in particular. He never got tired of it, even if 

his Knights of the Round Table, like Lancelot, no longer found the hidden wizard joke funny.” 

“Arthur doesn’t look at all like I imagined,” I commented. I saw that he was considerably smaller in stature than his knights 

and not handsome by any common standard. His thick, long-flowing auburn hair and neatly trimmed beard were his most impressive 

features; but those did not fully obscure a thin, sharp nose and a left eye that was slightly askew, giving the impression that he was 

looking in two directions at once. His brash-sounding, high-pitched voice and rattling laugh was irritating. 

“Don’t be misled by appearances,” Merlin cautioned; he could tell I was unimpressed. “His cockeye was universally 

recognized as a sign of his special gift and he was revered for it. Arthur could literally focus on multiple spots on the battlefield 

simultaneously and see things that others could not. He was the best military commander of his age, capable of perceiving his 

enemy’s intentions immediately upon seeing how the opposing formations were arrayed then devising a complex impromptu plan to 

deal with it. Nobody questioned his orders, no matter how strange they occasionally were. He never lost a battle.” 

I scanned the party surrounding Arthur. So, I thought. Are these the Knights of the Round Table? I counted 23 “knightly-

looking” mounted figures in the company, arranged in three crooked lines to the flanks and rear of Arthur. There were dozens of 

lightly-armoured footmen standing around this imposing group and a small herd of horses behind the hillock, out of the enemy’s line 

of sight. There must have been at least 60 souls on the hill, entrusted with the protection of Arthur. 

“The Knights of the Round Table,” Merlin spoke, as if he had read my thoughts. (He probably had). “These are but a few of 

them. A lot of confusion about this group in the histories and romances you may have read,” Merlin continued. “They were basically 

Arthur’s private army. They guarded him physically, performed special missions for him and occasionally acted together as shock 

troops on the battlefield. Any one of them was empowered to enforce the laws of the land as well as assume command of any militia 

or regular military unit on demand. They were the policemen of the age. They grew from several dozen in the early years to several 

hundred at the height of Camelot’s power. Only the most senior Knights – the leaders – had a seat at the fabled Round Table.” 

I sensed that the battle raging below was highly significant. I had been exposed to much of the literature around Arthur, 

having done my undergrad in English, and deduced that I was probably watching the Battle of Badon. It couldn’t be Camlann, 

because Lancelot had not been part of that final battle in which Arthur perished at the hands of Mordred.  

“You are as right as you can be, given how distorted the legend has become through the ages,” Merlin piped up.  

Now I knew he was reading my mind.  

“Not reading your mind, Spats. Listening to the thoughts you are projecting,” Merlin corrected. “Thinking out loud is 

unavoidable in the spirit realm, unfortunately, unless you have the proper training. Thoughts are literally things, Spats. In the physical 

world there are barriers and distractions that prevent most people from being able to ‘hear’ and ‘see’ another’s thoughts. Here, there  

 

 

 

 



  

are no such barriers. And here thoughts contain great power.” 

 For the sake of my privacy and dignity I tried not to think. But it was no use. It suddenly dawned on me that the famous line 

uttered by Renee Descartes, ‘I think, therefore I am,’ was the most profound truth. Not thinking meant not existing. 

 “You are beginning to understand much sooner than I had anticipated, Spats,” Merlin said. “Good. We don’t have much 

time here and I have much material to cover while we are here that will help you understand the true nature of the York Excaliburs 

and how it is connected to the nature of the entire EFL!” 

 A whirlwind of images, words, scents and touches followed – a panoramic view of history unknown to any historian. It was 

at once magnificent and ordinary, righteous and base, comical and pathetic, cruel and kind – a reflection of the triumph and tragedy 

of the human condition.  

 “Human beings are cursed with the desire to be like Gods while being woefully unequipped to achieve that goal,” Merlin 

pronounced. “It is the source of all great achievement and all tragic downfalls. It is also the reason why history is almost always 

fiction. History is, in practice, an editing of events to make some people look good and others look bad. Legend is similar. Through 

legend we create the heroes we wish to be. King Arthur was a great man, but he was a man and he had some serious issues.” 

 The view switched from a panorama of the battle to a large bed chamber. A strikingly gorgeous, nubile woman with long 

flowing auburn hair was kneeling on top of a large canopied bed topped with fur coverings and at least a dozen ornately-embroidered 

pillows of various sizes. She was completely nude. She looked down at a figure of a man, fully-clothed, sprawled out on the mattress, 

his trousers down at his knees, his flaccid member fully exposed to view. He was snoring loudly, enough to obscure the urgings of the 

young woman, who was clearly unsettled. The man was obviously Arthur. But who was this woman? 

 “That’s Guinevere, of course!” Merlin revealed, on cue. “Quite a looker, isn’t she?” 

 “She is that! And so…young!” I said. I had always pictured Guinevere more mature, noble and virtuous in appearance, like 

the Queen she was. But for Lancelot, uncorruptible. The sight of her in her birthday suit, desperately attempting to arouse Arthur – in 

more ways than one – was unnerving. 

 “She is 24-years old here and married to Arthur for three years,” Merlin informed me. “That is indeed young for the time. 

Remember, people of the upper classes could live for hundreds of years before the Flood. Arthur is 57 in this scene and still, despite 

appearances, fully functional as a man.”  

 I watched the scene unfold before me. Guinevere was doing some shockingly unladylike things in a vain attempt to excite 

her snoring husband. “Is he drunk?” I asked Merlin. 

 “Absolutely shitfaced – to use a colloquial term popular in your age,” Merlin replied. “You see, when Arthur was not on 

campaign, he reveled in debauchery. That’s how he met Guinevere in the first place. He seduced her on the second night of a three-

day ball held by the thankful King of Fib, Leodegran, who as you know was Guinevere’s father.” 

 “But wasn’t Leodegran the King of Scotland?” I interjected. 

 “Yes and no. He was one of many Kings ruling in the area currently known as Scotland. But at the time, Scotland as you 

know it today and Geoffrey of Monmouth knew it then, did not exist,” Merlin explained. “King was a term used very loosely in those 

days. Fib was small and in need of protection. As a result, Leodegran did not hesitate to marry off the most attractive of his 6 

daughters to a powerful King and rising star like Arthur. And initially, Guinevere was happy about it.” 

 “Initially? What happened to make her unhappy?” I asked.  

 Merlin gave me a hard look then glanced down at the pitiful bedroom scene beneath us. “Oh, I see, of course!” I replied.  

 “There was more to it than that, however,” Merlin added. “To give you some perspective on Arthur’s true place in history I 

will continue with the history of Britain as it actually was, not as chronicled in Geoffrey of Monmouth’s Historia Regum Britanniae.” 

  ATLANTIS 

Merlin spoke, as shifting images of the history he described flashed below us: 

The Britain of Arthur was a province of Atlantis – an ancient civilization centered on an island chain in the Atlantic. The 

legendary “Avalon” was one of those islands and, yes, it was covered in apple trees. 'Atlantis' in the Plato-inspired legend is mostly a 

fable. Plato, like every good philosopher, was a florid, uncouth drunk who simply made stuff up when he was too tired or intoxicated 

to do research. Being one of only 3 contemporaries in ancient Greece who could read the ancient scrolls and tablets (many of which 

were later destroyed in the Great Library of Alexandria) he had the luxury of being able to write and say what he wanted and nobody 

would be the wiser. Scholars cannot check his work today, but I know the truth – most of it is rubbish set down when he was into his 

third amphora of wine. Historians who allege he made up Atlantis as a morality tale are mostly correct, but wrong in the most crucial 

aspect: Atlantis did exist and was mostly destroyed in a cataclysmic event vaguely remembered today as the Biblical Flood myth.  

Atlantis was highly advanced, but not in a way that people would recognize today. “Magic” was as real as the beer in your 

hand. [I did not realize I had a beer in my hand until I looked down and saw a beer in my hand] Like magic, see? You call it magic, 

Spats, but in reality, it consisted of the highest science, the deepest knowledge of the principles and laws of nature and the universe, 

coupled with the biological physical capacity and technical skill to exploit those laws. Everyone is capable of magic – even you. 

There are severe limits on humans in today’s world. But the Earth itself was very different in Atlantean times. A great canopy of 

water and gas in the upper atmosphere created ideal conditions for life and magic to thrive. Most of it vanished with the Flood, which 
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was actually the collapse of this canopy of water onto the Earth.  

While everyone could perform magic to some degree back then, it was not a free-for-all. As well as being very difficult to 

master, there were wide-ranging and strict laws governing the use of magic. The whole system keeping this great power in check and 

in balance is far too complex and arcane for me to get into detail about here. You would not understand most of it anyway, even in 

your present altered state. All you need to understand is that, like any skill, some people were more advanced in magic than others. I 

was considered pretty advanced at the time; I was a Magician, the highest rank of “general practitioner.” It was due to my skill and 

knowledge that I was given the mission to protect Arthur, by no less than the Empress of Atlantis herself.  

Brutus of Troy, was indeed the first king of what is known today as Britain. He is described erroneously by Monmouth as a 

“Roman Consul,” but he was in fact an Atlantean mercenary General who, looking for something to do after the real Trojan War, 

subdued the Faeries that inhabited the British Isles. Yes, it should come as no surprise to anyone that all of Britain was once 

inhabited by Faeries. This happened roughly 20,000 years ago, but the legacy of Brutus’ rampage survives today. The word “brutal” 

comes from this guy. He killed over 90% of the Fairies, stole their treasure and forced the survivors into hiding in the glades and 

mountains of Britain and Ireland, where they came to be known as Leprechauns. The Fairies got their revenge on Brutus in the end. 

Their priests conjured up a malevolent river spirit to poison the water of a well outside of one of his many hunting manors. He drank 

from the well one day, fell ill and died in agony weeks later. Arthur came into the picture as Brutus’ sons were killing each other off 

fighting over the succession. The barbarians were at the gates and threatening to overrun the country. The Empress sent Arthur to 

repel them and offered him the land if he was successful. 

Britain was important to the Atlantean Empire. It was joined to what is known today as France, which was then, like today, 

inhabited by barbarians and known as Gul. King Arthur fought dozens of wars with the barbarian tribes of Gul, keeping them away 

from the Imperial heartland. The “Battle of Badon” was actually a series of many battles fought over several years against this 

Barbarian incursion, an invasion which was aided by Atlantis’ dire enemies, the Hellens (Greeks today).  The battle you witnessed – 

and which we will return to shortly – was the final battle in which Arthur slayed the giant, Ritho, King of the Gul. Monmouth made 

everything “fit” in his chronology by replacing the Guls and Hellens with the Saxons. The idea that Arthur repelled the invasion of 

Saxons in the 5th century is pure fantasy. I was in a state of stasis in the 5th century, so I couldn't tell you who the king was at that 

time, but I know it wasn't Arthur. 

The end result of Arthur’s successful battlefield campaigns was the unification of land known as Britain under the control of 

that “shining city on the hill” known as Camelot. King Arthur indeed ushered in a Golden Era that lasted centuries and made a deep 

imprint on the cultural memory of its surviving descendants – the Welsh and the Irish – even if most of the details are long lost.  

Knowing the truth, I am amused at how the images and roles of some of the people closest to Arthur, as well as Arthur 

himself, have been distorted over the ages. There are many key people who have been completely left out of the legend as well – I 

will get to them later.  

Concerning Arthur, his best work was accomplished before Camelot had established itself as Atlantis’ thriving fortress 

province. He was at his best on the battlefield – not as a warrior, but as a tactician. This capacity for command won him the love and 

respect of the Knights of the Round Table, which enabled him to rule over Camelot for years despite his shortcomings as a governor.  

You want to know the main reason Arthur was so beloved by the common people? It was because he forgot to collect taxes 

from the peasants and tended to declare general holidays whenever he felt like going on a drinking and cavorting rampage, which was 

often. Camelot would have been an administrative disaster if Mordred and I hadn't been there to keep things in order. I see your 

shock. You want to know why Mordred gets a bad rap in the legends? It is because he was Arthur's tax collector and main enforcer of 

the law, who was loathed for his service. The idea that he “rebelled” against Arthur came from Arthur himself telling people that he 

had no control over Mordred’s tax-collecting activities. Arthur threw Mordred under the bus to maintain his personal popularity. 

Meanwhile, Mordred was saving Arthur's butt with the Empress of Atlantis. 

In a similar vein, the Morgan le Fay known to modern Arthurian Legend is a confused mishmash of at least three different 

real people. The one who played the largest role with the real Arthur was Morganna de Gorlois. She was a High Priestess of the 

healing Cult of Ascle. In modern terms, she would be described as a doctor. She was employed as Arthur's personal physician. In the 

legends she is characterized as scheming and promiscuous but nothing could be farther from the truth. She took the heat for Queen 

Guinevere, who turned into an unabashed whore and incurable nymphomaniac shortly after that scene you witnessed in the bedroom. 

Guinevere came to enjoy the company of men and women alike and once tried to seduce a horse. This was an open secret in 

the Court for years. But until she, as you would say, “banged” Lancelot, the common folk were largely ignorant of those sordid facts 

and worshipped the Queen as Catholics today worship Mary of Magdalene. The “Lancelot Affair,” as it became known, blew the lid 

off the illusion of Camelot as an idyllic paradise run by human gods. The scandal ultimately brought down Arthur because when a 

King became a cuckold in those times, he could no longer command the respect of his subjects if he did not take redress. Kings 

weren't considered divinely appointed in those days, but they were thought of, to use a modern term, as “the Man.” When the affair 

became known, Arthur was expected to duel Lancelot or have Guinevere executed to regain his honour. But Arthur couldn't bring 

himself to fight a friend who had been his brother in countless battles; not to mention that Lancelot was a great swordsman (as well as 

a “stick man”) who would have skewered Arthur almost as surely as he had skewered Guinevere. 

   

   

  



 

 

  

So, unable to confront his comrade-in-arms or order the execution of his Queen, Arthur let himself go. He became a heavy 

drinker and a dishevelled recluse. In the end, he had to be hauled back to Avalon by Morganna to undergo detox treatment.  

The Romances written around the Legend of Arthur could not acknowledge such an ending. Plenty of creative licence 

masquerading as history was composed in an attempt to cover up the ignoble end of Camelot. In reality, there was no order by Arthur 

to burn Guinevere at the stake; no open feud with Lancelot and certainly no final battle with Mordred where the two slayed each 

other. Mordred, in fact, did not seize the throne; he occupied it reluctantly while Arthur was away in detox in an attempt to keep order 

while the Knights of the Round Table fought each other over the Lancelot-Guinevere-Arthur scandal and attempted to expand their 

estates. The Battle of Camlann as recounted in Le Morte d’Arthur is almost entirely fiction. Arthur was not even there. Mordred was, 

however, battling a faction that sought to install Sir Cador, an old friend of Arthur’s, on the throne. Mordred was slain in a chaotic 

melee by Sir Thulce the Bastard, a junior Knight of the Round Table totally forgotten by history.  

Camelot, such as it was, fell into decadence soon after Camlann and never regained its glory. Arthur officially retired from 

public life. He took up gardening and carving decorative soaps that he sold to curiosity shops in Avalon. As people of the upper 

classes would live, on average, around a thousand years in those days, it was a very long and humiliating retirement. But two days 

after his 983rd birthday, Arthur collapsed in his patch of prize begonias. His body was collected by six female Acolytes of Ascle and 

taken by boat to the Graveyard of Kings in Poseidia, where it was magically preserved in a special tomb. 

[As Merlin spoke, scenes of knights fighting, the sight of a broken Arthur carving impressively ornate decorative soaps, and 

Guinevere cavorting with the Royal Cook enthralled my senses. But while all of this was fascinating on one level, I felt something big 

was missing. What about that famous sword? I did not recall having seen it in any of these visions Merlin was feeding me.] 

Merlin continued: 

Ahhh, Spats…you have noticed that I have not yet mentioned Arthur’s famous sword. Listen and behold now as I reveal to 

you the true and strange history of Excalibur! 

  EXCALIBUR 

The vision beneath us returned abruptly to the battlefield of Badon. It was now much later in the day. The sun was closing on the 

horizon. Long shadows on the ground obscured the carnage on the field. The massed formations of humanity, strange creatures and 

beasts that earlier had blanketed the landscape, had shrunk to small ragged bands moving pell-mell to engage or retreat from one 

another. A dragon streaked across the sky, smoke trailing from its maw as it circled, looking for a target.  

There was one formation still in good military order. Three ranks of armoured cavalry moved at a trot down a wide slope in 

the center of the battlefield. A broad, billowing white standard emblazoned with a red lion fluttered lazily at its front. My view 

zoomed in and I could see Arthur, without his helmet, riding next to his standard bearer, talking animatedly to a stern-looking 

Lancelot, who cast a vigilant eye to his front. Gliding through the air at Arthur’s side was Merlin, watching for enemy dragons over 

head. It felt like a showdown was about to occur, but exactly what kind of showdown I could not fathom. 

 “They are looking for Ritho, King of the Guls,” Merlin clarified. “Ritho is King Rience in the Arthurian legends you know. 

But apart from trimming his robe with the beards of Kings he has conquered, Ritho is not at all like the legendary Rience. First of all, 

Ritho hailed from what is now France, not Wales, and he was a genuine giant, standing over 10 feet tall!” 

 “Why would anyone look for a guy that big?” I asked. “I’d let him run away.” 

 “To end the war, Spats,” Merlin replied. “Ritho was reputed to be immortal. As long as he survived, the tribes of Gul 

followed him blindly and the Hellens provided him with weapons and mercenaries. As a result, Ritho kept coming back, no matter 

how many times his armies had been defeated, looking to add Arthur’s beard to his robe. I am going to take some credit here. I was 

the one who convinced Arthur that Ritho had to die in order to permanently end the invasions. Previously, Arthur held the naïve 

belief that if he just beat his army and sent Ritho some locks he had cut from his beard, he would go away.” 

 “Okay, so, Arthur is hunting down this giant and will eventually kill him on your recommendation,” I said. “What does this 

have to do with Excalibur and the EFL?” I was starting to think that Merlin was just messing with me because I had been critical of 

Jay Hammond’s play-calling in York’s 2012 Conference Final loss to Death Valley.  

 Merlin burst out laughing! “I thought Jay’s play-calling was terrible in that game too, Spats!” Merlin exclaimed. “Why 

would I try to mess with you for stating the obvious? I’m glad you pointed it out, in fact. It made him a better coach. Now watch on.” 

 The scene switched to a shadowy glade inside a forest. A familiar face grinned maniacally, his eyes bulging out of his head 

as they darted back and forth. He barked loudly, in one-syllable sentences. I could not make out what he was saying, but the tune of 

his voice was also familiar. He suddenly and rapidly moved toward a thicket, bellowing at the top of his lungs. As he passed across a 

beam of light from the setting sun shining through the trees, I could see that he was stark naked except for a tightly wound loin cloth 

and belt with a jewelled scabbard. His body was painted in bright green and his face smeared in blood red. Or was that actual blood?  

 Then it hit me, like a blow to the head from George Foreman. It was Jay Hammond! 

 “Not Jay Hammond, Spats,” Merlin corrected me. “Sir Hhwmmynd of Llyynn; a Knight of the Round Table and the finest 

swordsman in the land.” 

 “He looks like a blood-thirsty barbarian, not a knight,” I remarked. “Where is his armour and his shield?” 

 Merlin laughed. “Sir Hhymmynd eschewed armour on the battlefield as he believed it slowed him down from killing the  

   

   

  



 

  

enemy. He also claimed that his great sword, Calabrum and its enchanted scabbard protected him from harm.” 

 I heard a sharp <zap!> and looked down at the scene in the glade. Sir Hhwmmynd had drawn a gleaming blade from the 

scabbard. It cast a glow not unlike a Star Wars light sabre and hummed with energy as it cut through the air. He bellowed a violent 

war cry and dove headlong into the thicket, only to immediately jump back, howling in pain. Blood dripped from dozens of tiny 

wounds. It was a thorny thicket apparently. 

 Merlin chuckled. “The legend held that the sword Calabrum and its scabbard protected its bearer from the wounds of war. 

Sir Hhwmmynd kept forgetting that it did not apply to natural objects incapable of forming intention, such as thickets.” 

 “What exactly is he doing?” I asked. The light inside the glade was dim and the sounds of battle in the distance made it 

difficult to discern the sound of movement in the woods. 

 “He is enjoying his favourite part of the battle – the pursuit. The legions of Ritho had broken ranks hours earlier under a 

withering fireball barrage followed by the charge of a thousand Imperial Cataphracti, which scattered most of the Guls to the hills and 

forests. The Dark Nobles, Ritho’s equivalent of the Knights of the Round Table, had attempted a rally but they were in turn forced 

back in disorder by a charge of a squadron of Arthurs Knights, led by Sir Hhwmmynd. Ritho had fled into the forest with a few 

bodyguards. Sir Hhwmmynd had dismounted and pursued, slaughtering everyone in his path. What you are watching here is the point 

at which he paused to try and finish off a richly-dressed and well-armoured dark noble who had dropped his mace and sought refuge 

deep in the thicket.” 

 I continued to watch as Jay, I mean Sir, Hhwmmynd set down his sword, stripped down the body of a fallen enemy knight 

lying nearby, and hurriedly donned his armour. In his haste, he inadvertently put the breastplate on backwards, so that it appeared as 

if he was looking to his rear at all times. Suitably protected from Mother Nature’s barbs, he picked up his sword and waded into the 

thicket, slashing at the bushes as he closed in on the cowering noble. At that point something caught his attention that stopped him in 

his tracks. He turned around abruptly. The view zoomed out slightly and I could see a huge figure towering above Sir Hhwmmynd in 

the glade. This has to be Ritho, I thought. His long cloak with a gap in the hairy fringe gave it away. 

   “Vers la cote!” the giant bellowed. It sounded like French. He was waving a giant maul studded with spikes. 

 Merlin narrated: “Ritho, mistaking Sir Hhwmmynd for one of his own knights, is giving him orders to retreat. Sir 

Hhwmmynd quickly realizes Ritho’s error and plays along, withdrawing from the thicket and closing casually to within striking 

distance. Ritho himself is suddenly distracted by the sound of the Knights of the Round Table dismounting on the edge of the woods. 

He urges Sir Hhwmmynd (who he calls Gharis) to draw them off with a distraction. Sir Hhwmmynd replies in Ancient Welsh, ‘you 

mean like this?’ as he delivers a swift blow with Calabrum. Ritho is caught completely by surprise. The magical power of the sword 

cuts through the plate armour above his left knee and cleaves straight through, severing his lower leg. So clean and swift is the cut 

that Ritho does not immediately feel anything, but he lets out a startled cry as he loses his balance and falls to the ground.” 

 I watched, transfixed by the horror of it, as Sir Hhwmmynd finished off the giant with shocking ease and swiftness. First, he 

chopped down on Ritho’s weapon side, severing his right arm above the elbow in one stroke. The giant bawled in alarm, more than 

pain, as he suddenly realized what was happening to him. He tried to rise, using his left arm to push himself up. Sir Hhwmmynd 

anchored his stance and swung Calabrum like a baseball bat, lopping off the left forearm. Ritho slammed to the ground, the side of 

his huge face smashing into the thorny bramble. Without any pause for mercy or a dramatic proclamation, Sir Hhwmmynd raised his 

sword high above his head and brought it down on the giant’s head, slicing through the helmet and splitting the skull straigh t down 

the middle. He stopped for a moment to admire his handiwork then began to laugh uproariously.  

 “It’s not at all like a Hollywood movie, is it Spats?” Merlin remarked as he studied my expression. “From the first blow to 

the last took roughly 11 seconds. 11 seconds to kill a giant who had bedevilled all of Britain for the better part of 6 years! Now pay 

attention and see how quickly tragedy can strike….” He turned his head back to the scene.  

As Sir Hhwmmynd revelled in his kill, Sir Lancelot and King Arthur arrived at the edge of the glade. Mistaking him for an 

enemy combatant, Lancelot charged forward with his sword drawn while Arthur launched his golden spear at the stationary figure. It 

was a perfect throw. The spearhead entered through the base of Sir Hhwmmynd’s neck and emerged out the front underneath the 

Adam’s apple. His knees buckled beneath him as he fell forward onto the carcass of the giant he had just slain. Lancelot rushed 

forward to finish him off but quickly realized he did not need to. Merlin rushed in, yelling frantically, a look of distress on his face.  

 

Arthur's sword, Excalibur, remained in Avalon, stuck in a giant rock that nobody could move. Remember what I said earlier: 

everybody had the capacity to perform magic in those days and Kings were expected to hold their own in the magic field. Vows and 

Curses held real power and Kings were allowed one Great Curse over their lifetime.  

   

   

  

 

 

 

 

 

  

  



  



  



 

  



 

  



 

  



 

  



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

RECORD VS THE SPREAD AFTER CONFERENCE FINALS:  119-73-9 
 

Jimmy’s SEASON WRAP UP 
 

BRUXELLES @ AURORA (line – MUSTANGS by 7) 

INJURIES: Bruxelles – None; Aurora – None. 

MY PICK: Bruxelles 

 

So, I ended the season with a push as the Mustangs and Bombers tied against the spread. That does not change the bottom line: if you 

stuck with me throughout the good times and the bad this season you would have had more good times than bad. A .614 winning 

percentage is the best you are likely going to get in the industry – although I have had better seasons. I think the Bombers could have 

pulled it out in the final except for the unsung performance of the Aurora secondary. A little-publicized stat: Marcus Mariota went 1 for 4 

targeting the Aurora secondary. What that means is that their corners and safeties blanketed the Bombers’ receivers enough to force a 

lot of check-downs underneath. Mariota clearly did not feel he could challenge them Had there been more room in the defensive 

backfield it would have changed the complexion of the Bruxelles attack and put more pressure on the Aurora offence to keep pace It 

would have been interesting to see how the Mustangs’ offence reacted to that pressure. They stuck to a relatively (for them) conservative 

game plan on offence. Perhaps the Bombers’ blitz would have drawn more blood if Matt Ryan had been forced to go deep more often. 

At some point, we who study the game have to stop speculating on the possibilities that did not materialize. The Mustangs proved with 

this win that they are in a class of their own as a franchise. Will they be able to keep it going in 2018? Stick around with me next year and 

find out!  

 

 

Charleswood victory in 2015; and the Aurora perfect season wrap-up in 2014. The last time I was wrong was when I predicted Eli to 

take out his older brother Peyton in the 2013 Championship. I admit, I was guilty of a bit of “ageism” then as well as being somewhat 

partial to the Markham Magic that seemed to have a grip on the league for two seasons. I vowed, while shaking my fist at a darkened 

sky, that I would never be wrong again after that and this year will be no exception. Both these teams have impressed me in 2017 for 

many fairly obvious reasons, but I will reiterate the main one for each: their quarterbacks. Matt Ryan and Marcus Mariota are no.1 

and no.2 in the league respectively and it is no coincidence that their respective teams have followed them to no.1 and no.2 

respectively in the league during the regular season and post-season. We are fortunate to have the two best teams playing each other 

in the final. Many of you are probably expecting me to cite the erratically undulating season as my basis for predicting that, for the 

final, these two teams will trade places for one game and Bruxelles will prevail. Sorry, no can do. I expect that the rankings will hold 

in the final. I expect a good game, but I also expect a decisive Aurora victory – one befitting a balanced team with the league’s best 

quarterback, and my vote for MVP. There are avenues for the Bombers to pull off an upset, of course – I just don’t think they will 

find them because they will be chasing the Mustangs the entire way. So, there you have it, the outcome of the game before it is even 

played: Aurora 30, Bruxelles 21. See you in York! -Spats 

 

BUG THE BOOKIE! 
JIMMY THE GEEK WRAPS UP ANOTHER 

SEASON OF SUCCESS 
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FROM THE EFL ARCHIVES – The 2011 EFL 

Championship – Gale Sayers V – featured two teams and two 

quarterbacks that few observers expected to see face each 

other in a final. Rumours that Ben Roethlisberger would 

return to the starting role for the big game turned out to be 

false. Dave Birdsall decided to go with the guy credited with 

rescuing the Gladiators’ season, Vince Young. It was a 

controversial, but logical decision, given Ben’s erratic 

performances in 2011 and Young’s hot hand. There were no 

similar doubts on the LA sideline. Josh Freeman had been 

the man for the Knights all year – the finest QB in the short 

  

   

history of the franchise so far. 

 Despite a clear disparity in offensive efficiency, the 

game was a competitive classic on the scoreboard. LA 

controlled both sides of the ball in the first half, finishing off 

two long TD drives against the highly-ranked Gwinnett 

defence, thanks mainly to Freeman’s versatility and poise in 

running it in for a TD and throwing for another. On the other 

side, Young struggled. But a 70-yard kick return by Leon 

Washington to set up the Glads’ first TD and a FG with no 

time left on the clock in the 2nd quarter kept Gwinnett too close 

for comfort as far as LA was concerned, trailing 14-10. 

 Gwinnett picked up the pace in the second half, 

sparked by a 57-yard TD pass from Young to Jeremy Maclin 

to give them their first lead. The Knights managed to tie it on a 

23-yard James Carpenter FG, but with 4:58 remaining in the 

4th, Josh Brown gave Gwinnett a 20-17 lead on a 31-yard FG, 

set up by a 23-yard pass interference penalty. But Jamaal 

Charles finished off a 70-yard LA drive with a 15-yard TD run 

behind the famous crushing block by Joe Thomas on 

linebacker Daryl Smith. The ‘Blue Shield’ held off the late 

Gwinnett rally to give LA a 24-20 win and its first EFL title.  

   

    

PRESENTS 

EFL ANNOUNCES MOST VALUABLE PLAYERS 

Matt Ryan 

AURORA MUSTANGS 

 

Melvin Ingram 

VIRDEN VIOLATORS 

It was not unanimous, but it was not close. 

Matt Ryan was the standout performer on a 

standout team. Ryan was the main factor in 

another remarkable undefeated season for 

the Mustangs. He led the league in TD 

passes (49), yards passing (4,985), 

completion rate (63.1%) and passer rating 

(109.1). He had help from an excellent 

receiving corps, but his play elevated the 

running game rather the other way around. 

Defensive performance is difficult to 

evaluate. Not everyone agreed with this 

choice, but in the end his record pace won 

over a majority of writers. 21 sacks in the 

final 8 weeks catapulted Melvin Ingram 

into a hall-of-fame performance in 2017. 

His 28 total sacks shattered the single 

season record set by former teammate, 

DeMarcus Ware. He showed up in the 

playoffs too, even if he team did not.   


